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For The Sailors
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ong the steps recently taken by
overnment to relieve growing
age of sugar, particularly in
markets, was the release
fO.O?O tons of Western beet
It is estimated that the beet
try can spare as much as 300.ions from its reserve supplies.
must carry it through until
Fall when the new crop is harBeet sugar stocks at the beng of the year totaled 1.300.000
ton
The National Grange
eng urged the production, in
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ugar we consume. During revears 30 per cent of cur sugar
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'em was brought in frem the
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han 10C0 members remain

The bringing together of a few of
Rockland’s women, interested in
providing a heme atmosphere for
the sailors who will be coming in to
! this port, has brought definite and
promising results. Credit is due
Mrs. Charles Emery for not only
thinking of the need but also for
doiiffe something about it.
After a conference with Rev. Roy
Welker, and words of encourage
ment from Rev. E. O. Kenyon,
chairman of the Defense Com, mittee of the Knox County Clerical
■ Associaton, representative women
of all the churches were invited to
a discussion meeting Tuesday in
the Congregational vestry.
| The need of providing a whole
some, desirable meeting-place for
the sailors of the Naval Base and
Coast Guard, as well as of the
forthcoming Air Base, was felt so
strongly that there developed
quickly the nucleus of an organiza
tion which promises to be of real
service in linking up the 'best and
most generous impulse of this com
munity with one of the most out
standing needs of the Service men.
It Ls felt that the Interdenomi
national Service Organization can
1 lie Thorndike Hotel here pictured in former days, is one of the city’s best and will be a channel for a fine
known landmarks
new effort on the part of Rockland
and perhaps of Knox County, and
After an absence of nearly seven equipped with circular seats where will grow according to the com
veurs the Thorndike Hotel Com the guests may lounge in comfort. munity co-operation given. Plans
pany yesterday found itself re The windows are shielded by mod are already underway for a head
i ccupying its former office quarters ern Venetian blinds and heavy quarters at the Community Build
ing where an attractive and home
on the Tillscn avenue side of the big
structure—almost a stranger be drapes. On the walls hang oil paint like room will be prepared ior the
cause of the remarkable transfor ings from the brush of Mrs. Nev puinose of reading, writing Letters,
playing of games and general en
mation which has been effected by elson.
An arched entrance opens upon tei tamn ent.
ilie remodeling process ol Ljie past
the main dining hall, tlie walls of
These committee chairmen have
lew months.
The formal opening of the new which are decorated in deep velvet been appointed, with Mrs. Charles
office. lobby and dining room is not red, with the dull gray trimmings Emery as general chairman: Fi
clieduled until tomorrow, but the lurnishing a pleasing foil. At the nance, Mrs. Charles Wotton; hos
Chamber of Commerce banquet last eastern end of the dining hall is a tess, Mrs. Keryn ap Rice; housing,
night served as a demonstration to large open fireplace, surmounted by Mrs. Joseph EineTy, Sr.; furniture.
many business men of' what lias a large mirror of French plate. The Mrs. Isidor Gordon; literature and
been accomplished by Proprietor mantel over the fireplace carries games, Mrs. Robert B. Magune; en
Nathan Berliawsky. The stamp of some specimens of modern sculp tertainment, Mrs. Roy A. Welker.
high approval placed upon Ms work ture—original art by Mrs. Nevelson,
by the business men last night is wh ch is said to be highly considered
certain to have prompt endorse by some of the country’s ablest
ment when the general public in critics.
The main dining hall has a com
spects the new quarters Saturday.
Ralph P. Conant Elected As
The lobby ceiling is finished in fortable seating capacity of 125, but
New President—The Air
Johns Manville ceFotex, while the in the event of a large banquet the
walls are done in Weldtex in the section lighted by the bay windows
Raid Wardens
natural color. Adorning the walls can also be used, increasing the ca
pacity
to
250.
The
dining
rooms
is a series of Maine landscape mur
The Rockland Lions Club held
als. done by Proprietor Berliawskys which were used in connection with its annual meeting yesterday and
the
former
cffice
will
be
retained,
talented sister. Mrs. Louise Nevelgiving a combined capacity of elected the following officers, who
son at her New York stud o.
will enter upon their duties the
The many windows which furnish about 360
The new quarters were designed first Wednesday in July;
light for the new quarters are
President—-Ralph P. Conant.
by
L. L. Schact. the famous New
shielded from the strong glare of
Vice
Presidents—Rev. Ernest O.
southern sun by Venetian blinds York artist, who designed the great Kenyon, and Sam Savitt.
International
Cas
no
in
New
York
and heavy drapes. All of the radi
Secretary—Bradford Burgess.
ators are concealed by 'Weldtex. A City, and who was consulting engi
Treasurer—Eugene E. Stoddard.
neer
in
the
designing
of
the
Bond
pleasant suggestion of a conserva
Lion Tamer—Howard Crockett.
tory is lent by the plants which clothing store on 42d street. New
Tail Twister—Lawrence J. Dan
York
—
said
to
be
the
largest
cloth

adorn the southwestern window
deneau.
nook, illuminated at night by fluo ing store in New York. Miss Natalie
Directors—L. C. Jackson. Jr. and
Bicknell
cf
New
York
directed
rescent lighting.
Frank
F. Harding for two years;
The floor of the lobby cffice and the interior decorating. The indi Robert Gregory and Robert Allen
rect
lighting
system
was
the
work
dining hall is laid with what is said
for one year.
to be the longest one-piece carpet cf W. T. Dean, a local contractor.
Guest speaker Wednesday wras
When
Mr.
Berliawsky
became
in Maine—>109 feet long. This Hand
L.
B. Cook, who told how Mayor
some velvet floor covering, with its proprietor of the Thorndike Hotel Veazie inveigled him into being
nearly
four
years
ago.
the
owners
blue base and attractive design, was
chief air raid warden, and who de
laid by a Bangor expert. E. K were faced with an herculean task scribed some of the duties and
in
the
way
ol
repairs
and
improve

Stevens.
headaches attached to that impor
Tlie wall trimmings are done in ments to be made at a time when tant, if little understood, position.
hotel
business
here
bore
a
some

dul) shades of gray, forming a very
Admitting that he didn’t know
what dubious prospect. The steady
pleasing contrast.
what he was getting into. Chief
renovation
which
has
been
in
prog

The hotel office and private office
Cook explained that the Army
are located between the main lebby ress since the hotel passed under its would be obliged to take over the
present
ownership
finds
its
culmi

and dining hall, the former being
duties were it not for the Civilian
equipped with a large semi-circular nation in tlie new quarters, which, Defense officials.
tlie
proprietors
feel,
have
no
su

desk.
The prime duty of the air raid
The bay windows on the ’I risen perior in this part of New England. wardens is to acquaint us with
Citizens
of
Knox
County
—
and
of
avenue side of the office are
course anybody else who may be in what might happen. The women
this vicinity tomorrow—are invited are taking the job very seriously
to the formal opening from 5 to 7 and are doing a good job.
It is not the wardens’ fault if
p m and the dancing in the old
FRUIT BASKETS
they become confused, and get the
dining hall from 9 to midnight.
Choice Fruit, carefully packed,
public confused. They are asked
tastefully arranged, promptly
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps to do a certain thing at a certain
delivered
time and in a certain way. It is
DEFENSE STAMPS
i Visitors in Washington, D. C., laid out on a big scale, and all fits
; can get copies of The Courier-Ga- together.

NAUM & ADAMS

2211 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 6S7

Mr. Cook stated that of the city’s
! zette at the Metropolitan News
9,000
residents
Agency. 603 15th street, North approximately
(Continued on Page 81*)
West—adv.
x»8*tf

more than 400.000 members.

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
AND ITS STAFF
Invites the Citizens of Knox County To Participate in the

H, You Must
fe/e Furs Ahd

OPENING AND INSPECTION

enfs

'TLER’S

ON SATURDAY, JUNE 6, 1942
Hors D’oeuvres and Music from 5 P. M. to 7 P. M.
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enfafioes /or

ED COLD

Mrs. McGrath of Lakewood will be in charge of Catering

Dancing in the Old Dining Room from 9 to 12 P. M.
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“The Black Cat”

By The Roving Reporter

It’s all up to Uncle Sam. When
he displays the green light, indi
cating that the materials may be
obtained woijt will begin immedi
ately upon the erection of the build
ings shown in the above picture.

comprising the William A. Farns
worth Library and Art Museum.
Provision for the memorial was
contained in the will of Miss Lucy
Farnsworth, daughter of the late
William A. Farnsworth, and the
matter has progressed to the point
of architect’s plans made by Robert

[EDITORIAL]
Directors of the Maine Publicity Bureau
—one of whom is a former Rockland Mayor.
TIIE FACTS
Leforest A. Thurston, met in Bangor Wed
IN THE
nesday,
and after a careful canvassing of
CASE
the situation reached the verdict that there
will be a “fairly substantial” vacation business in Maine this
Summer. President Masterman said that early canvasses
made by independent travel bureaus in New England and
New York show that 90 percent of those approached are
planning their usual vacations. Important to consider, of
course, would be the question of whether those “early can
vasses” were made before or after tire and’ gas rationing.
What the season may develop, if and when a bona fide Sum
mer begins is, of course, difficult to forecast, but on the basis
of present conditions, the situation is anything but reassur
ing. Many wayside resorts which have thriven abundantly in
other years are either not opening at all, or will open only
long enough to catch what cream of the business there may
be in the sultry months of July and August. Establishments
which opened at their accustomed time, are reporting only
about 25 percent of normal business.

Fraternal congratulations go from tiiis
office to Paul K. Niven, editor of the Brunswick Rapcord, who has just been elected to
the Board of Overseers of Bowdoin Col
lege. Editor Niven graduated from Bow
den in 1916, and has always manifested the keenest interest
in the institution w’hich is his alma mater, and which is
located in the town where he is doing noteworthy work from
a journalistic standpoint. He served in the U. S. Navy as a
lieutenant (senior grade) in 1917-1919, and among his numer
ous activities has been the president of the Maine Press
Association.
MADE
WISE
CHOICE

The annual run of alewives in the St.
Georges River at Warren—an unfailing
source cf fascination—ended Tuesday, and
most of the half-million fish taken from
that lively stream was canned at a Rock
land factory, to become the property of the Federal Govern
ment. These popular fish have done their share toward win
ning the war by schooling at the mill-town dam in unusual
numbers, although it was probably never their intention of
becoming entrapped. Tiie alewive run is one of the year's
most interest ng features in Warren, attracting interested
visitors from miles around.
A BIG
RUN OF
ALEWIVES

Some Maine towns are observing an
AVENGE
“Avenge Pearl Harbor Day”—a title which
PEARL
Ls certainly more befitting than “Remember
HARBOR
Pearl Harbor.” “Remembering’’ Pearl Har
bor is something we do, not with joy or
pride, but with deepest chagrin, and we remember it only
in a spirit of vengefulness. Lots remain to be done before the
debt is squared.

When the British major who was pres
ent at the debarkation of our latest troops in
YORKS'
Ireland singled out the men from the moun
NEIGHBORS tains of Kentucky for special praise, he ex
tended to us one more invitation to become
acquainted with our diversified and m ghty wartime resources.
Most of us probably had not thought of the hill people
as a distinguished part of our population. They were hill
billies; they were feudists; they were moonshiners. Too often
we have been content with this superficial and slightly dis
dainful view. Yet as a matter of fact these hill people as a
group—and not just their representatives in north Ireland
—are among our most interesting and most valuable citizens.
A circle that has Cumberland Gap. Tennessee, as its cen
ter and includes western North Carolina, eastern Tennessee,
eastern Kentucky, southern West Virginia and the long west
ern tip of Virginia contains five or six million native-born
Anglo-Saxon people. When their forbears pushed westward
from the seaboard, some of them made their way through the
mountains and on up into Indiana and Illinois—the Lincolns,
for instance. But some of them were caught by the sieve
which the mountains constituted, and their descendants have
been there ever since.
They possess the sinews of character. The hard life in
the hills has increased rather than diminished their great
readiness-to face disagreeable situations. Something in their
inheritance, too, plus their isolation, has filled them with a
concern in great matters—in religion, in justice. With pic
turesque eloquence they talked in favor of the present war
before more affluent regions had adjusted their minds to any
serious thought of such unpleasant matters as fighting. They
felt the cruelty of a man who would ride people down rough
shod just because he had the power, and they were impatient
to have their chance at him.
These people, it must be remembered, are the neighbors
of Sergeant york. When he hoped that he might be per
mitted to recruit a battalion of those among them who had
been rejected for service because they had had the great mis
fortune to grow up without learning to read, he was not mak
ing any sentimental gesture. He knew that these people
possessed a right outlook, strong wills and courageous ingenu
ity not unlike his own.
They have so little of life that they are always stirred by
a great hungering. They crowd into the opportunity-schools
and colleges of the region. They move as unhesitatingly to
throw their support to anyone else who hungers or suffers. It
is not mere chance that Tennessee should be known as the
Volunteer State, and the students and teams of the Uni
versity of Tennessee as “the Vols.” That is how they feel:
SERGEANT

'ars ago Starting with a r.uof 13 ynicn veterans of the
War. the G.A R grew until at
top of its strength, in 1890. it

War Savings Bonds and Stamps

The Proposed William A. Farnsworth Memorial

Thorndike Hotel Back
What a Change Has Been Wrought!

re rolls of the Grand Army of
Republic, which was organised

ing wooden tires on the frcn‘
Ls of his automobile (on a re
test rum. one man attained
ed of 75 miles an hour on a
fte highway.
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they are ready to go to any limit for the things they believe
in. And they go without any lack of confidence. The British
major saw a fair sample.

P. Bellows of Boston who also acts
as advisor to the Boston Safe De
posit and Trust Company, which is
the trustee of the Lucy Farnsworth
estate.
Tlie picture, as shown here, of the
building to be erected on the site
between Elm and Spring streets,

consisting of an art museum and
library, connected with the office
building is from the plans of the
architects, Wadsworth and Boston,
of Portland. It is probable that the
plans as drawn will be acceptable
and construction will be started as
scon as the Government permits it.

THE NEW RATIONING RULES
Doling of Gasoline Is To Be On Permanent
Basis Before July 15
Gasoline rationing on tlie East gasoline than that provided by
ern Seaboard will be placed on “C” cards will have some coupons
out.
a permanent basis before July 15. torn
Thus, a ccuntry doctor, with
with
"non-essential”
motorists much necessary traveling to do,
probably receiving an average would have more coupons left in
basic allotment of slightly under his book than a city physician.
four gallons weekly. The plan
Commercial and industrial users,
contemplates permitting the av now entitled to unlimited supplies,
erage “non-essential” motorist to with or without “X” cards, will be
drive 2.880 miles annually at a I required to present the new “S”
rate of 15 miles to the gallon.
j cards when making purchases.
Under the temporary plan now
The “S-l” card, intended for
effective in 17 eastern states and light commercial vehicles and
the District of Columbia, a motor | trucks, will have 96 coupons, each
ist holding an “A" card now re | coupon calling for a unit of five
ceives three gallons weekly. The I gallons of gasoline—instead of the
plan expires July 1 but present lesser gallonage per unit for pas
ration cards probably would be senger cars. The “S-2” cards for
used until the permanent plan heavier vehicles will contain 384
becomes effective.
five-gallon coupons.
The permanent program would
To qualify for a “B" or “C” card
allow every motorist an “A" card, i an automobile owner must prove
consisting of six pages with eight j that he has formed a car pooling
coupons to a page. Each page | club with at least three other au
would be good for 65 days. Figured tomobile owners to conserve tire
on the 2,880 mile estimate and 15 mileage, or, that this is impossible
miles to the gallon, the result I for some valid reason.
would be abcut four gallons weekly.
He will be required to state the
The present “X” cards, provid'- total distance he must travel, and
ing unlimited gasoline supplies I will
be issued the proper card on
would be eliminated entirely under j this basis. The gasoline to which
the permanent Atlantic Coast pro the “A” card entitles him may
gram. All rationing would be on then be used for family or pleasure
a coupon basis, with any allow driving without restraint.
ance over the basic minimum
based on actual necessary auto
The Maritime Commission has
mcbile u.=age.
announced
bids received from
A new registration of automo contractors 27
in 11 States for conbile owners will be necessary but ‘ struction
of wooden barges. The
no date for the registration has I barges are to be constructed 180
been set.
I feet long, without propulsive power,
The coupons must be turned in 759 deadweight tons at 11 toot, draft
to the gasoline dealer, and must and net more than five will be
be given by him. in turn, to his | awarded to one contractor. The
supplier in order to have hls I Comm ssion announcement did not
tanks replenished.
j .state the total number of barges to
Persons
requiring
additional be contracted for, and did not indi
gasoline over and above the basic cate when contracts would be
allowance to get to and from work awarded. The only bidder in this
or to carry on their businesses, section of the Maine coast was the
will get “B" or "C" cards in addi Deer Isle Granite Corp, of Stoning
tion to the “A” cards, while com ton. Clause A. two largest $292,000
mercial and' industrial users will each; Clause B, two at $277,000 each.
be issued a new type of card—"S
1" or “S-2.”
Dr. Richard P. Jones of Belfast
The “B” card will contain 16 assumed his duties this week as Dicoupons. If a driver’s statements lectcr of the Division of Venereal
to the registrar indicate that he Disease Control of the State Bureau
does not need all the gasoline this of Hea.th. He succeeds Dr. Glenn
provides, a date limit will be set S. Usher of the United States Pub
on the validity of this card.
lic Heaith Service who hi.» been
Persons needing still more gas tran-Lr ed by tlia" federal divi
oline will receive the “C” card, sion to a similar position, in the
containing 96 coupons. This will State Bureau of Health in New
go to government officials, doctors, |Jersey after serving as Acting Di
ministers, nurses and other essen rector for the State of Maine for
tial persons. Persons needing less i the past nine months.

BOAT ISLANDER
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE
Daily Trips To and From North Haven
North Haven,
7.45 A. M.
Rockland,
8.45 A. M.
Rockland,
3.00 P. M.
North Haven,
4.00 P. M.
ALSO CHARTER TRIPS
TEL. ROCKLAND 511—NORTH HAVEN TEL. 93
Will Make
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
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AIR RAID SIREN TEST
The Air Raid Sirens of Rockland Will Be Tested
at

7.00 P. M., TONIGHT (JUNE 5)
This test is purely to check the coverage of the
city by the four sirens

THERE WILL BE NO BLACK-OUT
THERE WILL BE NO MOBILIZATION
LOUIS B. COOK,
Chief Air Raid Warden.

One of our subscribers writes:
With all the fine things that ap
pear in The Courier-Gazette what
an opportunity for young people and:
others to make a scrap book of
them. In years to come how much
it would mean aud be worth to those
who do tills to see again the album of
"Our War Heroes,” local news, val
uable contributions, verse, Mr. Hol
man’s sermonette, Church Notes,
Mr. Burns’ portrait sketches are
those of a real artist. .Tliat man U
sure going places in this line of
woik.”
I’he

Courier-Gazette

mentions

town of Owl’s Head” casually.
always had thought of Owl’s
Head as that picturesque lump with
a lighthouse on it, just outside of
Camden. But Lippincott knows the
town; calls it Owlsliead and gives it
a. population about 200. Anyway,
its a sightly place.—Ed. Pointer in
the Boston Globe.
Mrs. Ed Pointer, a former resi
dent of tlie Penobscot valley, should
have edited her husband’s manu
script, She would have told him
that "tlie town of Owls Head,’’ L<»
outside ol Rockland, not Camden;
and she would have told Mr. Lip
pincott to go jump in the lake with
his population figures, for the cen
sus of 1940 gives Owl’s Head 609
inhabitants instead of the "about
200” with which Mr. Lippincott
credits it.” Ed. Pointer is decidedly
correct when he calls it “a sightly
place.” One of the prettiest spots
on the Maine coast, to be exact.
"tile
One

Canada is planning to utilize an
annual excess of 100 million cubic
feet of sawdust as fuel for heating
homes, the Department of Com
merce reports. Better that than
in breakast food where some hu
morists credit it with going.
If anyone would like a souvenir
of the steamboat days, Ross Kent,
the formei captain of the Steamer
North Haven will gladly present his
famous "bean pot” which served him
as a cuspidor until the generous peo
ple from North Haven, presented
the captain with a real one. Inci
dentally, if your family is small ar.d
if you don’t mind the smell or fla
vor of tobacco this former steam
boat relic could be used as a ’jean
pot as it was originally intended.
—o—
As if the vexations of a boundary
dispute were not sufficient the six
officials who sought to adjust it in
a Knox County town the other
night were compelled to battle with,
a horde of hungry mosquitoes. Art
impartial observer who remained
within the safe environment of a
closed car is of tlie opinian that of
the two ills tlie boundary dispute Is
only a trilling matter.

Reminiscent of bygone days, 1908,
tc be exact, was the snapshot Philip
Howard showed me yesterday. The
scene uias Main 6treet, across
which hung two campaign banners.
One was a Democratic flag, on
which appeared the names of Bry
an and Kern, McGillicuddy (for
Congress) and Obadiah Gardner
(for Governor).
The Republi
can flag, which occupied a position
well in the background—as photo
graphed by this loyal Democratnotified the world that Taft and
Sherman were running for the
Presidency and Vice Presidency, re
spectively. Campaign banners have
passed out of the picture, but they
furnished a much greater thrill
than a canned radio speech.
Elwood St. Clair and Emery St.
Clair, Jr., of Owl’s Head picked
quite a few ripe field strawberries,
one day this week. And there’s
plenty of cream walking around tn
almost every pasture.

There used to be an old minstrel
joke to the effect that married men
don’t live longer than single men—
it only seems longer Be that as it
may. I have a very good friend at
the North End who is firmly con
vinced that most husbands pass on
before their wives. He has kept a
sort of record over a period of years
and it shows that 86 husbands died,
before their wives, and that only
17 wives died before their husbands.
Now maybe some wise guy has a
serious explanation on that point.
One year ago: Murray Ames, 17.
lost hls life at Matinicus when he
undertook to save the life of Ray
mond Tolman, 46. who had fallen
ovei board—The Waldoboro Garage
Company acquired the former P. H.
Tnomas garage property at 118 Park
street.—The Tydol Filling Station
near Strand Theatre was taken over
by Geo ge W Wood.—Rockland
soldiers were home from Portland
to take part in the Memorial Day
Parade. Rev. Kenneth H. Cassens
was the orator.—Among the deaths:
Camden. Mrs. John T. Dean, 67;
Rockland, Maurice O. Wilson, 70;
Friendship, Frederick Collette, 64;
Appleton, Jedediah Simmons, 87.
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At The High School

Take unto you the whole ar
mour of Ood, that ye may be able
to withstand in the evil day, . . ,
and to stand—Eph. 6:13.

Has Fine Berth

By The Pupils

At the Senior High assembly
Tuesday morning Rev Rov A. Wel
ker spoke on Harvester Cadets.
(By K. S. F.)
In order to meet the needs of the
vegetable growers, blueberry harvesThe History of Quakerism, by ters and the canners in the harElbert Russell, published toy Tlie vesting of these most valuable
Maine crops, the Rockland H gh
Macmillan Company, New York
This spirited and intensely vital School is organizing a corps of Har
vester Cadets. The students who1
as well as fascinating story of the sign up for this work will be or
friends, provides for the thinking ganized into companies and squads
readers primarily a history of the and will be ready to answer all»,
great Quaker movement as a whole; calls for help that may come to
them from the harvest fields. Re
enlarging with clear treatment the quests have already been received j
authentic back ground of this for more than a hundred boys and j
school of thought in church his girls for work in the blueberry and
vegetable harvests. Tlie earliest
tory.
Elbert Russell, professor of Bib project will be that of a work camo
lical Interpretation at Duke Uni where 12 or 15 students will be en
Don Marriner. sen of Mrs. Alice
versity, is a man of parts and has gaged in clearing blueberry lands
been a special lecturer in Europe and preparing the fields fcr ♦he Fernald left Wednesday for Washfor the American Friends Service harvest. These young men will also W°h. D. C„ there to report to the
receive training which will pre- 'Coast Artillery Station. He was
Committee.
graduated this year from Univer
For ideal help the volume is pare them for the tasks of “squad sity
Maine as a chemical engi
divided into three sections; Tlie leaders" when the real harvest be neer ofand
also from fhe R.O.T.C
gins.
The
work
of
the
Harvester
Rise of the Society 1647-1691; The
as a second lieutenant. While at
Age of Quietism 1691 1827; and Cadets will be under the direction Maine
was a proctor at Hannibal
The Modern Revival and Recon and supervision of Laroy Brown, HamlinheHall
hLs Junior and Senior
struction. 1827-1941, showing the Manual Training teacher in the years
was a member of Kappa Sig
.Junior
High
School.
close link up of the Quakers and
These facts were explained to the ma and Scabbard and Blade besides
Christian devotion of the Friends
students
in their assembly hour being a Dean’s list student.
in the time of the abolition of
Tuesday morning by Rev. Roy A.
slavery.
The
educational
movements Welker, who has been acting as ad tics. Mechanical Drawing, Shop
were significant contributions to visor and counsellor in the matter Work. Oral English, Science.
Third Year- -English. Related Sci
both America and England by this of setting up an organization that
body of Christian thinkers. ThLs will adequately meet the desire of ence. Related Mathematics. Shop
book shows the united efforts of the students for Summer employ Work, Mechanical Drawing.
Fourth Year—English, Mechanical
modern minds with the earlier ment ancf the needs of the har
thought and the successful open vesters for properly supervised Drawing. Shop Work. Industrial Sci*
groups of student workers. Mr. ence, Industrial Mathematics.
ing of eyes to drastic changes
• • • •
An excellent historical book of Welker explained that the wages
At Junior High assembly Wednes
our early history in this line of would be uniform and at the pre
day morning devotional exercises
deep thought. Beautifully bound. vailing rates.
The need of our armed forces and were conducted by Barbara Koster.
—K S. F.
our Allies is just as great for food Miss Nichols introduced Mrs. E.
Cap! Gaines Moseley of the Unit as for munitions and ships. If the Carl Moran who. acting for the
older men and women of the com
ed States marines raised the firs 9 munity can organize for civilian Daughters of the American Revo
American flag on the banks of the defense, the High School boys and lution, presented the Good Citi
zenship Medal to I.ucilel Mank. This
! girls can also have their organiza medal is awarded each year to the
Rhine in Germany in 1913.
tion for contributing their share in girl in the eighth grade who is
our
war effort. Mr. Welker told of selected by her classmates and
U 8. marine corps regulations of the fine
work done by the boys and teachers as having evidenced out
192.) directed that, sergeants wear girls
France during the first standing qualities in citizenship dur
chevrons above the elbow and cor World ofWar
in harvesting the crops ing her Junior High School years.
porals below the elbow.
and filling the need for workers.
Members of the Harvester Cadets
A booklet, “Do Ycu Make These
who carry
the sea- , Mistakes in Walking?’’ prepared and 1
... , on throughout
. .
son mil be presented with lnsign.a j distributed in the interest of safe'
to be worn on the sleeves of their and sanp walking by the AetPa !
wind-breakers, signifying the kind Casualty A Surety Co., have been
of work they have been engaged in given the freshmen civics classes by
the Summer months.
Miss deiRochemont. This is used
WHEN YOUR during
Rev. Mr. Welker’s talk was fol- ' in conjunction with a textbook,
lowed by five movies, “Living His “Outwitting the Hazards."
tory,’’ “S ng America,’’ "The Travel• • • •
cade,” “Air Thrills,’’ and “A Busy
Rchard S. Brown, ’41. visited at
Day.”
the school Monday. He ls employed
Peggy Havener was in charge of as assistant manager of the McLel
devotions.- Mildred Harvey.
lan store in Sanford.
• • • •
• • • •
NEEDS FIXING
Next year the periods will be
Pauline Beal and Dorothy Carlson
shortened to 45 minutes each, due to assisted Principal BlaLsdell ln the
the inclusion of the new vocational office this week. They were both
course.
Tlie course follows;
Shorthand Class.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
First Year—.English. Algebra, Gen from the Junior
• • • •
TEL. 721
eral Science, Mechanical Drawing,
Office boys for this week were;
442 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME. Shcp Work.
Baum, Ervin Wooster. Harold
Second Year -English. Matliema- James
Ulmer, Clifton Mitchell. Frank Salo.
Maurice Ames. Charles Ph Ibreok
and Alvin Norton.
• • • •
The Home Economics Style Show
was given Tuesday night. The
j program:
SEE OUR
„ &
STOCK
1
School Dresses—Muriel Adams,
Pauline
Stevens, Mary Callahan,
norosAC
Florence Knight, Glenice Butman.
(Joan Ristaino, Norma McCrillis,
Sylvia Hooper, Adelma Smalley,
Louise Winchenbaugh, Lois Clark,
Mary Donahue, Ida Reams, Marga
ret Thompson.
Tap Dance—Vina Delmonico.
Dirndels— Eleanor Weed. Norma
Ramsdell, Celia Herrick, Evelyn
Nuppula. Joan Ristaino. Annie
KITCHEN PirTP
’
Worthley.
Beverly Rogers.
SHOWER Ulr IJ
| Duet—Muriel Adams and Deris
Malntyre.
| Jumpers-—Dorothy Harden, Eliza
beth Sawyer. Ruth Call.
| Sk rts and Blouses—Esther Mun
ro, Eleanor Shute. Norma Rawley.
The lime Rr.de of 1942 will return from her honeymoon tn
I Norma Shannon. Doris McIntyre,
,i world of • diflerent shopping" for the. household things she buys
Dorothy Holbrook. Catherine Cas
must he sure to give her long, useful service. She must be fully
sidy. Charlotte Weymouth, Jennie
satisfied with colors and sizes—she must have variety and
Thompson. Mary Connolly.
quality at low prices. That’s why we propose that all brides wc
| Shorts—Vittrice Hayes.
our stock before deciding on home purchases. Come in today!
I Duet Lois Clark and Ruth Call.
Solo- Eleanor Young
CASSEROLE
Afternoon
Dresshs— Vina DelmcnCOFFEEMAKER
ieo. Ruth Andrews. Evelyn Nuppula,
Marie Sanderson. Eleanor Shute.
Suits—Irene Roy. Eleanor Young. i
Alice Pinkerton
Song and Yodel—Esther Munro
Tearher—Miss Joyce Johnson.
Announcer—Charlotte Gunn.

V

Book Review

CALL

on

Richard and Cynthia moved Sun
American church mission centers tian Colleges in China; China Aid
ST.
GEORGE
day to Portland.
which are administering
relief Council; China Emergency Relief
Nathan
Fuller
Ls
confined
to
the
Miss Sally Robinson and guest
Committee; Church Committee for house w.th an abscessed ear.
through Free China
Hazel
Clark of Lisbon Falls spent
The nine agencies participating in China Relief and the World Stu
last
week-end with Mr. and Mrs j.
Mrs.
Annie
Kinney
spent
the
holi

Service Fund.
Rockland’s Quota in the Drive United China Relief’s expanded ap dent
C. Robinson.
Isidor Gordon has kindly loaned day week-end at her heme here.
peal
this
year
are
:
American
Bureau
Emil
Pasanen
underwent
an
ap

Is $1000—Mrs. Helen
for Medical Aid to China; American the use of his store on Main street
For
dependable
radio
service
Committee for Chinese War Or as headquarters, and salesroom for pendectomy Tuesday at the Knox
Carlson, Chairman
Hospital.
call
the
Radio
Shop,
Tel.
844517
phans: American Friends Service the drive.
Mrs.
Lili
an
Brown
visited
ner
The
names
of
committee
members
Main
street.
Complete
Philco
line
Mrs. Helen H. Carlson has been Committee; American Committee in
home here Sunday.
named chairman of the Rockland Aid of Chinese Industrial Co-cpera- will be announced in Tlie Courier90-tf
Mrs. Reino Elo and children —adv.
Gazette.
tives;
Associated
Boards
for
Chris

committee participating in the
United China Relief drive to raise
S7DOO.OCO fcr increased assistance
to the haTd-pressed Chinese people,
I
by Mayor Veazie. The quota for
Rockland is S10CQ.
In announcing the appointment.
Paul G. Hoffman, national cam
paign chairman, reported intensifi
MEATS AND FISH • FRUITS AND VEGETABLES • GROCERIES • BAKERY • DAIRY
cation of the campaign as chairmen
throughout the country opened their
appeals. He said that committees
in 844 cities and tcwrftr are now sup
porting the fund-raising effort.
The local campaign will get un
der way Immediately after plans by
the committee have been completed
Mrs. Carlson announced.
Lcca’
Come four or five in a car to your nearest A&P Super
business organizations, professional
In these days when rubber and gasoline are so important, we
Market. You’ll be delighted with the savings on your food
groups and individuals will be
hill and you'll be conserving on gasoline and rubber.
Help
suggest that you contact your neighbors and arrange your
asked to support the extended pro
gram of war relief planned in China
your dollars and ear last longer!
shopping trips together.
by the nine participating agencies
... —
of United China Relief as an essen
tial contribution to victory, she said.
WHITEHOUSE
YUKON SPARKLING
She pointed out that “while the
“Super-Right” Meats For Quality... Savings!
alms of our drive are 109% humani
If. a tael!
A&P’» “Super-Right” Meat, are a.
tarian, yet it cannot fail to have a
tender and tasty a. any you’ve ever tried! Tlie.e
tremendous Impact upon the mili
mrrta are ali superb grades of beef, pork, lamb and
FINEST QUALITY—YEr IT COSTS
tary situation in the Pacific. China
veal
. . for they are the only grades that_we
Pale Dry, Golden and other pop
I ESS. ONE OF THE QUALITY FAMOUS
buy' Y“t the prices are right down to earth. Try
is the one solid battlefronf we have
A&P GUARANTEED TOODS.
ular
tonic
flavors.
"Super-Right” Meats on our money-back guaron our vital Far Eastern flank, and
antee’
we must maintain ft at all costs if
14’2 OZ
29 OZ BOT
Porterhouse, Sirloin, Bottom Round cr N
we wish to avoid a long costly strug
CANS
CONTENTS
gle and keep our losses at a mini
"SUPER-RIGHT"
mum. Each of as can help to has
heavy
steer beef
ten the day of victory by giving the
U
aIapbao
BRER
RABBIT
Chinese people medicine, food,
"SUPER-RIGHT"
13®
M0I38S6S NO l’i CANorGLASS
clothing and other necessities of life
HEAVY STEER BEEF
that are as important to her civilian
Syrup VERMONT MAID
morale as guns and ammunition tc
Reliable Peas
"SUPER-RIGHT"
China’s armies in the field."
NO 2> 2
Outlining objectives of United
MILK FED, 5-6 LBS AVERAGE
CANS
44 OZ
CAKE
A&P
Pumpkin
China Relief, Mrs. Carlson said that
Snowsheen FLOUR PKG 25®
"SUPER-RIGHT”
funds will speed medical relief tc
A&P Tomatoes
SOFT AS SILK
44 OZ
millions of Chinese men, women and
NO. 2
CAKE
PKG
HEAVY
STEER BEEF
25®
Flour
CAN
Iona Tomatoes
orphan children driven from their
44 OZ
SUNNYFIELD
NORTHERN
home and worn almost to the break
CAKE
PKG
16® Fruit Cocktail A&P CAN
Flour
ing point by more than five years of
8 14 LBS AVERAGE
, DEVILL ED
war. privation anri disease. In ad
CANS 29®
Dromedary FOOD MIX PKG 20® A&P Fruits srA°LRAn 2 S24
dition, the fund will provide support
BONELESS POT ROAST
.DATE NUTjj
SI,CER NOCAN? i 21®
or HALVES
of China's students and colleges,
Dromedary BREAD 4 TINS 21 C PeachesAAP
"SUPER RIGHT" HEAVY STEER BEEF LB
’ Iberta A&P or NO. 2'.. l)Ar
help for her new struggling co-ooPeaches
I FPacker's Label
CAN' ZZ
Elwur
G0L0
M
erative industries and for the
SMOKED SUNNYFIELD
$1.23
I lulll Kitchen Tested

Chinese Relief

1’

GINGER ALE

A
•f

«Sbri»!

The immaculate Pyrex Casser

Several sizes.

75c
CUPS IN RACK

This handsome new Pyrex
Coffeemaker gives usual proof
of the fine job it does.
While They Last

$1.50
SAUCEPAN

An instrument has Iri’en invented |
which accurately determines the |
value of precious stones by their
colors.

I The area of the Netherlands In' dies totals about 735.000 square
1 miles, only about one-quarter of
, the area of continental United
States.

Clanx SUNNYFIELD
rIOlir FAMILY Enriched”
Mayonnaise
ANN PAGE
Sandwich SPREAD

-si

What can we do
today to hasten

Victory?

Packers
Shippers and Receivers

File Clerks
Painters

sene many purposes.

59c
FLOOR SANDER TO LET

GARDEN SEED IN BULK—NEW FRESH STOCK
CHECK OUR LOW PRICES

MRIN ST. HRRDUJHRES
MINTS-STOVES

KITCHENWARE <PL 'X

''FORMERLY Vlilld"

'<*

441 MAIN iT.

ROCKLAND

Fabric Workers
Tool Makers
Draftsmen
Office—Maetrne Repairmen
Battery Men
Blacksmiths
Truck Drivers
Auto Body Repairmen
Cabinet Makers
Refrigerator Maintenance Men

al«b

HEINZ

That's our thought as wc slip
the key in the door every morn

ing.
That’s our thought every time

A&P Pineapple

NO 2'j
CAN

21®

BABY FOODS
STRAINED

3

CANS

20c

35c
35c

FOWL
RIB ROAST
TURKEYS

31c
29c
39c

CHUCK
SHOULDERS 6-8 LBS AVERAGE LB
CORNED BEEF - HEAVY
THICK END STEER BEEF "SUPER-RIGHT" LB
REGULAR or SKINLESS
FRANKFORTS "SUPER-RIGHT" LB
VEAL LOAF "SUPER RIGHT"
PICKLE and PIMENTO
"SUPER-RIGHT”
LOAF

33e
31c
31‘
29c
29c
29c

SpeaalA

LARGE SHRIMP
FANCY SMELTS
LIVE LOBSTERS

MEDIUM SIZE

A P DAIRY CENTER

JUNIOR FOODS

Money-hack guaranteed . . . inspected eggs sealed
and dated for greater protection . . . Natute’s
complete food . . . Rich in nourishing vitamins,
minerals and protein . . . Eggs contain Vitamins
A. B, D and G . . . Uncle Sam says "Eat More
Eggs.’

BUTTER
BUTTER
BUTTER
LOAF CHEESE
CHEESE
RED SKIN CHEESE ,33
NUTLEY
SILVERBROOK

Every piece of stylish merchan

dise we show and every price we
mark on a price tag is directed
hastening

Victory.

That’s the kind of a clothier
you have here in Knox County.
TWO-PIECE

SUMMER SUITS
$25.00
100 percent All Wool, Exclusive

of ornamentation
Regulars and Shorts

MEN’S SLAX SUITS
$4.00 to $8.50
BOYS’ SLAX SUITS
$4.00

GREGORY’S
TEL. SM

410 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND.

ME.

Experienced Service Station
Attendants
Watchmakers
Stenographers and Typists
Machinists
Tinsmith*
Welders
Electricians
Warehouse Men
Service-Parts Men
Sheet Metal Workers
Stockroom Men
Automobile Accessories Men
Inventory Men
Office Supervision (Men)
Civil and Mechanical Engineers
Locksmiths
Pattern Makers
Teletypists

Civil Service Rates of Pay & all Benefits—Sick and Annual Leave
Interviews 8-11 A. M. and 1-4 P. M. Daily

Apply at the main gate, Air Base on Hammond St., Bangor, Me.
If unable to apply in person, write to—
AIR CORPS EMPLOYMENT OFFICER
DOW SUB-DEPOT. DOW FIELD, BANGOR. MAINE

57-62

19® A&P Apricots
Wcf 21®
CAN 29®
Cocomalt
21® Fancy Crabmeat
Marshmallow Creme
Hip-O-Lite PINT CONTAINER 19® Steak Salmon A4P CAN" 24®
Cookies CHARM HOUSE
19® Tuna Fish A&P WHITE CAN* 31®
Royal BAKING Powder &CAN 21®
Crax
8’'ri: 16c
Royal BAKING Powder CAN 39®
Ritz Crackers NBC P KG 21® Ivanhoe SALAD 2^17®
Kleenex 0^,25® o^nlO® Tomato Paste
2 CANS 13®
Statler Towels
3 ROLLS 25® Sweetheart Soap
cake 6®
Red Cross Towels
ROLL 8®
Bisquick
28®
Statler Toilet Paper ro..7® Chicken WESTCHESTER JAR 25®
Wax Paper
2 rolls 29® Wilson “Mor”
29®
Acme Lime
CAN 10®
Hormel’s “Spam”
33®
Brillo SOAPED PADS 2 PKGS 15® Crilitc FnR SA,AD no. 2'j AWC
rlllllb DEL MONTE GLASS JAR Z I
Stool Wool Pads PACKAGE 5®
Del Monte Pears CF
SOS Cleanser
2 pkgs 2
25 e Daore packer's
er
no
rears
iabel
c#
NO. 2
Shell Beans
2 CANS 23®
Pineapple Tidbits 3 cans 25®
Gorton’s Codfish brFck 25®
GORTON’S
4 4C Fruit Cocktail A&P 2 CANS 27®
Codfish READY-TO-FRY
CAN | Q
V-8 Cocktail <
^33®
NO. 1
Crabmeat i
CAN
Libby’s CORNED Beef CAN 21®
NO. i2
A&P Salmon
CAN
Corned Beof armours 'can7 21 ®
Sardines DOMESTIC 3 CANS* 17® Queen Ann Tissues OF 500 15®
•
\
Bosco

MARVEL "ENRICHED''

SUNNYFIELD

p^TS

SUNNYFIELD

VIENNA TWIST LOAF
SANDWICH ROLLS
FRANKFORT ROLLS
JELLY ROLLS
WINE LOAF CAKE

talk of the Tl
*

June 7 —Rockport - Ban
service at Methodist, Church
June 7 Georges River Ren
"mortgage burning' service
nlsh Congregational Church
June
10 -Rockport Comn,'
exercises at Town audltoritni
June 11
Vinalhaven
Coi
ment exercises at Memorial I
June 11
Thoma-' ui
G
meets at Mrs James E Crei June 11
Rockland Hi
commencement exercises
,,
munltjy Building
June 11 —Thomaston
Hi
Alumni

banquet

and ball

Jutie 11 —Waldoboro
Cor
ment exercises at High Sch<

torlum.

June 12—North Haven Hi
Alumni banquet at Haven's
June 14 Flag Day
June 15
Alumni recepti :
land High School
June 1#—Camden Alumni
at Megunticook Grange li i
June 17 — Rockport
Hi
Alumnt banquet at Ma.-mii
June 15---State Primaries

The Motor Corps will
other of their popular rl.u
Wednesday night at tin
with Gene Hammon's mu

A postcard from Capt
H. Wincapaw tells of be t
to make a forced landu.
Ecuador jungles due
failure.
It necessitated
back to the States loi a i e
which he obtained m M
and shipped back tn Gu.i
air express. Prom tin
metropolis it was to go
back to the forced-dowi
where it will be installed
that the machine min
out. Mrs Wincapaw wa
to meet her husband.

Alderman Iouis H Cit
been confined to hLs hom<
den street the past two
made rapid recovery and
to be down-town todav
Mr. and Mrs II R. F<
received word that then
mond H. Fogarir. '.i i. ar
]y in Newfoundland, and i
ut the U. S. Naval air ba

Miss Ruth Niche!
home Saturday from Be
she has completed her i
Dental Nursing and wi
ployed in the office <1 Dr

Ephraim Allen Gordr
Yankee Division, Camp , 1
now stationed at Camp cay Boulevard, Miami

A new three-cent pest
with the inscription
War,” will be Issued on .!
central motive will be an
eagle with its wings nut
to form a large V. Thirl
will encircle the eagle.
"Win the War’’ motto a
in a band across it.

LB

The Camden Town ei
have a parcel past
Through the medium
rhyme Clara Richard
View street. Camdei
friends of the organi?
packages which can 1
a quarter will be gr.i
ceived.
Monsieur Laval is ref> ■
the French as the “hun
Read the story of hts i;
in the American Week!
with the June 7th Bo-:
Advertiser.—adv.

Try our delicious M
gum. Top quality. Ml
filled. C. H. Moor & <’<
St., City. —adv.

NATURAL

MEL-O-BIT
CHEDDAR

VEGETABLE
MARGARINE

WALDO THE
TEL. WALBOBOR

SHOW TIMI
Single Evening Sh*
Matinees Saturday
Sunday at 3
FRIDAY. .Il’NT

“THE MAN WHI
TO DINNER
Starring

Bette Davis. Ann

Get Vitamin Values In Fruits and Vegetables
Help build stronger bodies and healthier families.
You can help build a strong “home front” at your
A&P Super Market by taking home a variety of
garden-fresh fruits and vegetables to-day.
Im
portant, too, you save at A&P — because produce
is bought direct—usually right at the field or
orchard—then rushed to your Super Market.

i

LETTUCE VITAMINS B, C, G ,
HOTHOUSE 4
CUCUMBERS VITAMIN C 4
NEW CALIFORNIA I
POTATOES VITAMINS B, C |
FLORIDA - SIZE 150
ORANGES VITAMINS B, C, G
BEETS VITAMINS A, B, C
CALIFORNIA
CARROTS VITAMINS A, B, C, G
NEW
CABBAGE VITAMINS A, B, C, G
OnionsNew
Bemuda
Vitamin
C
3 LBS 1 3® YaiHS

ROCKLAND. MAINE

SATURDAY ONIA
Two Featurei
JOHN KIMBRO
in
(A new Western le;
new star i
ALso on tbe Pr<»|
Paramount’s Special
Feature Carte

TOMATOES

462 MAIN STREET

Monty W«m»II»i
Durante. Rill
Reginald tlardil

Jimmy

“SUNDOWN

RED RIPE-VITAMINS A, B, C

ICEBERG

BREAD

' Tuesday-Friday

A Sidney Leonard. k< •
almshouse and city farm
morning. Funeral sr r\
held from his late ren
day at 2 p. m.

Visit A&P’s Dairy Center!

FRESH EGGS

do for him.

toward

CTFAI/C
wlbAIVw
ROASTS

SUNNYBROOK

we ask a customer what we can

TO WORK ON AIRPLANES FOR ARMY AIR FORCES
AT ARMY AIR BASE, BANGOR, MAINE

Pyrex Cups, in handy rack—

A AC
A4!

89®
SLICED
Stic or CRUSHED
CEL
NO. 2'4
CAN' 22®
40® Pineapple MONTE
SLIC FO or CRUSHED
£21* Dole’s apppelf Gems 2 1 4 OZ
CANS
ANN PAGE
JUICE O
FRENCH
o?
12®
Dressing
Grapefruit A&P iZ
luira
pineapple
46O7aac
Ann Page o^X,. 2 Jklgbs 17® UUlww
Juice
Dole's
do
.pToor Del Monte CAN OZ.
Macaroni
5
LB 00c
ZZ Iona Tomato Juice NO
Ann Page or Spaghetti 3PKG
CAN 16®
ANN
10 oz
Garden Relish PAGE JAR 12c Pickles SK- 2'ooz 21®
BAKER’S
2 OZ
8OT 29®
Extract VANILLA
Fancy Xr Pickles & 29c
ANN PAGE
2 OZ
ROT
29® Ann Page Ketchup 'bot* 11c
Extract VANILLA
HIRE'S
21c Ann Page Honey
Extract ROOT BEER
Marshmallow Fluff ca°n 20® Ann Page Honey
1j
Marshmallow Fluff 4cxnz 9® La Touraine Coffee
30c
Sweeco
2 cans 25® Prunes SUNSWEET ?P
Molasses GRANDMA'S CAN ' 17® A&P Prunes MES^M 2.

SKILLED MEN AND WOMEN NEEDED
Automobile Mechanics
Carpenters
Canvas and Leather Workers

O
0

COMPARE! SAVE!

AND SKILLET

Detachable handle: ran be used
on all

AQC
4LU

EVAP. MILK

SHOP THE TOWN!

US

Stj a

2 SAVE!

COMBINE!

R A D10

ole.

Tuesday-Friday '

''a^B.'c*

"MR. BUG GOI
TOWN”
•Filmed entirely in 1

SUN-MON., .11
MGM Presi'
ABBOTT and < 9
in
"RIO RITI

LB

Q

5 LBS 25®

BURPE
FUNERAL L

Grocery and Produce Prices

Also Effective at Belfast
and at
37 Elm Street. C’amden

Ambulance

Si

TELF.rilON

*90 or 781-1 or
UO-112 UMEWX’I

ROCKLAND

j

Tuesday-Friday '
iard and Cynthia moved Sunto Portland.
iss Sally Robinson and guest
el Clark of Lisbon Falls spent
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. j
tobinson.

>r dependable radio service
the Radio Shop, Tel. 844—517
street. Complete Philco line,
v
80-tf
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TALK OF THE TOWN

In Armed Forces

Page Three

Body Not Identified ■

The annual Aftimni reception of
Buy War Savings Bonds anc. Stamps
Rockland High School will be held
rn?,?W are Usted S€Veral Knox
June 15 at the High School audi
The body of the unidentified man
a hundred-mile jaunt these Sum
County men who are serving in
torium with the class of 1922 su
which
was found last Saturday
the armed forces and whose names
mer Sundays.
pervising the program. The re
have been turned into The Cou
above high water on the western
But that same gasoline would
ception committee and ushers will
rier-Gazette in answer to a recent
side cf Metinic Island by Woodbury’
drive
be in charge of Jerome C. Burrows.
article, asking for such names.
Snow, and was later brought to
Mrs.
Beulah
Ames
will
head
the
SEVEN JEEPS with
Daniel Kavanaugh,
Rockand,
Rockland on the order of Dr. H. J.
.fun*' 7 - Rockport—• Baccalaureate
refreshments
committee.
Dancing
Army.
SEVEN GUNS and
Weisman,
Knox County medical 'ex
service at Methodist Church.
will round out the evening. As
' .lune 7 Georges River Road—Special
aminer. will be removed from the
Donald
J.
Walker,
Rockland
21 FIGHTING MEN
sociation
dues
are
now
payable
to
• mortgage burning" service at Pln- Marine Corps.
$7.00 Value
Seaview tomb and buried this after
nish Congregational Church.
Mrs. Eleanor Johnson. Miss Kath
Twenty miles closer to the
noon.
No
one
has
been
able
lo
‘ .Tune 10—Rockport Commencmeent
Harvey Gurney, Appleton, Army.
Additional members, or possible 1 “Your president is carrying the
erine A VeaZle, Mrs. Ruth D
enemy
exercises at Town auditorium.
identify the clothing of the man as
George Griffin, Appleton, Army.
Small or Mrs. Elzada L. Barstow. abandonment of the work — that b^H,” said he, "but there must also belonging
June 11 - Vinalhaven— Commence
to anyone from this sec
Lorin Robbins, Appleton, Army.
was the crisis facing the group be good interference—a sentiment
ment exercises at Memorial hall.
tion. The body was in such condi
June 11
Thomaston— Garden Club
attending
last
night's
banquet
in
|
which
displayed
his
knowledge
of
Volunteers wanted for the Na
meets at Mrs. James E. Creighton's.
tion that identification by recog
The Knox County Camera Club
Springfield, Mass.. Irving H. Mc
a great national game.
June 11
Rockland High School
tional
Surgical Dressing. Uniforms
nition
ef the features or finger
met
Tuesday
night,
with
the
pro

Conchie,
a
former
star
athlete
at
Turning
hts
attention
to
the
war
r, rnmencement exercises
at
Com
may be obtained for $2 50. Roofns
prints
was
impossible.
Rockland High School, has been gram in charge of William and open
munity BuUdlng.
situation Mr. Redonnett declared
Tuesday evening 7 to 10 and
June 11 —Thomaston— High School awarded a special scholarship at Raymond Cross. The program con
I
that
while
Hitler
and
the
Japs
mav
Wednesday afternoon 1 30 to 4 30.
Alumni banquet and ball.
Maine’s quota for this month’s
win tomorrow, next week or next
June 11
-Waldoboro
Commence Springfield College where he is sisted of the study of light meter
FOR GRADUATION
year, in the end we shall win be purchase of war savings bonds is
ment exercises at High School audi beginning
his Sophomore year. readings and depth of focus
Representat ve Cleveland Sleeper,
$4,272,000, and of this amount it is
torium
cause God will have his way.
Mr. McConchie was granted this changes in various lenses. Ray
June 12—North Haven High School
up to Knox County to buy $167,300
Jr., will be guest speaker at the
mond
Cross
provided
a
Photar
“
We
are
united
today
as
never
aid
on
the
basis
of
his
fine
schol

Alumni banquet at Haven's Inn.
June 14 Flag Day.
before." said the speaker,” and no worth; Lincoln County $43,300
arship and leadership ability. Mc meter, President Bertram Gardner Hotel Rockland meeting of the Ki
wanis Club next Monday night.—
worth; and Hancock County $150,June 15
Alumni reception, Rock Conchie has done
a
G-M.
Wilbur
Senter
a
Weston,
power on earth can beat the Ameri 600
exceptionally
land High School.
worth.
Eleven
of
the
members
have
a
100
Jerome
Burrows
a
General
Elec

can
people.
We
are
sending
our
June 16—Camden—Alumnt banquet well at Springfield College, being
percent
attendance.
—
Birthday
young men to the front for the
a. Megunticook Grange hall.
vice-president of his class and a tric, A. Alan Grossman the Insto
June 17 — Rockport — High School member of the freshman football scope and James Moore a Leudi. greetings to Owen Johnston who
salvation of humanity. We will
AJimnl banquet at Masonic hall.
was brought into the world June 7,
win. not because God is on our
Mazda
and
photoflood
readings
and baseball teams. At Rockland
June 15—State Primaries.
1912—Two members are celebrat
side, but because we are on God's
High School he participated in were taken with all meters, and ing their wedding anniversary to
side. We believe in humanity be
Tlie Motor Corps will stage an all forms of athletics, was an offi the Cross boys explaining the use day, Wes Wasgatt, his fifth, and
of
the
meters.
A
demonstration
tween man and man. and will
cer
in
the
Public
Speaking
Club,
other of their popular dances next
Stuart Burgess his third.
earn,’ on under one leader, one
Wednesday night at the Armory and a member of the National of depth of focus was given by
flag and one God."
Honor Society. Mr. McConchie is Vice President Moore with his
with Gene Hammon’s music.
Robert Brown of Ash Point is
now a student in the first Summer • Speed Graphic camera. The next home
for a short vacation before
meeting was scheduled tc be held
at
A postcard from Capt. William session of the accelerated war at
attending Summer session of Bow
Richard
Bird
’
s
camp
at
Mirror
time
program
of
Springfield
Col
H Wincapaw tells of being obliged
doin College. Since entering college
Lake.
to make a forced landing in the lege. The first Summer session will
he has been awarded three schol
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
I
Ecuador jungles due to motor end June 27.
arships, has been a member of the
With
Billy
Dean
and
his
Violin
Hiram Ingerson who hgs been Rifle Club, on the sfaff of the Col
failure. It necessitated a trip
DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
EVERY SATURDAY
If the streets at Achorn ceme employed in Boston for several lege Weekly paper and of the Year
back to the States for a new motor,
ROCKLANI). ME.
years,
has
returned
home
and
is
Admission
25c
and
35c,
tax
incl.
which he obtained in Miami, Ha. tery could be givefl signs directing employed by the North Lubec Man Book; is treasurer of his Fraternity
5RF».f
148-Tli-tf
and shipped back to Guayaquil by motorists, there would be less cause ufacturing & Canning Company. a member of the Student Union
Sumner Perry, chairman of the
Board and is chemistry assistant.
air express. From the Ecuador for traffic hold-ups and less tres
( ommiltff of Arrangements
He has taken stra'ght A’s since be
metropolis it was to gio on mule passing, as is now the case of cars
“
It's
the
coldest
Spring
I
can
ing
in
college.
back to the forced-down plane, being obliged to drive up to lots
the Thorndike Hotel's new dining
where it will be installed in order where they regret going. Simple remember,’’ remarked Simon H.
room. The matter was put square
Hall yesterday. As Mr. Hall is in
Rev Dr. Guy Wilson of Pratt Me ly before the members by L. E.
ihat the machine may be flown and needed.
his 93d year, and blessed with an morial M. E. Church preaches his Jones, the energetic president of
cut Mrs Wincapaw was in Miami
excellent
memory, it would seem farewell sermon here Sunday morn the organization, and was further
Lord
Edward
Montagu,
whose
to meet her husband.
affairs have been gaining so much to have been quite a spell since we ing at 10.45, his subject being “Com emphasized by the speakers who
had the like of it.
plete Redemption.” Dr. Wilson, followed.
Alderman I amis R. Cates, who has publicity in all of the newspapers,
however, remains with his church
seems
to
be
in
for
further
trouble.
The banquet, incidentally gave
MONDAY, JUNE 1st thru JUNE 6«h
been confined to his home on Cam
until June 15, and will consequently the guests an opportunity to ad
All Price* Subject »o Chonqe Without Notice
The
first
regular
meeting
of
Sheriff
Ludwick
has
sent
to
his
den street the past two weeks has
be present at the annual children’s
MAXWELL HOUSE
made rapid recovery and was able last known address in Boston two Huntley Hill. Post. V.F.W. under day service Sunday morning, June mire the new quarters which had
Commander
Charles
Hill,
will
be
warrants
signed
by
Camden
been put in readiness at the last
to be down-town today.
Gch the diil
business
men,
charging
him held at 8.30 p. m. Monday night. 14. Dr Wilson at the last Maine moment, following several months
/
Protects
Methodist Conference was named of intensive zwork Proprietor Ber
CAMPBELL’S
Mr and Mrs. D. R. Fogarty have with obtaining goods under false All members are requested to at as
J
the skin
Except
Chicken
Tomato
-Muthroorn
chaplain
for
the
1943
annual
liawsky was congratulated upon
received word that their son, Ray pretenses, one of them to the tend. Delegates to the State En conference.
all sides.
.
.nond H. Pogar£, has arrived safe amount of $750 and the other $115. campment will be elected.
7c
Acknowledging the expression of
ly in Newfoundland, and is stationed Iiord Montagu had been spending
Qui«t> A
Home Suggestions for Safety interest shown by those who pa
.4 «o.
the past two months in Camden,
Sunday at 2 the Pirates play a
P«qul«r
ut the U. S. Naval air base.
QUAKER
BRAND
where, it is said, he planned to buy double header at Community Park and Protection will be the subject tronized the banquet President
Sptrdinl—jt/nl * ■»»
which should be of great interest to of Fire Chief Van E. Russell’s talk Jones thanked Sumner Perry and
Miss Ruth Nichols will arrive the Thomas J. Watson, cottage.
fret S»/A« «»•</ Wen/eut
before
the
Rotary
Club
this
after
the baseball fans. In the first game
heme Saturday from Boston where
his assistants in making the ar
FAME BRAND ‘FRtSM
“M"
they play against (he strong High noon.
BORN
rangements and conducting the
she has completed her course in
IVORY
School
nine
which
to
date
has
the
Dental Nursing and will be em
ticket
sale.
Laurence
J.
Danden

Parker—At Castine, May 23. to Mr,
Seven counties, including Lin eau was thanked for providing the
SNOW
ano Mrs. Sherman Parker of Stoning best record ever by a Rockland Club
ployed m the office of Dr. Flanders ton.
Tommy Tucker
a daughter—Vickie Thurlow
in that it is undefeated to date. coln will participate in a test tickets.
Sliced or Golden Halve*
Shwltiiint
Camden plays the second game and blackout next Wednesday night
Ephraim Allen Gordon of the
“
The
Chamber
of
Commerce
is
MARRIED
o
with the outfit that beat the Prison between 9 and 9.30.
GTllpiB
mbW
Yankee Division, Catnp Edwards, is
like any other organization,” said
Reverage-Thayer
At
Revere.
Mass
- — - —. lb Con
Anti-Sneeze
now stationed at Camp Trout,, Bis May 31. Lawrence R Beverace, of team as a possible Twilight I<eague
President
Jones,
“
It
cannot
exist
At next Monday night’s meeting
SIAYY SO
Your Finest Laundry Helper
cay Boulevard, Miami, Fla.
North Haven and Dorothy L Thayer entrant the fans should see two real of Kncx Lodge, IO.O.P., the grand unless its income is equal to its
IRISH AND
71c 25c
SWEEI
ball games.
of Revere—By Rev Arthur Swift
expenses.
A
lot
of
new
members
officers
will
make
a
special
visit
to
Mitchell-Fitzgerald
At
Rockland.
A new three-cent postage stamp Mav 19 Fernald A Mitchell and
a deserving member. Refresh must be secured if there is to be
with
the inscription “Win the Mabel Fitzgerald, both of Appleton.
Funeral services for John C. honor
a balance at the end of the year.
ments
Howes will take place at 2 p. m. to meeting.will be served after the The Chamber of Commerce is an
War.'' will be issued on July 4. The —By Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
GOLD MEDAL
day at the church in Washington.
central motive will be an American
asset to the public, and I wish it
DIED
could know more about its activi
eagle with its wings outstretched
KITCHEN TESTED
Rockland
is
among
the
24
ad
At Bangor, June 4 Ralph
ties and the work done by its sec
to form a large V. Thirteen stars WFoster
Busy
days
ahead
for
the
High
ditional
communities
put
on
the
Foster of Thomaston, a°ed 56
will encircle the eagle, while the years. 2 months. 3 davs. Funeral School graduates, beginning to defense-rental area list by the retary, Mrs. Lenore Savage.”
"I am for the Chamber and think
Win the War" motto' will appear Sunday at 2 o'clock from Davis funeral night when the commencement Office of Price Administration. The
home rnterment In Vlllaee cemetery ball will be held at the Community
in a band across it.
area extends over Knox County, it would be a public calamity to
Brown—At Rockland. June 2. Theo
dore Brown of Vinalhaven, aged 64 •Building. Sunday night the bac with an estimated population of lose it.” said E. L. Brown. "We
calaureate service will be held at 27,191. Tenants are to be protec must get more members and carry
A Sidney Leonard, keeper of the years, ll days
Walsh At Rockland, June 2. Wil the same place at 7.30. the bac
almshouse and city farm died this liam
ted from unwarranted evictions, on, or we won t have another for
P Walsh, aged 82 years. 8 months
Pancake Syrup , NN}*,U '» «• I3e
calaureate
address
being
given
by
morning. Funeral services will be
Leonard—At Rockland. June 5, A
evasions of the rents ceilings are 10 years.”
John M. Pomeroy a former presi
Armour’* Royal Oleo
<b 17c
held from his late residence Sun Sidney Leonard, aged 65 years, 3 Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe. Other to be prevented and provision
months. 9 days. Funeral Sunday at pastors taking part in this union
day at 2 p. m.
made for ceiling for housing ac dent of the Chamber, said it was
Pea Bean* small white 3 «•» 25c
2 n ' m from the residence
Quinn —At North Haven. June 1. service will be Rev. J. Charles Mac commodations
not
rented on passing through a cycle, and “I
X-Perl
Quinn, of Eaele. aged 80 years. Donald, Rev. Dr Guy Wilson, Rev. March 1 or in housing which is don't know how to bring it. back
Freth Crispy Cucumber
The Camden Townsend Chib is to 2Edear
months and 4 days.
Devil* plq
except,
by
hard
work.
”
Let
every
John
A.
Cummings
and
Rev.
have a parcel post sale June 14
newly
constructed
or
substantially
Nelson At Rockland. June 3. Wil
Cake Mix Food
Pickles .
1 “
st-sAa
Through the medium of a clever liam J Nelson, aged 77 years. Funeral Charles A Marstaller. Miss Lottie altered since then. Areas are given man in the Chamber assume the
at 2 p m from Russell fu McLaughlin will be the soloist with 60 days to comply.
responsibility
of getting
new
Hormel Corned
Chai Boyardee Complele
rhyme Clara Richards of 85 Bay Saturday
neral home
Interment In Sea View
members, he pleaded.
I 6 OI til*
Mrs. Faith Berry and Mrs. Nettie
View street, . Camden,
assures cemetery.
Spaghetti Dinner Z VC
Beef Hash
The guest speaker, Bradford C.
The class
Hobbs — At Camden, June 3. Mrs. Averill at the piano.
friends of the organization that
Sheldon’s Filling Station. Warren
Georgia
H
Hobbs,
aged
77
years.
Fu

Redonnett
of
Wiscasset
was
pre
packages which can be soldi for neral Friday at 2 o'clock from resi assembly takes place at the High closed all day Tuesday’s and Fridays.
Tasty Delicious
8 01 b’
Campbell**
*
No
School building Tuesday morning Open every other day except Sat sented bv Charles H. Berry, who
a quarter will be gratefully re dence.
Cottage
treated
the
audience
to
a
half
hour
and
the
class
banquet
at
Hotel
Waltz At Warren, June 3. Herbert
urday from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m. Open
Baked Ham Spread di
ceived.
Tomato Juice >n
W. Waltz, aged 81 years. 4 months. Rockland that night.
The com Saturdays from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m.— of his well known oratory, coupled
Cheese
10 davs. Funeral Sunny at 1 o'clock
Wilson
a*,
58-It w’ith suggestions for the better
Monsieur Laval is referred to by from home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence mencement exercises will be held adv.
ment of the community and State.
at
the
Community
Building
b.
Benner.
Waldoboro
Burial
ln
Goshen
the French as the “human hyena.’’
Co7.Flal.es
Thursday night, to be followed
Salad Dressing
Read the story of his rise to power cemetery. East Waldoboro.
next
night
by
the
annual
reception
in the American Weekly Magazine
IN MEMORIAM
which the Alumni Association will
with the June 7th Boston Sunday
FAME 8RAND FRESH
Tn loving memory of Charles Henry
2c Each
HEINZ
Dodge who left u» June 5, 1936. Sadly tender to the graduates in the
Advertiser.—adv.
missed by hts wife Cora Dodge, his High School auditorium.
, ‘Hrf
DILL or SOUR
ehildren and grandchildren
Try our delicious Maine Spruce Not dead to us who dearly loved him.
PICKLES
I Can Use a Few More
Northend children are mourning
FOR OLD
cum. Top quality. Mail orders Not lost, just gone before.
Cool!
tin.
Refreshing!
In
our
memories
he
’
s
still
with
us.
the loss of the tittle Scotch terrier
filled C. H. Moor & Co.. 322 Main Just as dearly as before.
3 o lOc
Marble Top Tables
St., City. —adv.
56-tf Though we miss hls kintfly welcome puppy owned by Junior Freeman
Important!
Sugar
Stamp
#3
Must
Be
Used
Before
June
14th
of Chestnut street, Scotty was run
And hls gay and happy ways.
He Is always ln our memories
Old Parlor Furniture
over and killed Monday bv a pass
Even If Cracked or Broken
As ln days and years before.
Macaroni
ing automobile.

CHAMBER FACES A CRISIS

It’s nice to take the family for

WHITE FLANNEL

Membership Must Grow Or the City’s Trade
Organization May Be Abandoned

PANT SALE

Our Ceiling Price
$6.44
SPECIAL PRICE

CC.
BAKERY •

i •

Tuesday-Friday

DAIRY

SAVE!

your nearest A&P Super
the savings on your food
asoline and rubber.
Help

uality... Savings!
!Siippr-R»<ht’*

M»ats

are

iy you’ve ever tried!

•»

These

sdps of beef, pork, lamb and
'F the only grndeg that .we
re ri<bt down to earth.
Try
on our money-back <u»r-

H or N Y Sirlom
BEE

DANCE .

South Hope Dance

Saturday Night

Others For
$2.95 to $6.95

LAKEHURST

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

PERRY’S

REEF

AVERAGE

1.3

RIGHT"
PEER BEEF

LB

[RN
VERAGE

LB

COFFEE
CnilDG

32c
2 ‘m 19c
22c
2"?* i29c
2 39c
2'4 41c

OATS
PEAS

ROAST
STEER BEEF LB
jUNNYFIELD
AVERAGE LB
EF - HEAVY
UPER RIGHT" LB

or SKINLESS
R RIGHT"
LB

RIGHT"

STORES

LB

INTO
LB

LAVA SOAP

'X
23c

.Seairee^e'Specials on

'““2

LB

Dairy Center!
. .
inspected
sealrd
protection . . . Natuies
ch in nourishing vitamins,
F.ggs contain Vitamins
ncle Sam says “Eat More

LB

ID

25c

Antiques Wanted

WALDO THEATRE

8 OZ
PKG

_JTEK WALDOBORO 100____

SE,33‘
.. 17‘

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show al
Matinees Saturday at *«30

8

Sunday at 3
FRIDAY, JUNE 5

“THE MAN WHO CAME
TO DINNER”

and Vegetables
,e« Rnd healthier families,
‘ong "home front" at your
taking home a variety of

vegetable!, to-day.
|mat AAT — berau«e produce
lv light at the field or
your Super Market.

Starring
Bette Davis, Ann Sheridan,
Monty Woolley
Jimmy Durante, Billie Burke,
Reginald Gardiner

SATURDAY ONLY. JUNE 6
Two Features
JOHN KIMBROUGH
in

“SUNDOWN JIM”

c

LBS

1 9®

2 ot 25c
■ 5 ,s 25c
G°

DOz39C

fA new Western featuring »
new star)
Also on the Program
Paramount's Special Full-length
Feature Cartoon

“MR. BUG GOES TO
TOWN”

BCHS
BCHS

13*

•
CARD OF THANKS
Rockland
Motor
Corps
expresses
thanks to all who have generously
contributed to Its benefit dances,
their Interest assuring us of future
successes ln this line.
*

nated records—old Edison discs—

Marie to measure suits, all wool.
$29 75 George Ryan at Burpee &
58-lt
Lamb’s.—adv.

BINGO

MAINE MUSIC CO.

FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL. 7.45
Given Away, Dinner, $2—1 each.
Chenille Spread with Flowers.
Lucky Game, $6.00
58* lt

397 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

Beano at G.A.R. hall Monday
June 8. at 2.15 p. m —adv.

benefit beano
F.

in

“RIO RITA”

y and Produce Prices

Effective at Belfast
and at
:im Street. Camden

Ambulance Service

9 CLAREMONT ST.

TELEPHONES
890 or 781-1 or 781-11

TEL. 662

BOCKLAND. ME.

U9-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

any

HIGH ST.,

records,

CAMDEN, ME.
45Ftf

Under a new system we now
can buy monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.

Save on Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask us for details of Ibis
Money-Saving Plan!
AU Work Absolutely
anteed.

Guar

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works
Ralph A. Glendenning, Prop.

20 Lindsey St., Kockland
Tel. 1216-W
A

Card or a Call Will Bring
a Representative
43-tf

2

b,

25c

whole or broken, if made of solid

Phillips Delicious

We eanot accept lami

TOMATOES

.shellac.

or any records manufactured of
materials

other

than

shellac.

Look around your attic and turn

your old records into cash!

BEANO
8.00 o'clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $48.00 Special Cash Prizes
and $8 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post

2 !•"

cmorials

TURKEYS

BURIAL VAULTS

—of the better kind will be found in
abundance at our markets. We choose
our stock daily with the greatest of care.
Yes — It pays to buy from PERRY—
If you’re particular.

8 to 10 LB 11

33’

AVERAGE

FANCY ARMOUR QUALITY

Our memorials are erected on

durable cement foundations, built
anteed to be four feet deep to

CHUCK ROAST .. .. .. .. ..
POT ROAST, boneless .
VEAL ROAST, boneless
PIG’S LIVER.. .. .. .. .. .. .
STEWING BEEF, lean .
BACON, sliced.. .. .. .. .. .

,b
Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib

25c
37c
35c
25c
35c
31c

guard against action of the frost.

Eternal Protection”
Manufactured by Robert C. Burns
and available through all local
undertakers.

Robert C. Barns
485 OLD COUNTY ROAD
TER 321-R,
ROCKLAND, MF..

221c

ho^late

fc 75c

SHORT SHANK
LEAN

KELLOGG S

Rice
Krispie*

2p>,.21c

Ib 29c

FRESH
FISH STICKS, CUT 2 lbs 31c
STRICTLY
Ib 35c
SCALLOPS, I Kl SII

i

with a board form and are guar

“Concrete and Steel,

BAB-0
Cleaner

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

SMOKED SHOULDERS,
3^

“ 19c >

hftt

52Ftf

68-59

SAT. NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, Door Prize $2-50.
$10—1 each, and Three Extra Prizes
$2 50. Each Lucky Game $7.00.
24 Evening Games

*. 19c

MINCED HAM

Phillips ►teJTiw Spinach ,,10c
Victory
Thrivo Dog Food New
Pdclcage
"
Katz Cat Food
15c
Norman-R Flour
24'/j it,
SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD
LB. 42c
Butter
Mild and Swoat

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

TEL. 708

BIG BINGO

FRANKFORTS

AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
THOMASTON

Automatic Sealing

5.00
Plenty of Groceries

Marathon

FUNERAL HOME

v

accept

W. J. FRENCH
10

14-00

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

BURPEE’S

We will

•

$10.00

1 5*

Vitamins
A. B. C

Or Atlowance On New Records

Salad

58*lt

58‘It

C. G

THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

SATURDAY, 8.15
LUCKY GAME

COSTELLO

Buy Your Monument

HALL

FREE GAME

SUN-MON., JUNE 7-8
MGM Presents

Lamps, Etc.

CASH...

Disregard of and contempt for
the dim out regulations is not go
ing to be tolerated in Rockland
Chief of Police Laurence K. Mans
field made that very plain in a
CARD OF THANKS
statement yesterday.
A young
T wish to express mv thanks to the man who was snooty to tK aux
doctor, nurses and friends who sent iliary police at the Public Land
me lovely flowers, cards and gifts
ing, refusing to dim his automo
while I was ln Knox Hospital
Mrs Edith Lunt
bile lights was haled into court
Thomaston.
and fined. Fine and costs were
suspended,
but the next offender
CARD OF THANKS
is not likely to get off so easy. The
Anderson Camp, Sons of Union auxiliary police are vested with
Veterans, tenders its sincere thanks full authority and Chief Mansfield
to all individuals and organizations wishes the public to understand it.
who made any contribution to the
parade and exercises on Memorial
Day.

I. 0. 0.

'Filmed entirely in Technicolor*

ABBOTT and

2
G2

25c

Victrola Records

JATURAL LB

2

2 17=

PINEAPPLE JUICE

2 -25c

LB

HDS

Q
IOC
2yc

t

LB

U LB
PRINTS

1.19

S■

2

DK

FLOUR

Our prices are based on the
quality of work that we erect
and we do business with the aim

that “a satisfied customer is our
best asset.”

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, ME.

STEAKS

SIRLOIN OR PORTERHOUSE

SALT PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 17c
TRIPE, honeycomb.. .. .. .. .. . Ib 25c
SWIFT’S JEWEL

SHORTENING.. .. .. .. 31b tin

THOMASTON, ME.

54Ftf

STRICTLY
FRESH

doz

l..,ltr.l SIZE EKt»M LOCAI, .ARMS

AT OUR FRUIT & VEGETABLE COUNTER!

POTATOES,
6 lbs 27c
ONIONS,
6 lbs 25c
LETTUCE, M;s^VE 2 hds 15c
STRING BEANS, ~ 4 qts 25c
RADISHES, native,
3 bch 10c
NEW
BEETS, FANCY
bch
BLOOD RED

62c ORANGES

LARGE

FLORIDA

Page FoflT
WARREN

WALDOBORO
Gladys Grant was at home from
Bath over the week-end.

Mr and Mrs. Call Becker and son
••uni.
ut u •
the
week-end with Mrs Becker’s lather,

Schools closed today.
The stated meeting of Ivy Chap
ter, will be held tonight.
-Recent guests of Miss Rosa
Spear were Mrs. Ellen Wellman

and Maurice Wellman.
W C. Flint.
Miss Bertha Teague who was in
Wold has b'-en received cf the
death in a Nr» Y< rk Hi• pital, of Sanford for several weeks, has re
Bf ba Eaton, a former resident of this turned home.
town. He was a n of the late Ed
Neil Gray of Waterville passed
ward and Amelia Eaton.
the holiday with Mr. and Mrs. A.
Mr. and Mrs. B C Reed and Mr. P Gray.

and Mrs. Robert Reed and son Rob
ert of Portland, were week-end
guests ol Miss Grace Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Poor ol New
Bedford .Mass., are speeding a lew
days in town.
Mrs. Howard Chapman of Rcck
land, visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Mathews, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gerry were
in Milo, Sunday.
Cards have been received an
nouncing the marriage May 14, of
Phyllis Sara Walker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tucker Walk
er, 'Hazel Richardson) to Ensign
Prescott Dow Farris, of tire Naval
Reserves, at West Medford, Mass.
Mrs. H M. Orbeton, who has been
vLsiting the past month in Boston
and vicinity and Concord, N. H.. re
turned home Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Vogel re
turned Monday to New York.
Mrs. Josephine Crosby of Augusta
been recent guest at Ralph
Dean’s
Mrs Myra Thrasher who has been
at the home of W C. Flint through
the ‘/inter. retiuTied Thursday to
Bpringfield. Mass.

Graduation exercises will be
held tonight at 8 o’clock at the
Baptist ‘ Church.
,
Because redecorating of the
Comgregational auditorium is in
progress, the service Sunday will
be held at the Town hall, the pas
tor's subject to be “Life at Its
Best.” Members are reguested to
meet early for an important busi
ness meeting. Church school will
meet at 9 30. Vespers will be omit
ted during the remainder of the
Summer.
Rev. J. S. Pendleton of Water
ville, executive secretary for the
Baptist Convention of Maine, will
occupy the pulpit Sunday at the
Baptist Church for both services.
Church school will meet at 12.
Guests at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. S. F. Haskell are their
daughters, Miss Annette Haskell
of Cambridge, Mass., for three
weeks; Miss Beatrice Haskell of
Boston a few days; and Miss
Madeline Haskell, who has com
peted her first year at the Rose
mont t Penna.) College who is to
be in this town for the Summer.
Congregational Circle will meet
June 11 at 10 o'clock at Town hall
to sew on aprons for the August
fair. Each member will take needles
and thread, and her own lunch,
including sugar. The committee
will furnish coffee and cream.
Public supper will be omitted, but
the committee will solicit 25 cents
from each member instead.
Mrs. Percy Kenniston, who is
ill, is being cared for at the home
of Mrs. James Ewing.
Mrs. William Cunningham, new
president of the Woman's Club,
has appointed these committees:
Program, Mrs. Frank Rowe, Mrs.
Everett Cunningham, Mrs. Cor
nelius Overlock, Mrs. Helen Over
look, and Mrs. Phillip Simmons;
press, Mrs. Arthur Starrett; com

Stanley Washburn of Middleboro.
Mass , was a visitor at tne Baptist
parsonage over Memorial Day.
Mis Nellie Overlock and Mrs.
Walter Sturrock of Providence are
at Mrs. Overlock’s home.
Mis Lawson Pinkham spent the
v c i-end with her father John
Burnheimer in Portland
Mr and Mrs. C. R. Sprague of
pmtland, were at Mrs Lila Loveioy’s over the week-end.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Reed have
r< tu-ned to Flushing, N. Y.
rhe remains ot Mrs. Edith Lcavil t were brought here Tuesday from
Sanford. The burial was in Rural
Cttr.eb iy. and the committal service
was < ‘uduoted at the grave by Rev.
li W Nutter. Deceased had been
a resident of Sanford lor the past
munity improvement, Mrs. Earle
2« years.
Mi1 Margaret Tufts of Malden, Moore. Mrs. William H. Robinson,
Miss Frances Spear, Mrs. Edwin
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Emma John
son. Miss Jeanette Tufts was ait Gammon, Mrs. Raymond Borne
the Johnson home over the week man; American home, Mrs. Ches
ter Wyllie and Mrs. George Buck;
end.
„ .
Miss Clara Gay went to Boston ways and means, Mrs. Willis Vinal,
Wednesday, for a two weeks’ visit Mrs. William Barrett, Mrs. Flora
Peabody. Mrs. Silas Watts, Mrs.
w ith friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clark and Roland Berry, Mrs. Wilder Moore,
l,eon Benner are at Moosehead Mrs. George Newbert, and Mrs.
Lake, for a week’s fishing trip.
Sidney Wyllie.
Mrs. M. Shuman Bush visited
School Notes
friends here over the holiday.
Class elections have resulted
At the Baptist Church, worship
Sophomores — President,
Sunday will be followed by Com thus:
munion at 10.45 Church School Betty Moore; vice president, Joyce
meets at 12. The baccalaureate Hills; secretary, Ethel Wiley;
service will be held at the German treasurer, Lois Norwood; student
Protestant Church at 2.30; evan council, Joyce Hills and Merrill
gelistic service at 7.30 with sermon FLske. Juniors — president, Frank
by the pastor. Prayer service w*ill Barrett; vice president, Mary
Drewett; secretary, Ruth Young;
be Wednesday at 7 30
treasurer. Muriel Anderson; stu
dent council, Russell Fales and
WEST WALDOBORO
William Chapman. Seniors—.Presi
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bidwell of dent. Elizabeth Kenniston; vice
Salem, Mass., spent the holiday president, Leona Sidelinger; sec
week-end at their heme here.
retary, Maurice Alholm; treasurer,
Mrs. Oscar Demuth of Worcester, Richard
Butler; student council,
Mass., and Mrs. Reuben McCourt cf Edward
Barrett,
Smith and
Cambridge, Mass., are the guests Dorothy Simmons.Joan
Edward Barrett.
of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Charles Kaler.
Mr and Mrs. Harlow Genthner '43, has been elected president of
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. thc Student Council.
The 1943 edition of the year
Vernard Carter of Round Pend.
Mi Nellie Knight of Litchfield, bock, "The Alewife” is out and is
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mealey and bigger and better, with 45 pages.
two daughters and Gene Buker ar.d Each class has its own depart
Miss Marjorie Whitney of Rich ment. Departments are: Who’s
mond, were guests Sunday of Mr. Who in WHS., in 1042; Student
Council, dramatic data, hobby
and Mrs. Maurice Be dee.
Mr. and M s. Frank Peterson and high lights, sport reports, alumni
son cf Andover, Mass., spent the annals, literary library, key hole
kapers, jokes, autograph album,
week-end at their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Jones and and advertising. The book is dedi
grandson of Worcester, Mass., were cated to the superintendent and
holiday guests of Ralph Winchen faculty.
Officers elected in the Press
bach.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith and son Club are: Editor-in-chief, Elizabeth
Robert and grandson Robert Bronk- Kenniston;
assistant,
Patricia
ini d Marblehead, Mass., have been Leathers;
news
editor,
Joan
spending several days at their home Smith; assistant, William Chap
man; literary, Ethel Wotton; as
here.
Mrs. Clyde Hilton and daughters sistant. Muriel Anderson; business
Barbara and Althea were visitors manager, Edward Barrett; assis
last Friday in Augusta.
tant, Betty Moore;
exchange
ed tor, Mary Drewett.
Grades of the junior high school
DUTCH NECK
report
the total of $482.85. sale of
Mrs. Belle Poland of Waldoboro
War
Savings
stamps and bonds.
has been recent guest at the Divided by class
rooms, the sum
mine of Mrs. Fred Chute.
is
thus:
Bonds
in
7 and 8. $225.50;
Mrs. Lillian Wallace has been ill. 5 and t>, $93.75; stamps,
7 and 8
F’oyd Elwell Jr. of Bath passed
grades, $63.25; 5 and 6, $100 35.
tht week-end with his aunt, Mrs.
Nerft Gross.
Walter Cotton, who has employ
ment in Virgin a. called on friends
in this locality recently.
Mrs. Frances Quiner. accompan
ied by relatives from Marblehead,
Mass., arrived Friday to spend the
next several months at Butter
Point Farm.

,

Mr and Mrs. Maynard Winchen
bach and sort of Waldoboro spent
Sundav aftemocn with hLs parents
Mr. and Mrs. W K Winchenbach.
Mrs. Ada Wellman of Kaler’s
Corner is visiting her sister Mrs.
Almeda Winchenbach for a few
days.
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Gross
an< daughter Betty of Auburn
were week-end guests of his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fairbrother and family of Edgecomb
passed Saturday with their daugh
ter Mrs. Thomas Winchenbach.

Letter Banquet

Principal Herbert DeVeber of
Union Academy. Corinna, as guest
speaker Monday at the annual let
ter banquet held at the Montgomery
rooms, by the High School Student
Council, admonished the students
with tire challenge "Whatever you
do. do it well.” He pointed out tliat
it is not so much the storm in life
as it is the set of the sail, on the
ship which traverses it, that decides
the course.
Principal Wilbur C. Connon made
the awards in the boys’ baseball
team, to Frank Barrett, Russell

Fales, and Richard Butler; certifi
cates to Harold Moore, Lowell
Moody, Edward Barrett, Howard
Maxey, Hcward Borneman, and
Raymond Williams, honorable men Ralph Howard Wylie, Jr.,
tion to Adelbert Norwood, and Earle
Son of Former St. George
Moore Jr., of the 8th grade, who
Resident
played on the team this year. Mr
Connon aLso made the award of the
A cable was received by Dr.
pin from the Becker College of
Business Administration of Wor Ralph H Wylie of Ayer. Majss., on
cester, Mass., to Catherine Wren, last Monday frcm his son, Ralph H.
Wylie, Jr., telling of the latter’s safe
president of the Student Council.
To Evelyn Smith, candidate for arrival in Australia. His address is:
the D.A.R. Pilgrimage this Spring, Private Ralph H. Wylie, Jr., A. S. N.
Supt. Frank D. Rowe, made ‘the 31.025.676. Headquarters Co. 182nd
D-A.R. award, a pretty enameled Infantry, Force 6814-A, A.P.O., 502,
% Postmaster, San Francisco, Cali
and gold pin.
Harry Boothby, sub-master and fornia. U. S. Army.
Howard has spent Summers with
coach of the softball team made
relatives
in St. George since a small
these- awards: Letters and certifi
cates to Betty Mcore, Lois Norwood, boy and while at Bowdoin made
Faye Martin, Ethel Wotton. Evelyn many friends in Rockland and vicin
i Smith; certificates to Leona Side ity who will be interested in know
linger, Eleanor Fales, Natalie Spear, ing his present whereabouts. Aus
Mary Diewett, Muriel Anderson, tralia was only a stopping place
Glenice French. Dorothy Simmons, and he is now on detached duty
Patricia Leathers, Elizabeth Ken-- somewhere in the South Pacific.
niston. Joan Smith, and tiie cap
tain, Ruth Starrett.
GLENMERE
In an entertaining manner, he
Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Watt re
summarized tire season successes, cently observed their o2d wedding
nine straight games, making the anniversary.
softball team the champions. The
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of
team made 10 home runs in nine Lynn, Mass., spent the past week
games. Following his announce at "Home Acres.” They had as
ment. Ruth Starrett, captain, in be week-end guests their daughter,
half of the team, presented to Mr. son-in-law and two grandchildren
Bcothby an identification bracelet. of Lynn.
He is to be inducted into ihe Army
Mrs. C. A. Schellens and daugh
shortly after school closes.
ter
iormerly of Clifton, Mass,
Glenice French, valedictorian, re are Sally,
at
the
"Delaware” for the
ceived the award of a yearly sub i Summer.
scription to a monthly magazine.
Donald Watt who has employ
"Who’s Who at Warren High for
1942,” featured successfully a year ment in Bath, spent the week-end
ago at the letter banquet, was pre with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
sented with the same interest this W.nslow Watt.
Mrs. Adams and two daughters
year, by MLss Carolyn Hayden, as
sistant. It was given thus: One who and friend of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
has done the most for the school, lor were at their cottage the past week.
Mrs. Chauncey Keene of Rock
her class,- the busiest and most ob
land
visited Thursday with her
liging, Evelyn Smith; most popular,
and best looking boy and girl. Cath father, Byron Davis.
Mrs. Gertrude Hupper of Mar
erine Wren and Edward Barrett;
quietest and most serious boy. Sher tinsville will be hostess Thursday
man Simmons; mcst romantic boy to the Ladies Circle. Besides the
and the worst tease, Harold Moore; usual sewing, a comforter will be
funniest girl and boys, Ruth Star knotted.
Mr. and Mrs. S dney Andrews
rett, Edward Barrett and Lowell
Moody: peppiest and jolliest girl, and daughter Gloria of Portland
Catherine Wren; noisiest and most were at their home here a few days
talkative girl, Eleanor Fales; best recently.
Mr and Mrs. H. A Harris of Ten
bluffer, Lowell Moody; most ath
letic girl and boy, Ruth Starrett ants Harbor and guest, Mrs. Mills,
and Howard Borneman,; most often called last Friday on Misses Rosa
late, Ann Norwood; class grinds, Teele and Edith Harris.
Plans are being made for serv
Glenice French, Leona Sidelinger,
Dorothy Simmons, Natalie Spear, ices at the Ridge Church in Mar
Eugene Peabody; class sharks, Low tinsville Sunday morning and eve
ell Moody, Ann Norwood. Frank ning, with Rev Ralph F. Seifert of
Barrett, and Lois Norwood; most Roxbury, Mass., as guest speaker.
ready with excuses, Raymond Wil
liams; done most for their class,
HOPE
Evelyn Smith, Elizabeth Kenniston,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wade and
Mary Drewett, Lois Norwood: most
likely to succeed, Glenice French daughter Arlene and Walter Lud
wig spent Sunday with Mr. and
and Evelyn Smith.
Alumni, who helped serve the Mrs. Willard Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown and
banquet were: Misses Virginia
Moody. Irene Simmons, and Verna son Alan and W. W. Hawley of
Robinson, aided by Edward Barrett. Waltham, Mass., passed the holi
Toastmaster was Miss Catherine day weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Wren, president of the student Ralph Brcwn and were just in
council; .song leader, Chester Wyl time to help plant the garden and
lie; pianist, Miss Vyna Robinson. spray the trees.
On the program appeared Chester
The primary school was awarded
Wyllie in the solo, "Perfect Day," a second place among the contes
trio. Miss Hayden, Mr. Connon, and tants submitting religious scrap
Mr. DeVeber; a quartet with the books at the recent Knox County
faculty and Mr. DeVeber. Dana H. Rural Religious Association ex
Smith Sr., guest at the banquet hibit. Thirteen members of the
spcke briefly of the soft ball season. Grammar School were awarded
cards for having completed Bible
work for the year: Madeline
NORTH APPLETON
Hatch,
Obed Hart, Harold Brown.
Philip Keene has employment in
Beverly
Foye, Constance Nichols,
Bath.
Mr. and. Mrs. Harvey Sukeforth Virginia Pendleton. Donald Brown
and children of Augusta and Mr. ell, Jove True, David Richardson.
and Mrs. Leslie Hall were dinner Edith Beverage. Berenice Perry,
guests Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pease and Marilyn Brown.
Allie Allen is a medical patient
Raymond Gibscn. Mr and Mrs.
Osmond Plummer and son were at Camden Community Hospital.
The Farm Bureau
meeting
visitors Sunday at the Gibson
scheduled fcr yesterday was post
home.
Miss Lucille Fitch of Waterville poned until such time as Miss Lu
and Philip Keene of the University cinda Rich is able to make ar
of Maine passed the week-end at rangements. Notices of the flnal
date will be sent members.
O. T. Keene's.
Thimble Club will meet Monday
Commencement exercises were
held Tuesday in the form of a pa witii Mrs. Elsie Wilson.
triotic pageant and were largely at
tended. The graduates are: Effie
GROSS NECK
Hill, Thelma L nscott, Helen Aldus,
Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons and
Elizabeth Gerrish, Virginia Dud grandson, and Miss Annie Kaler
ley, Damon Gushee and Gardiner were Friendship visitors Saturday.
Philbrook.
Miss Pauline Eugley of the villMrs. Edgeburt House and son of lage spent the past week with her
Damariscotta are guests of Mr. and grandmother, Mrs. Charles L.
Mrs. Frank Meservey.
Eugley.
Rupert Fish has returned from
Mrs. Melvin Genthner went Sat
Bath where he visited his sister, urday to Friendship to care for
Mrs. Leonard Quinn.
her daughter, Mrs. Clarence Rich
George Raymond of Springfield, ards
who is ill with measles.
Mass., and Mrs. Shrley Merceri of
Walter Willey of Rockland called
Palmer, Mass., are spending a week recently on relatives and friends
with her parents, .Mr. and Mrs. here.
Ormond Keene.
Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons
The pine blister crew is working were Rockland visitors last Friday.
in thLs section. Calvin Aldus !s
Mrs. Ernest Eugley and children
foreman.
visited Mrs. Ruby Stewart at Broad
A unique service was heid at, noon
recently.
Tuesday in the deserted chappl by Cove
Mrs.
Henry Sidelinger and
the school children. Once more
Mrs. Madeline Hopkins
hymns, psalms and prayer were daughter,
of
Damariscotta
were guests Sat
heard in the old place of worship.
of Mrs. Sidelinfer’s brother,
A certificate of honor was awarded urday
the school by Miss Hazel Lane, di Harry W. Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley and
rector of rural religious education.
children
were visitors Tuesday in
All pupils above the third grade have
completed the Bible work for the Bath.
Miss Esther Genthner is visiting
year. Individual cards were award
ed to Edward Merceri, Edward relatives in Camden.
Harry W. Creamer was in Cam
Johnson, Geneva Martz, June Pease,
Elwin Mank, Vernon Pease, Ruby den ast week.
Recent guests at the home of
Martz. Dorothy Pease, Rosalie
Mank, Allan Pease, Gloria Mank Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner
were Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon
and Hayden Martz.
of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Light and son. Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter McLeod and son of Camden,
Mrs. Pearl Delano, Mrs. Chares
Collamore and Mrs. Eva Collett of
Friendship, and Mr. and Mrs.
George Winchenbach of the vil

TO RELEASE FLOW OF

Sound Sleep
is the best

LIVER BILE

Btauty-Hapf"

Do This Every Morning For 30 Days
Get a bottle cf Kruscheb Salts to
night Start right ln tomorrow morn
Sparkling good health is the soul of beauty, and sound,
ing and take as much as will lie on a
dime ln a glass of water (hot or cold)
restful sleep is the finest of beauty treatments. Healthy
half an hour before breakfast or in
your morning cup of tea or coffee and slumber refreshes tired farial muscles and smoothes away the tiny wrinkles
keep this up for 30 days Kruschen taken
this way helps relieve such symptoms of irritation and fatigue.
as sick headaches, bowel sluggishness
Good health demands thorough rest. The observation of a physician
and so-called bilious Indigestion when
due to insufficient flow of bile from is essential 'for combating insomnia. A visit to your medical doctor is the
the gall-bladder. You can get Krus
chen. a famous English formula made first step toward sound beauty sleep.
ln the USA, at Corner Drug or any
drug store You must be satisfied or
money back
CONSTIPATION SUFERERS
Note
For an occasional cathartic or purga
TEL. 378
tive. to relieve common constipation,
ROCKLAND, ME.
MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS.
we believe there is nothing better
than quick-acting Krua-he-i m larg
er doe<-*‘r It according to directions
WHERE QUALITY AND ACCURACY PREVAIL
0U the b.ttle.

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
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Is In Australia

lage.

CLARK ISLAND

League of Women Voters
Stresses Matter In Im
portant Light
Mrs. Oliver Holden, president of
the Rockland League of Women
Voters, wishes to bring before citi
zens the subject of "voting be
havior.” It is necessary to fulfil
duties as democratic citizens by
voting for men who are capable
of deaing with present and future
problems.
What is the reason for passive
citizenship? Apathy, inertia. In
difference. This fact was brought
out by a house-to-house canvass
in one city with 350 registered
voters, in one ward, who failed to
vote in a State election.
Is there a good reason, one that
affects each man and woman per
sonally, why they) should vote?
Yes. Bernard DeVoto, WTiting in
Harpers Magazine, says, -The col
lapse of our democracy can only
be prevented by each civilian ful
filling his or her duties of citizen
ship.” The power that makes
government strong or weak is the
voice of the rank and file at home.
Do you know that the entire
House of Representatives and onethird of the Senate members will
be elected within the next few
months? It is important that we
be assured this Congress is cap
able of dealing with present and
future problems.
Every man and woman who
wants to speed up victory Will
Vote but—will demand knowledge,
character and ability, then ask
themselves which one of the can
didates has these qualifications.
Congressmen must be of the best
America affords. The second best
will not do. No man or woman is
too good to be called upon for this
service.
Is it enough that you cast your
vote on election day? No. First
work in the primaries and see that
candidates are nominated who
have the courage to declare, and
who believe in, unity of purpose
and liberty for all. Choose men
or women who are best fitted to
make our nation strong and free,
regardless of party or creed. When
you have succeeded in geeting the
best man or woman nominated
then—get out the vote. The real
candidates deserve real support.
Is it wise to be so absorbed in
Civilian Defense work that we
neglect our duty in acquainting
ourselves with what our Congress
is doing? Mrs. Richard H. Field,
of the National Board of the
League of Women Voters says:
“War or no war, there can be no
government of the pecple unless
the people are willing and try, at
least, to understand the basic
points of the more important pub
lic questions.”
There can be no government
by the people if one-half of the
registered voters do not go near
the polls at election or going just
make a guess as to which candi
date they had better vote for. The
matter of meeting our responsi
bilities- as self-governing men and
women is one that was never so
important as now. The League
of Women Voters must see that
no qualified voter shirks his or
her responsibility.
Can we lose the vote? Yes. If
one half the voters continue to
take no interest in who controls
our destinies. I takes many peo
ple to make a democracy but only
one mad man to make a dictator
ship. A democracy flourishes when
its citizens realize that the ballot
is the difference between gcod
government and chaos. Indiffer
ence is more dangerous than igor
ance or dishonesty. Non-voters
are indifferent.

CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Studley of
Glen Cove were callers Sunday on
Mrs. Studiey's daughter, Mrs Al
bert Orff, who is ill.
Mrs. Kendall Orff is able to be
out after a long illness.
Mrs. Dorothy Stone and children
and Miss Emily Stone were recent
visftors at the home of Mr. and

visiting relatives in Rockville, Conn.

Robert

Powell

and

family

of

Rockland have moved to the house
formerly owned by Edward Stimp
son.
News has been received by Mr.
and Mrs. John Anderson that their
son, Harold, was a victim on a tor
pedoed ship but was rescued and is
in a hospital convalescing from in
juries.
Mrs. Edith Maxwell and Miss

Herbert Maker, a member of the
Merchant Marine, who just arrived
from New Orleans is passing sev
eral days with his mother, Mrs.
Victor Blomberg.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Niles of
Rockland were callers Saturday on
Frances Roberts of Massachusetts
Mr.and Mrs. Henning Johnson.
Mrs.

George

Baum

of

Kittery have arrivetd at their cottages for

visited several days recently witii
her son, George, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Baum.
Mrs. Jessie Williams has returned
frcm a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Williams of North Weymouth,
Mass.
William Caven of Portland and
daughter Fiances of Rockland, and
son-in-law. Graham Rush of Mass
achusetts were guests Saturday of
relatives and friends here.

the Summer.
The gTim realities of war reached
this place when word was received

by Mr. and Mrs. William Pease that
their son Calvin, 24, was among the
missing from a torpedoed ship. He
waa a boy of sterling character
and was liked by everyone.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

New Dresses

[\
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\
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Bought last week in New York!
Cool Sheers, Butcher Linens, Nubbed Rayon Fabrics,
Gay Prints, Spun Rayons, and White Sharkskins

Sizes 12 to 52

$3.98 to $12.50
SPECIAL—SATURDAY CANDY, Ib. 27c

RAZORVILLE

WEST ROCKPORT
The usual monthly union service
will be omitted June 7, but on the
14th there will be a special ’Chil
dren’s Day” program in the evening
at the local church. Other services
Sunday will be as usual.
Mrs. Emma V. Leach is expected
to arrive from St. Petersburg, Fla.,
this week.
Mrs. M. J. Oxton Mrs. J. F. Heal
and Mrs. Rcbert Heal attended the
meeting of the Camden-Rockport
W.C.T.U. Tuesday at the heme of
Mrs. Charles Rhodes in Rockpor t.
The Tuesday Club met this week
with Mrs. Alida Mernfield and Mrs.
Evelyn Merrifield. Next week Mrs.
Margaret Andrews will entertain
the club.
Mrs. Goldie Coll.ns was hostess
this week to the Mission Circle.
The Amateur Farmers 4-H Club,
Daniel Andrews leader and Junior
Singing-Sewing 4-H girls held thenlocal demonstrations at trhe Grange
hall Monday, following the Grange
meeting. Mrs. Henry Keller is
leader of the girls.
Rcbert Nutt will attend the com
mencement exercises of the Tilton
(N. H.) High School cf which his

daughter Miss Hazel Nutt is a mem
ber of the graduating class.

FOR SALE
JEWETT walnut upright piano for
sale
Apply at 130 Llmegock St., Citv
or Tel. 571.
58-60
FRIENDSHIP sloop for sale, good
conltlon. 21 foot
See KENNEDY
CRANE at Senter Crane store.
58-60
NEW Oliver 6 ft cut mowing ma
chine for ••ale. also McCormick Deer
ing 6 ft. cut.
WILBERT A MANK,
Rt. 2. Waldoboro.
58*60
FORD coupe. 1939. lor sale; tires
good.
G W CARIjSON, Cushing
58*60

TO LET
5-ROOM unfurnished apartment to
let at 26 Talbot Ave.
TEL. 1158-W
58-tl
4-ROOM modern furnished apt to
let. TEL 318-W
58 60
PLEASANT furnished apt., 3 rooms
and
bath, heated Winters; porch,
garage.
192 Llmerock St., TEL 626
58*60
HOUSE to let on Lake Ave., 6 rooms
and bsth. garden spot. Inquire MRS
KENNETH DAGGETT, Lake Ave. 58-60
2-ROOM apartment to let at 15
Grove St., Tel 579-W, MRS FLORA
COLLINS
58-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let, 3
rooms, fine condition, suitable for
couple; references are required; gar
age If desired.
C. A EMERY. Tel
436-M
57-tf
2-ROOM furnished apartment to let.
Use of bath Included
MRS GER
TRUDE SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St .
Tel. 759-W. City.
56-58
ATTRACTIVE apartment on Lisle
St to let. now avaUable. unfurnished.
2 large rooms, swell kitchen and bath.
No children. TEI, 1178.
56-58
4-ROOM unfurnished apartment to
let. bath, garage
TEL. 22-M, 235
Broadway.
56*58
ROOM to let with bath. TEL. 22-M.
235 Broadway
56*58
4 ROOM apartment to let. aU mod
em. Apply at CAMDEN AND ROCK-

so u,

VINALHAVbN
, Qyer has returned to Sprin;
Ll Mass.
Lj,. Ralph Candage and dau i
L Mary of Springfield, Mass., a •
1 ‘
called b illnt
i,| M
^.ijge’s mother, Mrs. Betty Ba.E.ida Metcalfe and Mi -. Je
[ xlossman are vLsiting in Lube
and Mrs. Wilfred Nick«
L. daughter Evelyn who pas-,
• holiday in tewn. returned Mon
j. to Everett, Mass.
TIr and Mrs. Clyde Orcutt w:
K in town for tiie hcliday r
Monday to R< :kland
rue Nite Ha a.: mil 1
ia Mrs Cleo Shield'
L,.s Muriel Chille.
retium
L'day ft°in Kcckland
Tj,-. Tena Chri'iit enieit,
I Bridge Eight Thm la .
Ltd luncheon
1 idif s of the G A R ivil meet t
Supper will preci
tliel
Liiionles.
Notnia l.epp.ii.tn ,l N
\paoeii tic Wi
end
i.- Doris Ri ssell
tjr. Nellie Noyts ha . > tuned •
Vtland following a •. i c wi . M
?t‘vh Trefrey.
Federal Cieuit Union ic
lesday night in their nev. hall i
Tver's block.
t
Tolman cf Portland : ia
Lp and Mrs. Edward Philbrco,
L
Albert Carver all Menu
I j visit witli relali’.i m Hu t
L vu inity.
Li' and Mrs. B E McElroy ha j
Lined to Worcester, Ma
Lr and Mrs. Belt Smith lelune
Liday to Falmouth,
ip-, Fred Greenla1.'. vi i:ed \i
L m Rockland.
L and Mrs. Llewelhu Kikaici
je three sons in the «i\r. e St j
His Knowlton, at Pearl flaib
laolulii. Herbert Knowlton
lualia and Cailton Clark
Lli Carolina.
l'l!- Ruby Harri ol Ocean P
Ve Tuesday to visit het part!:
| and Mrs Evere'i Mt Hi nan
Lr. and Mi> Cu tis w i b ter an
T Curtis returned Mcnday
linglield, Mass.
Lrs. Rena Johnson w n! Mom:
feoston.
n,,. 11 o’clock ir.it v:
Tir.h
Sunday.
Rev
<’..ai j
bell pa’ tw * 11 delivi
■ ba
aureate address, subject.
overeometii, shall inherit
.,V " There will be penal inu»
[ihe choir; organist l.ciiLe B u
4 Tiie theme (.1 the e\t une1
■•ship will be "’llie Christ i|
Tieh.”
Lmmencement exercises wm

I,

Waldoboro.

PORT CLYDE

Wollaston, Maas., New Harbor,
Rockland and Fort Clyde.
Linden Cook and son Russell have
employment in Portland.

OVER 200

Commencement exercises w 11 be
held tonight by the ten members In
the graduating class. Tiie bacca
laureate sermon was preached Sun
day at the Washington Mills Church |
by Miss LouLse Perry of North

Mrs. S. E. Hyler.
Mrs. Lizzie Wotton made a visit
Sunday with her daughter, Mrs.
CUSHING
A pubfic supper will be held to
John C. Morse, Sr. who is ill at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Ray night at 6 o’clock at Acorn Grange
mond Watson in Rockland.
hall, South Cushing for the bene
fit of school lights.
Mrs. Wilfred Balano and daugh
ter have gone to Florida, Mr. Balano
having been among those rescued
from a torpedoed ship.
Miss Alice Breen is isiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. AndrewBreen after a Winter’s sojourn in
Arizona.
Weston Thompson assistant keep
er of The Cuckold’s Light Station,
and Mrs. Thompson have returned
home after 10 days’ furlough spent

SENTER * CRANE'S

Mrs. Ellen Nelson, Mrs. Mary
Harjula and Mis. Esther Lunden
returned Sunday from a visit witli
relatives in Massachusetts. Mrs.
Lunden called on her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Marie Lehtinen in Braintree,
Mrs Nelson visited Mr. and Mrs.
Karl F. Leinonen in Watertown. In
Quincy they were guests cf Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Harjula. Mr. Harjula
has recently been promoted to pro
duction manager at Fore River
shipyard where he also supervises
temporary* electric wiring. William
Savela, one of hLs aviation pupils Ls
now ferryng planes across the con
tinent. He is a nephew of Herman
Hendrickson and Mrs. ,Fi•ank John
son of East Friendship.
Miss Allene Nelson was guest of
Mrs. Helen Merrill Saturday and
Sunday at her cottage on South
Pond. Other guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Merrill. Eino Maki, Miss
Dorothy Merrill and Miss Nathalie
Jones.
Elmer Nelson and Uno Nelson
spent the holiday week-end on a
fishing trip to Moosehead Lake.
They were accompanied by Walter
Starrett of Warren and Charles
Lunden of West Rockport.
Miss Ina Anderson, teacher at
Sullivan High Schocl arrives home
this week and Monday will enter the
employ of Hyde-Windlass Co., ia
Bath, making her home witli her
aunt Mrs. Alma Duley.
Miss Ellen Stein whose marriage
to Bartlett Johnson of Tenant's
Harbor and Connecticut takes place
June 10 was honored witli a sur
prise sliower at. Harjula's Sunday
afternoon. She received many love
ly gifts. Refreshments were served.
Fresent were Miss Stein and mother
Mrs. Eva Pease of Tcpshani, Mr.
and Mrs. William Johnson cf Bruns
wick, Mrs. Charles Pease, Mrs. Ro
land Berry and daughter cl Warren.
Mrs. Bernard Jackson, Mrs. Ethel
Lyddie, MLss Edna Ranta bl Rock
land, MLss Eleanor Nelson. Mrs.
Amanda Maki of Thomaston, Mi's.
Grace Carey, Mrs. Emma Johnson,
Mrs. Mildred Harjula. Miss Dorothy
Johnson and Mrs. Fred Anderson.

Mr. and Mrs. Martineau enter
tained friends frcm Augusta over
the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Hibbert ot
Camden and Mrs. Pansy Hibbert
were visitors here Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kahrmann
and son Reginald of Hartford
passed the week-end at the r home
here. Arthur Hibbert of Mansfield,
Mass., accompanied them.
J. D. Clark and sen Ross of Au
gusta were in town Saturday.
Appleton Babb has been employed
by Ralph Martineau.
Hon. Ralph Farris was in town on
business recently.
Edith Overlock was a visitor
Monday in Augusta.

Tuesday-Friday
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Voting Behavior
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INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

!

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

Kool-Aid,

Advertisements in thLs column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a Une.
Special Notice:
All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be- sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

GOLD rim glasses lost in ivory anti
silver case.
Tel.
43-W
WALTER
BUTLER. 88 Talbot Ave.__________ 58*lt

HOUSE and garage for sale, with
some furniture, on about 21. acres rf
land on. "the shore at Vinalhaven.
with good road, leading from main
road: young apple trees.
CHARLES
E ANDERSON. P O Box 385. Rock
land______ _______________ __ ______ 58-60

BLACK billfold lost between 128
Union St. and Dr. C. D. North s office.
M ney and importint contents. Re
ward if returned to Tel
office. 26
SCHOOL ST_______________________ 58-60
GARAGE jack lost between Park
street and Snow’s Shipyard night of
June 2.
Tel. 511. STANLEYS GAR
AGE, Main St._____________________ 58-60
NOTICE--Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book No 39154 and the
owner of said book asks for duplicate
ln accordance with the provision of
the State Law
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
BANK, By Edward J. Hellier, Treas..
Rockland, Maine, May 28. 1942 56‘P-60

WANTED
/SIDE arm gas water heater wanted,
cookstove, electric or oil. small sink.
29 Beech St. or TEL 1328 M
58-lt
COW wanted. 13 or
milch. TEL. 250-W.

14

years

old.
’58*60

WOVEN wire for sheep fence wanted
3 to 5 ft. high; if standing will take
down, if near by. Write or tel at once
ROSE HILL FARM. Owls Head. Tel
292-R.
y
58-63

BOYCE Crane 10" circular saw and
jointer for sale, with 6" dado’s -ut
off and tennoner attachments Di 1' t
Shaper with complete set cutter
A<
most new Price, $190
COMMUNITV
STORE 49 Union St.. City
58*60
MODEL J. 3)2 H P Elto outboard
motor for sale, good condition THOM
ASTON CAFE Tel 65 2
57*59

75 ACRES of good blueberry land
for sale at sacrifice. Must be fiold »'
once. 8 HJLLST.. Rockland
57*59
DRY slab wood for sale
VICTOR-c"
GRINDLE, 10 Dunton Ave., Tel 107-J
___________ __
_______________
57*59
CHEVROLET automobile. 1934 master six, 4-tfoor sedan, new batten,
good tires and spare, clean Interior'
bright outside finish plenty cf gas
ln tank. lor sale. TEL. Camden 25^4
_________ _ ___________________________ 57*59
HARD wood sawed, for saje jj2 cor'
delivered. TEL. 421-J. City.
59-60

COW and calf for sale. cow-fresh
ened two weeks
JOHN MORRIS.
Tenants Harbor. Tel. 6-2
56*58
NEW milch cow and calf, mare and
MRS
ALFRED E
MAN wanted for farm work, two hog. for sale
miles outside city, board
himself, STANDISH. RFD 3._Waldoboro 56*58
ONE 10 H. P. Century motor, single
good pay. PERRY RICH, Old County
Rd_________________________________ 58*60 phase, for sale by EDWARDS & CO
Tel 214, 23 Tillson Ave.
57-5!)
BLACK Water Spaniel, male puppy,
CRAWFORD range with oil burner,
wanted. State price Write EVERETT
DAVIS. Pleasant Point ________ 57-59 beds, sideboard, dresser, library and
center tables, kitchen chairs rockerCall
WILL exchange cut granite blocks and extension table, for sale.
afternoons. 2 to 5. 54 Pacific St Other
for gravel and top soil. TEL Rock
land 439-21.
57*59
28 Clarenden St. A
E
- Y8S’ . . J________________
57-59
MAN wanted to pull down olcThouse
TOMATO plants, peppers,
asters
and wall tip around well. TEL Rock
land 439-21.
57*59 snapdragons, salvia, marigolds, pen
nlas. portulkca and many others r r
. 1214 W CHARLES WADE
LOBSTER boat wanted. 34 ft. to 36 70 w
57-69
ft. with or without engine Write giv 70 Waldo Ave.
ing price to REX ANDERSON Crie
GARDEN plants for sale Red. white
haven, Me
57*59 i and blue asters and petunias, variety
of other plant, ready to flower. Stron
HORSESHOEING work wanted Will
farm
57*59
go wherever called, by appointment
HERMAN HALL, 47 Thomaston St
t-ROOM house for sale on Snruce
City. Tel 849-R______________
57-65 St Rockport
TEI, Camden 2163
GIRL or woman wanted for general ___________ _ __________ ______________ 57*59
housework. 6 mornings a week
TEL
ln South Waldoboro
713-R.____________ _________________ 57-59 ^£,MR*\7DA ELLI^7’T 237 Ash St .
Brockton
.
Mavs.
__________
52*54&57*59
PLACE to board two boys 9 and-To
years, wanted, out of town or on farm
cxG2ATS milk for sale earl”graves
56>5«
until November. Write BOX 23. care 54 Brewster St., City
Courier-Gazette.
57-59
McCOMICK mowing machine lor
MAN or woman wanted, aged 45-60 mJ) ’
CUt prANK GARDNER.
for dish washer. Write P O BOX 117
rei, I187-W.____________ 56*58
Rockland____________________________ 56 58
<u»tc31
4dr sedan lor
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, o .
^cellent condition, tires like new.
called for and delivered
T J FLEMING, 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W
57 tf YOL NG S GARAGE. Llmerock St
______________ »
56*58
EOHD V 8 coach lor sale, good
tlres Prlce right
MIKE ARMATA. 21 Brewster St. 54*59
SINGLE and double houses"for sad’
FLOORS sanded and refinlshed
I
Hockport. Rockland. Ows
have the best equipment in Maine. Head, and Thomaston. Cottage?, at
R L. RICHARDS. Floor Sanding Serv lake and seashore. Desirable rents $15ice, 25 Franklin St., Rockland Tel
4- ,
month.
L A THURSTON
Tel 1159. City
M.,f
052_____________ _________________ 57*59
THIS is to notify all persons that
SMALL furnished home for sale
after this date. June 2. 1942 I will be w,th excellent water supply; cheap.
responsible for no bills contracted bv Inquire ol 81 E BROADWAY. Derrv.
mv wife, Irene Ireland. Signed MERLE N H
54*59
IRELAND. Rockport. Me., June 2 1942
30-FOOT power boat, for sale, _Ui.
to :t 57*59
be.'un, food condition Price $25o
TOY the remarkable vim and vitality ORAM H SL""'
1— Criehaven.
-Me
UMPSON.
builder Sexatol. an ama/lng tonic
53*58
and
wholesome.
beneficial
remedy
loam for sale
WALMSLEYS DRUG STORE. 373 Main nr-TnirMv
St., Rockland___________
56-t< S(«,1hARDx.1IAKIE' Te>1
553-M 4Wt-f
Meadow__Rd_____________ _______
y.c(1
MEDIUM: Two questions answered
.
’oam for sale
WILLIAM
by letter Send stamped envelope. 25c
Tel. 23-W. West Meadow
RUTH MATHIAS. 12 Third St.. Ban- ANDERSON
? •
57*62
gor. Me,
_____________________ 29*59 Rd
PRESSED
haiy
for
sale,
$20
at
the
LIGHT trucking,
waste removal;
W L. MERRIAM. Union. Tel
sewing machine repairing.
LEROY barn.
WATSON. Tel 314 W
56*61 _5____________ _______________ 57 tf
H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
ton del- Nut 8lz* Bnd run
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order*
• in
R,ver "O*1- not ecreened
■olttltM. B. O. BHOOBS. Tel 5io j

MISCELLANEOUS

M. B a O. O. PERRY.
58-F-tf 519 Maia BU Tel.
487.
57-tf
•10 25 ton del

nln ne !

ni(h

-J

>

■

UED RASIMII
lee Cream* -tu
Mended into <«h»I. i reanij

Ask for this summer)

sl

hi the Sealtest I’int ,’a' IJ
enj«»y onr Sealtest

Handy ■— a «I<-li< i<»n* sum
•l<»y Hide — a i-ooling «<■<’ '

FRO-

**•*<»/1 eat. tl*'
arc undo^r fhl
■*» Rn4! Wh. with Jim
- Ss|
June i* Dairy Month- 1 se pj
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0.

held Thursday In Memorial haU.
Elizabeth M. Wiederhold
pt)J. Dyer has returned to Springj Mass.
Miss Elizabeth M. Wiederhold. who
Ralph Candage and ilaugii- died May 30, at her home here was
' Mj, of Springfield. Mass., are born- ln Marietta, Ohio.
Having
called by illness of Mrs. j come here frcm Baltimore, where
tow
mother, Mrs. Betty Bar (She passed her girlhood days, she
had been a resident of this town for
1 •!;. Metcalfe and Mrs. Jes- the past 36 years, making her home
'■^o man are visiting in Lubec,
with Miss Emeline F. Roberts at
y- mid Mis. Wilfred Nickerson l "Bridgeside.”
“ ca .^hter Evelyn who passed : Miss Wiederhold was a member of
. a\ in town, returned Mon- the Mother Church of Christ .Scien
' [0 Everett, Mass,
tist in Bcston and a member cf
ij: and Mrs. Clyde Orcutt, who Marguerite Chapter O.E S. She was
. m town for tlie holiday re- of a generous nature, always ready
Monday to Rockland.
| to assist in illness and need, and
■
Nite Haw as
int i Thursday leaves many friends in this town
Ms Cleo Shields.
Surviving are two sisters, MLss
Muriel Chilles returned Emma Wiederhold of Baltimore and
' ,
hum Rockland.
IMrs. Augustus Hoen of New York;
I ma Christie entertained (also one brother Edward Wiederhold
Hi. ■ Eight Thursday and I of Baltimore.
vtd uncheon.
Funeral Services were held Tues
,;.t
i tlie Cl.A R. will meet to- day at the home. Rev. W J. Hutch
- upper will precede the ison officiating. Friends, neighbors
land members of tiie Eastern Star
■enionies.
Nonna Leppanen of North ' attended the service. The abun
ed tiie week-end with dance of lloral tributes testified to
E'ris Rissell.
II he lcve and esteem in which she
Nellie Noyes has returned to was held. Interment was in Ocean
.- .-a following a visit with Mrs. , View Cemetery, where a committal
| service was .performed. The bear
,.ui Trefrey.
Ei deral Credit Union met ers were Porter Lawry, Almond Mil
‘ j. -. ni,'ht in their new hall in ler, H. A. Townsend and Andrew
Gilchrest.
-ver block.
Telman cf Portland is guest
Mt and Mrs. Edward Philbrook.
NORTH HAVEN
j A.bert Carver left Monday
.. ii with relatives in Boston
Beverage-Thayer
c v. mity.
A pretty wedding was solemnized
ll> md Mrs B. E. McElroy have at the bride's home Sunday morn
in to Worcester. Mass.
ing, May 31, when Dorethy L.
j: uhd Mrs. Bert Smith returned Thayer daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
, ,,\ io Falmouth.
Raymond Thayer, Revere, Mass.,
!• f ■ tl Greenlaw visited Mon- (formerly of North Haven» and
in Rockland.
Lawrence R. Beverage, son of Mr.
1 .md Mrs. Llewellyn Knowlton and Mrs. Vernon Beverage of North
• .tei ons in tiie service: Serg. Haven, were united in marriage by
. Knowlton, at Pearl Haibor. Rev. Arthlur Swift, pastor cf the
dlt.u Herbert Knowlton in First Baptist Church of Revere, the
a aim and Carlton Clark in double ring service bPing used The
nit Carolina.
bridal couple were attended by Mr.
i - Ruby Harris of *Oeean Park and Mrs. Sherman Cooper cf East
p Iutsday Lo visit her parents Lvtin, Mass.
and Mrs Everett McHenan.
The bride was attractively gowned
1 ,md Mrs. Curtis Webster and in floral crepe, carrying a corsage
Curtis returned Monday to of lilies of the valley. The brides
mgtield, Mass.
maid wore white.
l: Rena Johnson went Monday
Thte wedding guests were Mr. and
Boston.
Mrs. Raymcnd Thayer, Edwin
il o’clock service $it Union Ttiayer and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
: h Sunday, Rev. Charles Beverage.
.a-., pastor w.ll deliver the bacA wedding dinner was served at
ai.hf address, subject, ”He tlie Gen. Edwards Inn. Revere, after
,i.,icometh, shall inherit all which an informal reception was
There will be special music given at tlie bride’s home.
choir; organist, Louise BurMr. Beverage is now employed by
Tlie theme of the evening tlie Geneal Electric Co. in the Su
up will be "The Christ I percharger Plant in Everett, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Beverage will reside
idintnenceinent exercises will he at 570 Boulevard, Revere, Mass.
They have the best wishes and
congratulations of their many
friends.

Kool-Aid

Thp Alumni Banquet will be held
10 BIG,COOL at Haven’s Inn June 12, at 7 c’clock.
(Each member may invite one guest.
Tickets are $1 per person, and
should be purchased before June 8
Guest speaker. Rev. Mr. Johnston,
—adv.
58*59

Ifi^lfNCHERS

COSTS
•xceed three lines in50 rents. Additional
for three times. Five

Alaska was purchased by the
United States in 1837 for $7,203,030

Mil 7Flavors

tiled I. e. advertlseThe Cour ierditional.
uil to

’OR SALE

n?n

line

garage for sale, with
on about
acres ct
shore nt Vinalhaven.
road leading from main
h:
apple trees.
CHARLES
SON P O Box 385. Rock
___________ 58-60
and
tun

with June

■ 10 circular saw and
-ale. with 6" dado’s
-lit
no ner ttachmcnts Dell t
a complete se* cutters. Al
I'm- $196
COMMUNI'rv
1 1 'd
Sl City_______ 58*66
•I
+

i1.- I! I* Elto outboard
d condition. THOMi
65_2_________ 57*5:1

n

! good blueberry land
icritice Must be sold at
IALL ST . Rockland
57*59
5 W. od !.,r ^le VICTOrTc?
lo Liunton Ave. Tel 107-J
__________________
57*59
*LETr automobile. 1934 masdo. ■:
sedan,
new battery,
aod snare, c’pan interior.
l-:di
lini-.h plenty cf gas
1 HI. Camden 25‘!4
___________________ 57*59
■’d -need tor sai,. $12 cor*’"
59-60
I’-’-l J City
' I tale OO* freshJOHN MORRIS.
arbor Tel. 6-2
55*58
lr
iv and calf, mare and
sit
MRS
ALFRED E.
• R F I) 3 Waldoboro. 56*58

is

H P Century motor, single
si, • by EDWARDS & CO..
•4_T_U 1 °n Ave
57-59
>RU range with oil burner,
hoard dresser library and
'le
kitchen chairs, rockers
sion table for sale.
Call
2 io .‘1 54 Pacllie St Other
28 Clarenden St. A
E.
____ __________
57-59
plants, peppers.
asters,
aivia, marigolds, pe:uila< a and many others for
1214 W CHARLES WADE.
________
57-60
Pl o,'- for sale Red. White
asters and petunias, variety
latr readv to flower. Stromt
CUSTILES FARM
57*59
tie on Sonic*
t
T EI. Camden 2163
__ _______ __
57*59
•r
in south Waldoboro.
IDA El J.IOTT 237 Ash St .

V

City
56*58
mowing machine for
W it FRANK GARDNER.
56*58
I tiF'CAKFR 4 dr sedan, for
• 1 '; ondition. tires like new.

an be seen at IOREIN

' ' VRAGE. Limerock St.
_____ ________ »
56*58
V 8 coach for sale, good
good tires Price right.
Bn water St. 54*59
and double houses for sale.
rt Ri-kland. Owls
rhomaston. Cottages at
're Desirable rents $15'
L A
I’HURSTON.
54-tf
■ 1'ni-tied home for sale
water supply; cheap.
E BROADWAY. Derry.
_____ ___________________ 54*59
piii'-r

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

Gregory Merchant Ls home from
Machias
Woodrow Cousins is employed on
By Margaret Chase Smith
Ralph Bartei’s truck.
Mrs. Climena Knight has joined
Mr. Knight in Portsmouth.
Washington. June 3—The end of is a serious problem and my mail
Mrs. Lillian Robinson and Mrs. the fiscal year is coming and Con tells me that there are many simi
Albert Rich of Isle au Haut were gress is finishing up the last of lar cases in my District so it must
recent visitors at the home of Mrs. the regular annual appropriation be a wide-spread situation. I am
Celeste Coombs.
I bills for Government departments. taking this up with the Manpower
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Thompson of Large as these appropriations are, Agency to see what can be done.
New Jersey are visiting Mr. and they cannot compare with the The Selective Service System has
Mrs. Frank Jones.
| huge war appropriations. We are told local draft boards to defer
Hester Warren, Eva Fifield and ; borrowing most of the money but all necessary agricultural workers
Katherine Cleveland attended the j still we must raise as much tax but that does not supply men to
recent Grand Chapter session of the money as we can. The Ways and farms where there are none or
Eastern Star in Portland.
Means Committee is-still working where men have left to go to ship
Ralph Barter and Arthur Barter on the tax bill.
yards or other jobs.
have been in Rastpcrt investigating
• • • e
Congress will not take a ‘’vaca
pulpwocd possibilities.
tion’’ until the tax bill is through
The soldiers in the Army are
The Milton Allens have moved to and we do not know yet whether going to have Maine blueberry
their North Stonington home.
we will have more than technical pies because when a Maine blue
Charlotte Goodrich Ls heme from vacations
to get home to our Dis berry grower wrote to ask if the
Colby College.
tricts. I was glad to get to the
wanted to buy blue
George Walker is back from Den- graduation exercises of the nurses Government
berries, I investigated and found
nysville for the Summer.
Central Maine General Hos that a representative of the Quar
George Bridges of the American of
pital
in Lewiston last Friday and termaster Corps from Jersey City
Can Co. has been inspecting the hope to
be in Skowhegan for the was to go at once to Maine to buy
R. K. Barter canning factory.
conventions
the Business and blueberries.
Marie Billings, who has been at Proressional of
Women
and the Post
• • • •
tend.ng college at Independence, is
Office
clerks
June
6
and
7.
Educators fear that rationing of
home for the Summer.
transportation might restrict the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carpenter
The Maine Congressional dele delivery of school books which
and Mr and Mrs. Albert Beeson of
Castine and White Plains, N. Y„ gation has been keeping in close w’ould be a very bad thing educa
were recent guests of the Ralph touch with the gasoline and oil tionally. This item should be one
situation as well as rubber and of the last things to be curtailed.
Barters.
Mary Billings and Helen Gray are coal. Reports are not very cheer Many other items can be restric
ful. The delegation had a con ted before cutting down on school
home from U. of M
Delmont Fifield, who has be-?n ference with Defense Transporta books. This has been referred to
visiting hLs parents, Mr. and Mrs. tion Commissioner Eastman about proper authorities.
Sylvanus Fifield. has returned to Maine. Nation wide gasoline ra
tioning seems to be coming about
New Bedford.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Barter were July 1st to save rubber.
Whether this is to save rubber
Mrs. Lawrence Snell of Kenne
hosts to the members of tiie Maine
Maritime Academy over Memorial or gasoline it means a great bunk spent the past week With her
Day.
change in our national life. In mother Mrs. Nettie Milan.
Pvt. Keitli Jcyce, stationed in
Memor al Day exercises here were Marne it means loss of the tourist
conducted by Rodney Stinson Pest. and Summer camp trade which is Mississippi, is visiting his parents.
A. L., with this program: Parade, such a State resource. There will Mr. and Mrs. Chester Joyce, for a
formed of tlie Cadets from the be no rubber for passenger cars. week.
Mrs. Sadie Gross of Stonington
Maine Maritime Academy at Cas 1 Mr. Eastman hopes that barges
tine; American Legion and Auxili can be built and converted to get and Mrs. Mvra Carman of Deer
Isle were on the island over Memo
ary, Boy Scouts and schcol chil coal into New England.
dren. There was a pause in front
Many letters come to me from rial Day.
Russell Smith. Oakley Smith,
of the post office to pay tr.bute ’o those who want to get to Summer
men of the sea. The program of places in Maine, either for vacation Wendell Smith and Nonnan Burns
speaking was held at the Ope a or because they run them as a passed Memorial Day with their
House with Rear Admiral Disinukes, business. I am obliged to say that parents.
Pvt. F. C. Llewellyn Joyce, sta
Superintendent of the Maine Mari I see little prospect of relief for
time Academy, delivering the ad metor traffic. The transportation tioned in Mississippi, is visiting his
dress. Several exercises were given situation is far more serious than parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Joyce
by the grade schools and, the most of lis realize. Less than half for a week.
Gettysburg Address by George W. of what moved by water previously
Church News
Gross. Music was by tiie combined can be carried by rail today. '
'file
Adult
Bible class will meet
Stonington and Deer Isle Bands.
• • • •
tonight
at
7
o
’clock with Mrs. VonOpening prayer was offered by Rev.
I am referring a request from a dell Stockbridge. Rev. Gretchen H.
J. Stanley Gravel, and benediction coastal
gasoline dealer to L. H. Hall is the teacher.
by Rev. Paul Syster.
Spinner, Director of Marketing.
The Gray Y Club will meet with
District No. 1. 1104 Channing Rev. Carl F. Hall Friday at 6.30
Building, 122 East 42d street, New for volley ball and a business
CRIEHAVEN
Mrs. Fred Wilson M-s. Ruth Gove York, where appeals for additional meeting.
The baccalaureate services for thi?
and Miss Myrtle McDonald were re gascline quotas must be sent.
Complainants must show that Grammar school will be held in the
cent visitors in Rockland.
Ralph Wilscn spent the holiday their customers cannot get gas Methodist Church Sunday at 2
week-end with his family in Rcck- elsewhere. In this case the gaso- o'clock. Special music will be a
pert.
| line is wanted for workers at ship- feature of the service. Rev. Carl
Mr. and M's. Rexford Anderson , yards for fishing boats. Navy F. Hall will deliver the sermon.
Baptist and Methodist Churches
and daughters Diana and Sallie are projects, and other groups havvisiting friends on the mainland. I ing to do with the war effort. The are uniting Sunday in a service at
Max Young passed the week-end Government hopes that curtail 6.30 in Atlantic.
and holiday with his family in ment of unnecessary driving will
Rcckland.
1 mean more gasoline for necessary
MINTURN
Several beats here have changed users.
Burleigh
Staples and Maynard
ownership recently, Ralph Wilson
Constituents are writing to op
having bought cne ficm Mrs. E.iz i- pose the compulsory joint returns Dunham who have been working in
beth Barter: Nick Andersen cne fcr husband and wife which the i Bath, spent the week-end at their j
frcm Ra’ph Wilson; and Mr. Burton Treasury preposes for the new tax homes here.
George Moulton who has been
of Scuth Thomastcn another f. cm bill. Some say that it is not right
in Portland, is at home
Oram Simpson.
for Congress to say that "What’s 'J employed
Samuel White and Nick Ar.dcrson mine is part of some one’s else, fcr a few days.
Mrs. Gardner Bridges who is rehave a new lobster car.
and vioe versa.” The Treasury says
H. E. Crie is making repairs on it can get a lot more revenue cut , siding in Portland, Ls spending a
days at her home here.
the Crie heme-teari.
of the joint tax return in some !1 few
Lunette
Nelson of Portland, spent
The wild flcwers are opening cases,
because joining the income the week-end
with her grand
earlier than usual and are beauti raise them
into the bracket where parents Mr. and Mrs. Willis
ful on the sand beside the beach. a higher rate
of tax can be im Conary.
posed.
Louise Gott and Verna Staples,
• • • •
NORTHPGRT
students of Higgins Institute, are
Lincoln Colcord, cf Searsport, home fcr the Summer.
Mrs. Clyde Flanders ar.d Mrs.
Melvin E. Wood attended the recent writes to me that the Federal Ar • Mrs. Olive Walker of Rcckland Is
Grand Chapter sessions cf the East chives project, which lias been I visiting at the home of Mrs. Alden
compiling lists of ships’ registeis Stanley.
ern Star in Pc: tlmd.
Mr. ard M:s. W.Uard Thompson and enrollments frorn cld Customs
and sen Divid of Bangor spent the records for the Pencbscot Marine
The famous Arctic explorer and
holiday week-end at their home Museum, is about to be discon writer Vilhjalmur Stefansson, has
here.
tinued. He says this is a very said that Alaska is capable cf sup
Harold Drinkwater is building a valuable piece cf work and cculd porting 10X0.600 people—it now
house cn a part of what Ls known as be finished probably in another t has only 75 CCO—because of its vast
the Tilestcn Wa’dlin Fa in.
year' with comparatively small | untapped agricultural, mineral and
Miss Carolyn Ingles spent the amount' of money. W P.A. says it other resources.
week-end with her parents, Mr. and is continuing only such projects
Mrs. Mervyn Ingles.
Nearly three-fourths cf Argen
as are lequested by officials of
Mrs. Irvin Hills has recovered armed forces and which will con tina’s 461.003 telephones are con
from a head operation and is at her tribute to the war effort. However, nected with automatic exchanges.
home after a brief stay in a Water i I was advised that John C. Fitz
ville Hospital.
gerald, Maine W.P.A. Director,
Schools close today with the might have a helpful suggestion.
Grammar Sthool graduation cf
• • • •
seven pupils. Exercises wi l be held
Frcm
Androscoggin
County
in the chapel at Brown’s Corner.
Supt. Albert F. Barnes of Belfast comes a brave stcry of a woman
has been re-elected for two years. trying to keep a farm going with
Mr. Barnes has faithfully served out a man to help with the heavy
work, tractor, and 24 cows. She
this community fcr 19 years. .
Robie Ames is seiving on the wants to help with the farm proGrand Jury in Bangor this week. i gram which is necessary if we are
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murray and to feed the Allies but she cannot
son Harry have moved to Camden. 1 get any help to do farm work. This

• • •»

X^THE RIGHT KINDS

AND QUANTITIES

otfsf

She plans our meals
to keep us on our toes

IKII RASPBERRY ROYALE
CrOttHl*

Every well planned meal you
serve to your family contributes
to the war effort. Nutritional Au
thorities stress whole grain foods.
Like Nabisco Shredded Wheat,
the 100% whole wheat food, a
good source, per ounce as eaten,
of the energy-appetite Vitamin B,
as Nature provides it. And its
keen, nut-like flavor goes well
with milk and strawberries or
other fruits. Give the full name—

Streams of ripe red raspberries

I. n«|<*«| into cool, creamy Sealtest Vanilla Ice Cream,

fnr this summery Sealtest Flavor-of-the-Month
L ihe Sealtest Pint Package, or in bulk. At fountains,

< n i<

,v our Sealtest Radio Specials - Raspberry Royale

jbandy — a delicious sundae - Vy - Raspberry Roy

Nabisco Shredded Wheat.

e

SUPER-MARKETS
331 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
FREE PARKING SPACE
FOR CUSTOMERS

1 LB
ROLL

BONELESS CLEAR HEAVY CORN FED STEER BEEF

EGGS BROOKSIDE
DOZ
LARCE FRESH
—MEDIUM SIZE
DOZ
EGGS NATIVE
FROM NEARBY FARMS
OLD CURED CHEESE LB.

FACE RUMP
3 5'

FANCY
BUTTER BROOKSIDE

VITAMINS
A-B-C

35'

THIS CHEESE IS GUARANTEED TO BE ACED 12 MONTHS

PURE REFINED LARD

Wdoe'iT’

U.S. MIM U

STEAKS^c-c»35c
33‘

FINAST BREAD FLOUR
FANCY ALASKA

PINK SALMON

^’87

CHUCK ROAST

24i/kLB $
BAC
TALL 1

JONELESS OVEN or POT ROAST

24I/Z IB
BAC

PILLSBURY'S BEST FLOUR

CLOVERDALE
FINAST-MADE WITH
U S No 1 PEANUTS

PEANUT BUTTER

Swiifesf. Irw**

!/••« rompony

ar« under the •ante otenerthtp

1

Irt! Mrt. >» !»■ »»• - S""'" *">"■
h.i» i. Dairy Month.
nutrition

*• "*.“.****
pnrtl»«».

Baked by NABISCO ... NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

QQ A

OJ V

(VITAMINS A B C)

TIN
2-LB «
JAR «

Best Cuts of Prime Heavy Sleer Beef

BIC 46-OZ
TIN
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO JUICE 14-OZ
TIN
30-OZ
FRUITS for SALADS DEL MONTE JIN •J

FINAST TOMATO JUICE

Rib Roast IX

c

»29c

Native—6-Lb Average

Fresh Fowl v»> 31c

FANCY
FINAST GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS
22t°,Sz23
TINS
2
’
?,Ss
z
31
‘
30
„°N: 27‘i To Broil, Fry or Roasf-2'/2 *o 3’Zi-Lb Average
FRUITS saSds hnas

X

SOUR

TINS
29 OZ

FINAST BARTLETT PEARS

CORN FLAKES

\

«> 20-OZ

RED

PITTED CHERRIES

JI

LL <'

TiN
8-OZ
PKC

WHITE SPRAY .

HEINZ RICE FLAKES

FINAST

BABY
FOODS

TOILET

A B!C VARIETY

DELICATELY SCENTED

Sugar Cured-Whcle or Half Vitamins B-C)

Smoked Hams35c
Mildly Cured Corn'id Beef (Vilamins A-B-C)

10

HEINZ

»31c

Chickens

a

KELLOGG'S VARIETY CEREALS c,N 21

Fancy Brisket * 31c
Fancy-Skinless (Vitamin C)

Frankfurts

LB

Mackerel

LB

SOAP

TINS

FANCY

FRESH

te

BARS

EVANGELINE EVAPORATED

MILK

STYLE or LONG LOAF

today

BOTH
ENRICHED

1 LB

4 OZ
2
° 19
A LOAVES I >

FINAST

40e
Mayonnaise
24c
Salad Dressing Belmont ’4m°,z 20c
PURE
U°Z A- ., GAl IT.
JUG
■ ' *■
Vinegar CIDER BOT

Lemon Spice Cake each 15
PRUNE FILLED

10-oz
EACH

Coffee Cake
CLEANS CLASS,
PAINT SO EASY

OCTAGON

Ifl\LEI\
I Cl/ BEADS
SOAP

FLORIDA—JUICY (Vitamins A-B1-C)

11 -OZ
PKC

ORANGES

2VA"19
‘
SIZE

PALMOLIVE

LAUNDRY
SOAP

SUPER SUDS

2

MED
PKCS

21‘

RAYON SAFE
SWEETHEART TOILET
SOAP 1c SALE

FINAST SUCCOTASH
RICHMOND
TOMATOES SOLID
PACK
STANDARD
TOMATOES RED RIPE

SUNSHINE & CRACKERS

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST (Vitamin C)

6 ‘1Cl

LEMONS

FRESH CRISP (Vitamins A-C)

20 OZ
TINS Lj
I 20 OZ
TINS
I9 OZ

22
2
32

Lj
tins L!

19 OZ
TIN
29 OZ
TINS .
20OZ
TINS

BEETS

2-ns

SOLID HEADS (Vitamins A-Bl-C-C)

NEW CABBAGE

» 5'

WHITE CRISP

CELERY

v,taTs

2»<hs

NATIVE ICEBERG

LETTUCE

2 hos

vitaamc,ns

BERMUDA STYLE—texas crown

ONIONS

4 s IS'
aw^

3 - 1?

SOLID RED RIPE (Vitamins A-B1-C)

20

TOMATOES
CUT-RITE

TIN 15

2

(Vilamins C-C)

SPINACH

2 pkcs 27

CLEANS HANDS EASILY

GREEN BEANS 2 -

NATIVE—LARCE CREEN LEAVES

PKC
1-LB
JAR

PURE
MIRABEL

AVALON CIGARETTES

£,1S‘

STRAWBERRIES

2pkg's45

EDUCATOR THINSIES

MARMALADE

-35'

JUICY-RED RIPE (Vitamins A-C-C)

BARS
LARCE
PKC

12-OZ
OLD FASHION
BOT
CHILI SAUCE
FANCY
FINAST KETCHUP QUALITY 2'.Jo?sz25
QT
FINAST MUSTARD PREPARED BOT
CT
SWEET RELISH TIMBER
BOT
LAKE
FRENCH DRESSING FINAST 8-CZ
BOT
16 OZ 26
WESSON OIL
TIN

MAINE CORN COLDEN SWEET

fatofen SALAD

7/faieei

AN OLD SOUTHERN RECIPE

OAKITE

3U^24'

Accepled By the American Medical Association

BREAD

rrtcsH

BORAXO
KAT NUTRITIONAL FOOO

ALL BEST CUTS OF HEAVY CORN-FED STEER BEEF

Pay Low Prices Daily on These Foods

20 MULE BORAX

ICE CREAM

Porterhouse-N Y Sirloin-Bollom Round-Cube

1-LB
2 PKC

suMeo

SLICED BACON

A

ABOUT LETTUCE:
Both etiquette and nutrition
authorities advise “eat the
lettuce” that enhances your
salad. It’s never wrong to eat
good food. And lettuce cer
tainly is good food ... it is
rich in carotene, which the
body can change into Vitamin
A. It contains some BI. ribo
flavin, and Vitamin C. And it
is a good source of iron and
calcium. Lettuce is abundant
light now-. Eat plenty of it for
its cool, crisp deliriousness.

FIRST NATIONAL

FINAST WHOLE BEETS

FRO-JOY

★ YOU SHOULD KNOW

at First National SuparMark~ts. All items p icetl
low — over 20u0 everyday
rock bsttom prices.

FINAST SQUASH

„ Ride — a cooling ice cream soda -

NUTRITION FACTS

Yeur feed dollar is a big
part ef every Housewife's,
budget. Get the most out
of it by buying all toons

SNIDER'S

boat for sale, 8'i

! condition. Price $250.
SIMPSON. Criehaven. Me.
______________ 53*58
cl;,.' dark loam for sale.
MAKIE, Tel. 553-M. West
_______________ 49*60
Ibp loam for sale
WILLIAM
N r»‘ 23-W. West Meadow
___________________ 57*82
D hay for sale. $20 at the
L. MERRIAM. Union, Tel.
______
_______________ 57-tf
h&rd coal, egg, stove, nut
ton del. Nut size and run
4ew River soft, not screened
del M B * o. O. PERRYSt, Tel. 487.
57-tJf

STONINGTON

T

________ 52254Ar57*59
I ARI/ORAVES’

’• K

Page Five
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21

WAX PAPER
KEEPS SANDWICHES
CAKE and PIES MOIST
125-FT
ROLLS

2

LBS.

29

BELMONT

PAPER
NAPKINS
Save on
Laundry

80 IN
PKC.

Tuesday-Friday
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Tuesday-FrldaV

will be Tuesday at 7.30 at the
CAMDEN
uncle Mr. Fred Twiss for about
Opera
House.
ROCKPORT
THOMASTON
ten days.
Mrs. KnUte Gauteson is visiting
A dance will be held at St.
(Continued from Page One)
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
At the meeting of the Board of
Mrs. Edith Lunt who has been
------her daughter. Mrs. John QuartucSelectmen. Monday Stephen A. a patient at Knox Hospital, has CORieS a Fine Letter FrOITI at the home of Mrs Edith Overlcck Sch. Lois M. Candage Sails eio and her son at Hastings-on- Thomas parish house Saturday at there are 954 workers for Civil,
8.30 o’clock, sponsored by a group of
with 18 members and guests present
Lavender was appointed tax col returned to her home on Georges
the Hudson, N. Y.
Junior
High and High School stu Defense, and the citizens are
A
covered
dish
supper
was
served
Out
of
Camden
With
Cargo
lector.
Son of Patrolman
street. Her sister, Mrs. Laura P.
The
oil
boat
"Nomad
”
was
at
dents.
Music will be furnished by operating 10O percent.
at 6.30 after which a business meet
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Moss have Hopkins is caring for her.
Of Landlubbers
the wharf of George H. Thomas the Bob-O-Link and Pat with vo
With all of the headaches w .
ing was held and a social hour en
Oliver
Hamlin
bought the Harriet Williams house.
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson (Martha
cals by Miss Mary L. Meservey. As which the wardens have to ff.
joyed. Next week the Club will be
Fuel Co. Wednesday.
18 Knox street and will occupy it Whitehill) has resumed her duties
The old time coasting schoonef,
William Hcopcr of Pacific
entertained at the home of Mrs.
Scott Field, Ill., May 30
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith of a special feature Robert Anderson tend they are getting a kick r,
Mrsthe latter part of June. His offices at F. W. Woolworth Co., Rockland,
Lois M. Candage sails from Camden Skowhegan were recent guests of will play the drums.
was
hostess to tlie Monday
Lillian Clough.
of the work, and seeing
„
My
Dad
wrote
that
you
might
en

treet
will also be located there.
things
they
had
not
expected
.
,
(
t
P
rs
this
week,
when high score
after spending two weeks in Phila joy hearing from one of us boys
Miss Lena Linnell who now resides on a week’s cruise, opening the va Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith.
Georgia Hobbs
'
..worried
recorded fnr
for VTvc
Mrs. Forre
Miss Alice George went Tues delphia. and Brooklyn. N. Y.
see.
with her mother. Mrs. Fannie Lin cation season in this famous mari
i-cre
Mrs. Harry Hunter of Haverhill,
The death of Mrs. Georgia
time
State
of
“
wooden
ships
and
~
.........................
°
Ut
8t
80011
PieW
We
are
kej>t
nell.*
In
*PbTOWth,
’
Mass."*ts**spendday to Limerick where she will be
latch.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Mills an
The
speaker
told
of
the
grea
,
Miss Charlotte Stanley of MonFoley. Mrs. O. B Brown
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur hegan spent a few days with iPretty busy thcugh, and that is ling a few days with Miss Carrie iron men.” Her deck cargo is no j Mass who recently visited her (Haskell) Hobbs, 77, occurred Wed importance of the dim-out Pre.
longer rum and molasses from the sister, Mrs. Arthur Dean, has re nesday following a period of cautions
b.ed the consolation prize and th<
Lougee for a few days.
frinnzi, at The
The Lucette.
t.hcpHp
partly the reason that I haven’t ILtbbv.
Libby
friends
‘West Injies" but a merry company turned home.
gradually failing health.
(Mrs.
written
to
all
cf
the
friends
I
knew
“
Never
mind
what
sonic
o,^
ra
veling prize went to Mrs. Arthu
A rehearsal for all offlcers of
Clarence
Collamore
went
Monday
Mrs. Eugene White (Elizabeth
of city folk who like to haul at
The Alumni banquet will be Hobbs who was the widow of Wal town does or {ails to do." said iJ gwleyOrient Lodge of Masons, FAM. Creighton) a teacher at the Lin at home.
to
Moon
Lake,
N Y. where he ex halyard and sheet, stand a trick at
held at the Megunticook Grange ter Hobbs, was active in town ac let's keep our skirts clean
I like it out here very much and I pects to be employed in hotel work
will be held Tuesday at 7 o’clock, coln School. Providence, arrived
the wheel, or just sit in the sun I hfiM Junc ]6 with the members of tivities and in various clubsi and “don't
J have learned a lot about aircraft for the Summer.
know how far we have
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Roger* an,
to prepare for the special meeting home Monday.
radio operation, its maintenance Mrs. Nellie Staples, newly elected and salt air and feel the ship alive the Grange catering. The dues may orders of literary and civic nature. to 8° ”
jaghter
Janet were here froi
June 16 when the entered appren
and scudding along under canvas
Miss Joyce Whitehill was over and operation.
She was bom in Searsmont.
Rev. Fr. William E. Berger ol inuth Portland to spend the lio’.i
tice degree will be conferred upon
district
deputy
grand
matron for Passengers include men and women be paid to either Doris Ogier, sec
night guest Wednesday at the
There remain only 20 days for us the 11th DLstrict. O.ES attended a
retary or Helen M. Dougherty, daughter of Christopher C. and Camden was a visiting Lion
... ,week-end with Mrs. Minni
two candidates.
from Philadelphia, New York Cltv. ,reasurer presjdent David Nichols Sarah (Burd) Haskell and gradu
ay
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
at
school
here.
I
am
anxious
to
Mrs. Willis Spear spent Wednes
School cf Instruction Thursday in Brooklyn. Bcston. Syracuse, and
[ogersgraduate now, and am looking for- Bangor.
has arranged for an entertaining ated from Camden High School. Buy War Savings Bonds and Stann
day with her parents Mr. and Perry, Warren.
from Stratford and Lakeville. Conn. speaker.
Leo
Iott,
of
the
armed
forces,
|
ward a great deal to getting cut
She taught in the local schools
Mrs. W. S. Richards, Camden
The date of the High School
Miss Gloria Lundell was homi
The “Lois” is the flagship of Capt.
until her marriage, when she went
Mrs. Marie Singer went Wednes stationed at Panama, was an over- ■ “on the line.”
alumni banquet and business meet Frank
James
Divine
of
New
Haven.
roni
Pratt Whnnry. Hartfci
STATE
OF
MAINE
Swift
’
s
famous
fleet
cf
six
Several other fellows from Rock ing originally set for June 15 has
day to Augusta to visit her son night guest of friends at the Lu ■ land
To all persons Interested In eith. onn. for the week-end returnin
old-time American windjammers, Conn, is visiting his uncle Daniel to Portland. O.
have
been
attending
radio
cette
Wednesday.
Following the death of Mr. Hobbs of the estates hereinafter nainrct ' nesday mcrning_
been changed to June 17. Harbor
and daughter-in-law Mr. and
Chaplain Donald Perron returns school here. Otis Drake, a Rock Light Chapter, OES. will be the which will sail each Monday from, Daugherty and family.
At a Probate Court held al R,lf.
she returned to this town and for land,
Mrs. John Singer for a few days.
at
the
Camden
this
Summer
for
the
sevj
Officers
were
elected
ln and for the Countv ef
land High School graduate, is an caterer.
Harry Gerrish has returned fron
12
years
she
was
assistant
post

Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton today to Trinidad after having instructor
on the nineteenth day of Ma
enth season. The schooners sail in American Legion Auxiliary Tueshere
new.
He
graduated
enjoyed
a
short
furlough
here.
He
Miss Carolyn Burns is confined to the sheltered waters cf Penobscot day and formal installation will master at the local postoffice. Mrs. year of our Lord one thousand
and daughter Claire of Ashburngoston visit.
weeks ago. There are some her home with an attack oi appen
hundlred and forty-Owo and by adjourr
ham. Mass, arrived Tuesday to is being accompanied part way by several
Hobbs was one of the oldest mem ment
be
postponed
to
June
23
because
Bay,
which
has
been
designated
an
new
schools
being
opened
in
Wis

from
day
to
day
from
the
nin.
spend the Summer with his his family, his sons Duane and consin, and South Dakota. I believe dicitis.
of Alumni banquet scheduled for bers of the Monday Club, a trus teenth day of said May The follow Mrs N. F- Cobb entertained tin
unrestricted area by the Navy.
Bruce stopping enroute at Lowell,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Sylves The cruises have the full approval that date,
Contrae
mother Mrs. John Creighton
Refreshments were tee of the Camden Public Library, Ing matters having been presented f .itP Club Monday
Otis
is
going
to
be
sent
to
Sioux
Creighton is head of the mathe- ' Mass, to visit their grandmother
ter of Weymouth Heights, Mass., of the Navy and Coast Guard, which served. The officers are: Helen treasurer of the Mountain ceme the action thereupon herelnaiter n, Iniors were won by Mrs. A D
dlcated It ls hereby ORDERED
Falls, South Dakota, in a few days. are spending a week with her sister
^orey. Miss Ada Perry and Mi
matics department at Cushing while Mrs. Perron continues with
That notice thereof be given tn
are encouraging pleasure sailing in Marie Dougherty, president; Ida tery Association and a member of
Another fellow from Rockland. Miss Hortense Bohndell.
him
as
far
as
New
York
City.
persons
Interested,
by
causing
a
fl
Academy and is
Dean of the
• w. Gregory.
the
Camden
Historical
Society.
this area on the Maine coast. War- j Redman. Bertha Thurlow, vice
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Whitehill “Ponzi” Daniello, is in Texas, atof this order to be published
Tlie baccalaureate service will be time restrictions will affect only presidents; Grace Eddy, secretary;
Surviving
are
a
sister,
Mrs.
Ed

boys.
, . had
weeks successively in The Courter f,,
as week-end guests Mr. and | tending a Gunner s School at pres held in the Methodist Church Sun
Sandra Daggett, four-year-old
Mrs. David S. Beach lias r<
a newspaper published at Rm
ient- Ponzi graduated about six day at 11 o’clock. The pastor, Rev. enemy aliens, whb are prenibited sarah Bagley, treasurer; Annie ward B. Stover of Newburyport, zette
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mrs Harold Whitehill and daughland ln said County, that thej n,,. rived word of the death oi h(
from
pleasure
sailing.
Cameras
ar.d
Merchant,
chaplain;
and
Fannie
Mass.,
a
brother,
Samuel
B.
Has

o
f
weeks
ago,
and
he
must
be
nearly
at a Probate Court to i„.
Daggett, who caught her right ters Patricia and Barbara of ' through Gunners’ School now, be- F. Ernest Smith, will speak cn "The fire-arms are also not allowed on payson, hLstorian.
''1 tfher Melvm C Lockhart
kell of Dover-Foxcroft, five nieces appear
at said Rockland on the tlilrti.i
Way to Conquest.” At the evening the boats.
arm in an electric clothes wringer, Rockland and Karl Perry
Joncton. New Brunswick aftei
and
a
nephew.
day of June A D 1942 at nln<
|
The
Pedigreed
Pedalers
will
leave
j
cause"
the
course
there
is
only
six
service at 7 o'clock the theme will
In the forenoon, and be heard then nn- illness. Mrs Beach has la-,
receiving several lacerations, is Warren.
Bookings
for
the
cruises
are
reBrown
S
Market
at
8
a.
m.
sharp
Funeral
services
will
be
conduc

. weeks in length.
be “By Your Fruits your Master is
on If they see cause.
.
------- ... mnnths an
eon valescing. She was attended by
In the Churches
Charles Doigan and John Blethen, Known.” Rev. Herbert F. Aldrich, ported heavy, and this first. cruise Sunday for islesboro. The ferry ted at the home on Free street,
ESTATE ALDIE A CROSS |,t» .. n Moncton reveraly
ecenty
returned
to IRockland.
Dr E R Moss.
Camden
deceased
Petition
prayt,
starts a week earlier than on any of1 lfave3‘Lincolnvine Beach at 9 a. Friday at 2 o’clock. Rev. Tliomas
Federated Church: Sunday Schoci both Rcckland High School gradu
The Beta Alpha will meet Mon meets at 9.45; worship at 11. sub ates, are attending school here now. superintendent of the Augusta dis the previous years. Gascl ne ]a"|rn. and returns at 5.30 p. m. Mem- Griffith of Waterville officiating, as that Horacp S. Robbins of Lin iii. ■
as Administrator of said estate ,
day at 7 o’clock in the Baptist ject, "An Unknown Psalmist and It seems swell to have a few of the trict cf the Maine Conference, w.ll tioning and tire shortages may step j bprs wi]1 takp h h,( lunch pree sisted by Rev. Melvin H. Dorr some
Mr and Mrs. Gennaro Spivuo
other suitable person be liren-,«
be
the
preacher
June
14
at
the
vestry, at which time the annual Prai-e of the Divine Law,” Anthem fellows I*ve always not, only known,
the automobile tourist this year, steamed clams will be served of the Baptist Church. Bearers will to convey certain real estate it,|h /Arcadia street, Portland hat
morning service.
In Camden and fully described in w
„„,inepd
the
engagement
but the wind is not rationed, and
roll call will be held
will be “Praise and1 Prayer" by but have been good fripnds with,
Friends here extend congratula sailing vacations on these wind j those who notify Olive Weaver be Daniel Dickens, Fessenden Miller, petition, and distribute the prncfe4 nnounc
phvlln Sn
Oscar Wishman formerly of this Norman.
ever
since
Grammar
school
days,
Harold
Corthell,
Maurice
Payson,
of sale among the heirs living in dif. heir daughter, Ml. s
Baccalaureate services
before Thursday night,
town, now residing in Rockland, will be held at 7 o'eock at the Bap with me. It is quite a coincidence tions to Edgar Thurlow Pitts, of jammers are filling the recreation j Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Raynes. Mrs. Clayton McCobb and Hugh Mont ferent States. Presented by Horace s uoco to Richard Mitchell son
Stonington, on his high scholas need.
Robbins
of
Lincolnville,
underwent an operation Wednes tist Church, with Rev. H. F. that we should all meet out here.
Adinin:i®Ir and Mrs. Charles J Mil In
' L. E. Quinn and daughter, Lesley, gomery.
tic attainment while a student at
trator.
day at the Miles Memorial Hos Leach, speaker, his subject "The
This is a fine school and one can University of Maine, from which
Rockland. The bride-to
Witness.
HARRY
E
WILBUR
F.
! Mrs. Erland Quinn and son,
pital, Damariscotta.
quire. Judge of Probate c .
■,
learn a great deal. ’ I was totally institution he was graduated May ville Center is spending a few days . Bobby» went to North Haven
graduate of Portland Hit
On-going
Life.
”
NORTH
HAVEN
Knox County. Rockland, Maine
Ernest Jones entered the employ
lacking
in
knowledge
of
radio
when
School,
and is in the employ ,
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Five sirens have bern installed in the Town of Owls Head for
your protection and they are located near the Macy cottage at
Ash Point: nrar the heme of Joseph Anderson at Head-of-Bay;
Sehoolhouse at Ingraham ll’ll; near home of Lewis Arey at Owls
Head: and at Crescent Beach near Lincoln McRae’s cottage.
There will be a trial test cn Tuesday night, June 9 at 8 o’clock.

$

EINO J. ANDERSON.
Town Co-ordinator.
58-lt
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Post* Form
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You, cost,
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RESIDENTS OF TOWN OF OWLS HEAD

• Coven witli
Coat! i
• Dries in One Hour I

• It’s Washable!
o 1 gaHm Finishes

grade Stoves. Furnaces and Heat
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FOR TAXI SERVICE IN THOMASTON

NfWfST PASTFL COLORS

W. H. GLOVER CO.
TEL. 14
453 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND, ME.

.

DAY OR NIGHT

Telephone 65-2, RAYMOND NOYES
For a long period driver for the late

Horace E. Keizer

W/LL/AMS
Paints

Dependable Service

Reasonable Rates

58-59

More than 1,500,000 satis

fied customers cannot be wrong.
Buy direct from as and Save.

57-58

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an excess of acida in yoor blood,
your 15 wiles o( kidney tubes may be over
worked. These tiny filters and tubas sm workins day and night to help Nature rid your
•y^un ol excess acids and poisonous waste.
When disorder at kidney function pennite
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
mny cause nasgins bsckache, rheumatic pains,
Ies pains, loss of pep and energy, setting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the ey
headaches and disziness. Frequent or scanty
seal
with smarting and
someti
'
’
'
your____ .___ ,____
Kidneys may need help the same as boweb,
eo ask your drugrist forDoan’s Hli, used suo< lesfnfly by millions for over 40 yesta. Ther
r relief and wittbaip the 15 miieeul
tab*G^hpXtPsQIWU* WMt*

ber 30. 1941

War production is increasing.
By ordering a full year's
supply of D&II Anthracite
now, you leave the way open
for the more rapid movement
of defense materials.
Re
member—early orders assure
you of a supply of coal when
you need it. Call us today!

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
MAIN STREET.
■

ROCKLAND
-......

.
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Carl M p. Larrabee of WlsESTATE JOHN TEFL, late ■ ?
cassett appointed Agent tn Maine.
Clyde, deceased. First and F.nJ
CHARLES F BROWN, late of North count presented for allowa:
Haven, deceased: Marian E Brown of Ralph Teel, Executor.
Augusta appointed Executrix Mav 19
Witness. HARRY E WIl.Bi'P
28421942d qU,Ufled by flllnK bond “ay quire. Judge of Probate Ci u'Knox County. Rockland. Maine
Attest:
Attest;
CIIAPJ.FSU L \TIAZIE
CIIAP,Iri L vi'-1.,.
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There's
a screain
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MMLI IKEX • COKHIE eilCHWST • Allf
«W O'Rtlll • Seen Play bTLJ^n.le'l
•n4 Benjamin Oloier • Direc'eJ br Virlo T
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IRockland Lions
lontinued from Page
' are 954 workers for
se. and the citizens ar, M
Jting 100 percent
|h all of the headaches
,
the wardens have tn Uit*
[they are getting a kick'"1’
k
work, and seeing V
1 ,hey had not expect^

A Silver Wedding

OCl ETY

I

William Hcoper of Pacific
v is hostess to the Monday
s thi* week, when high scores
recorded for Mrs. Forrest
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills and
Foley. Mrs. O B. Brown re
ived ti;e consolation prize and the
L?. prize went to Mrs. Arthur
mrley.

I

speaker told of the
tance of the dim-out «rea|
Ins.
v Pre
lver mind what some
[does or tails to do."
'M
Ikeep our Skirts clean $
.know how far we have g rfr ,no Mrs Samuel Roger# and
i
Janet were here from
Fr. William E. Berger
[p t’land to spend the holien was a visiting Lion
L. week-end with Mrs. Minnie
far Savings Bonds and Stan, ncers.
; . Gloria Lundell was home
STATE OF MAINE
’
n Pratt Whitney. Hartford.
kll persons Interested in
„ [or the week-end returning
I • fates hereinafter
p,'h»1
Probate Court’S%nBB ”7 1 jday morning.

f

Private WiWis Hurd arrived Wed
nesday from Fort Devens and is
spending a 7-day furlough as guest
of hiis sister, Miss Prances Hurd.

Pvt. Charles C. Libby, who has
been ill in Walter Reed Hospital.
Washington. D. C„ for several
months, has recovered and is back
to full duty with Co. B, 6th Bat
talion. Engineers Corps. Fort Bel
voir, Va. He is now cn furlough,
and is with his mother Mrs Cath
erine Libby, 81 Union street.

Miss Helen Delano, who nas
been visiting Mr. and Mrs Wil
liam A. Karl in Portland for two
we< ks, has returned, accompanied
by her nephew, Peter Karl, who
In and for the County of 5,,rd
will visit his grandparents until
fIf nineteenth
dav of Mav in
Ijjarry
Gerrish
has
returned
from
our Lord one thousand11 r
the arrival of his parents whe will
l>d and forty-ttwo and by^<n„ nin I Boston visit.
locate here very soon.
from day to day from theTnl
[ day of said May. The fo? n'l
.
n F Cobb entertained thc
Jitters having been present™ .
Club
Monday. Contract
Mrs. Clara Smith. Broad street
ltlon thereupon herelnaite? '
were won by Mrs. A. D. entertained the Charity Club yes
“ it is hereby ORDERED
notice thereof be given
v Miss Ada Perry and Mrs. terday for Red Cross work.

Interested,
order to
Isuercssively
newspaper

by causing
he published ,5
|„ Thp Courier/
published at L’’

f
rI at,Saltl
nC"U?tV- th«t they^J
a Probate Court to ii Jia
II

Rockland on the thlrtu
• June A t> IM2 at nine , ’
'
noon, and he heard
lliev see cause.
“ei
}TE ALDIE A CROSS |,u ,
In
debased
Petition
, .
ice 8 Robbins of Linen In ni
[nlnlstrator of said e-tafe
Ither Stiltable person be llre’nJ
Ivev certain real estate s|r,,‘.'e
liden and fully described m ,,
li. and distribute the orocMa
i >ng the heirs living i„
, Presented by Horae?'1
■“
of
Lincolnville.
Adn

I

,,.l

,

HARRY

E

WILBUR

J

Judite of Probate Court
County. Rockland. Maine

CHARLES L

t‘„

VEAZIE
Regis to
5fi F-«

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
Il persons Interested in either
Tates hereinafter named
Probate Court held at Rood

i md for tiie Countv of KnoJ

nineteenth day of May in thi
onr Lord one thousand nina
I
ind forty-two and by
lent from day to day from thi
Inth day of said May. The foil
matters having been present
f action thereupon herelnahe
f’d i’ Is hereby ORDERED
,
notlee thereof be given to al
Interested, by causing a eoi
order to he published thr-,
Successively in The Courier Oal
newspaper published at Roeltl
I
id County, that thev mal
a1 a Probate Court to be heli
J Rockland on the sixteenth dag
I' A D 1942 nt nine O’clock
■renoon. and be hPard thereod
see cause
|\CE E KEIZER, late of ThomJ
d, i ued
Will and fetlttof
1’bate thereof asking that the
>iav be proved and allowed anil
letters Testamentary Issue td
IE Keiser of Thomaston, shi
■ the Executrix named therein]
Bond
IE M AMES, late of Thomas,
Iceaaed
Will and Petition foil
■ thereof, asking that the sami
• nroved and allowed and that)
Testamentary Issue to CarltniJ
I
f Rockland, he being thd
named
therein,
without!

adl

1

M

I

I

I ti 1 COOK late of St. Georg?]
Will

Id

and Petition for Prof

pereof, asking that the santi
>ved and allowed and tlistl
'•

If st

entary Issue to Elia

Georte. she being the

el
Evl

named therein, without bondT
IK E BKiitiS late of Vlnal-f
1 deceased
Will and Petition
tbate thereof asking that theL
py he proved and allowed anl|
etters Testamentary’ issue tor
iton Beggs of Vinalhaven.1
lig the Executrix named therelnl
bond
pS I AYER late of Rockl
L
Will and Petition for Pro-1
urc'-r. asking that the samel
•ved and allowed and thatl
I T -tamentary issue to Hattlel
"f Rockland she being the!
lx named
(herein, without^
B

LERMOND.

late

iyr. David S Beach has re
L ,-d .vud of the death of her
;-rr Melvin C. Lockhart, at
h
New Brunswick, after a
L
, Mrs Beach has been
VI j ton : everaly months and
tfcnty returned to IRockland.

Mrs. James Ballcch of Man
chester. N. H, and Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar L. Perry and family of Port
land passed the holiday week-end
with Mrs. C D Perry and Mr. and
Mrs. B. D. Winslow.
Mrs. Edward Gonia and mother.
Mrs Jack Stinson are in Plainfield
N J., where tomorrow, they will
attend the wedding of Mrs.
Gonia’s son, Charles, and Miss
Ruth Fowler of Painfield. The
ceremony will take place in the
Episcopal Church.

yr i d Mi.s. Gennaro Spivuoco
i \re.idia street, Portland have
|
the engagement of
, .• mghter. Miss Phvllis Spi, Richard Mitchell, son of
[l and Mrs. Charles J. Mitchell
Rockiand. The bride-to-be is
ite of Portland High
Mrs. Anne Alden. 10 T street, who
•bool, and is in the employ of has been confined to her bed for
;rnham <V Morrill Mr. Mitchell the past few weeks, is reported to
employed at a South Portland remain about the same.
Lipyard.
Miss Anne McLaughlin enter
( George W Wood. Jr. of SufTolk tained thc Wednesday night club
timer, ity. Boston was home for at the home of Mrs. James Bur
hr week end.
gess. Beech street.

Cunty
Attorney
and
Mrs.
s o’ C Burgess went today to
I,
Weymouth. Mass, where
|,-?v w;il spend the week-end with
I
rtner’s parents. Mr. and Mrs
]. i ll Burgess. If the conditions
lr rich; they will see the Boston
: : Chicago double-header at
pcAi' Park Sunday.

Mr and Mrs. Albert Korpinen
|nve returned fom a fishing trip
Moosehead Lake, whither they
([pre accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
ren Rider of Rockport.

Gordon Thompson who is em
ployed in the General Electric Ccm
pany in Lynn, Mass, spent the
week-end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Thompson,
The installation cf officers of
Winsicw-Holbrook. Unit. A L A, will
be held Monday night. Officers will
wear white. An Americanism pro
gram will be presented by Adah
Roberts, Americanism chairman.
Refreshments will be served at the
clese of the meeting; members not
solicited should take sandwiches.

The annual meeting of the offi
cers and directors of the Heme
For Aged Women was hgld at Mrs.
Frank W. Fuller’s, Talbot avenue.
W'ednesday. The same group of
officers will stand for the coming
year. Much routine business was
carried forward, with gratifying
To Relieve distress from MOMTHLY\ i reports from the efficient matron.
1 Miss Ames. Mrs. Mary Southard
' kindly takes the president again |
for another year, to the great
i satisfaction of all concerned.

Vsit Lucien K. Green A: Son’s
(rcond floor, 16 School street, Odd
‘Hows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
loats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
jnces.
9-tf

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. Copper
I Kettle, dark straw hats greatly re
duced in price; $5.95 and $5.00, now
lt
$3 09.—adv.

Try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound to help relieve monthly
pain with Its weak, nervous feelings
-due to monthly functional dis
turbances. It helps build up resis
tance against such distress of “diffll cult days." Follow label directions.

Katherine's Beauty Shop. 63
Park St. Tel. 1120—adv.
58 60

MOVIE
GUIDE

ofl

I""
"■1 • ' ed Will and Petit
T probate thereof asking that
he may be proved and allowed
iu I .'tier. Testamentarv Issue
U)6th T lerramid of Thomad being the Executrix named
without bond.
A VENNER. late of Thor," |
d Will and Petition for
thereof, asking that the same
proved and allowed and that
of Administration with tiie
Inexed issue to Edgar Llbbv of
I
mw
-g111 , n

|

bond
llbllTOT It
1 BBPER,

I,REFER and
Lewi ’
•’ tlt-l ti for License to
‘' I
’it0 (tinted in Thom|,id t ; \ described in said Pe
pre ented by Ravmond C. Hvk?
I ton Idaho. Guardian
WON for CHANGE OE namb
Itiiat tiie name of lavfayette
v>f Th omaston be changed to
George Olsen Presented by
I" Carter
PE pystl. it stinhoN. late of
II deceased: ftret and final ac
Ire ented for allowance by A|Stinson. Administratrix.
JOHN B RimiNSON. late
ten deeea-ed. first and final
I presented for allowance by
P E Robln.sin Executrix
TE 8UBAM M PORTER, late
W consln. deceased.
T
' presented for allowance
fles starr Atwood and Cora
Atwood. Executors.
MARGARET SNOW, late of
fi. deceased; First and Final
presented for allowance by
>:’."\v
Administrator.
[E HAZEL M YOUNG, late of
» deceased; First and Final
presented for allowance by
Borgerscm, Administratrix
P:,.. Martha e
newbert.
I Thomaston, deceased. Fir
Account presented for alI
'
N Jones, Ad|tor
ALVAH J LINEKEN. late
1 i ’on. deceased.
First and
ccount presented for ailowt'Crtrude M Lineken. Execu-

I’

of

I 11 ■

Tel.
892

ROCKLAND

TONIGHT

“COUNTRY STORE”

TODAY AND SATURDAY
HAVC

— S

HAVE

$25.00 WAR BOND

WITH HtNtvZ

•<

fJ/lAnnLAn
iQAH.VfinVAl
HoWU W'TH

C

WITH JOAN

HAVE

‘

e

«IG

(E

LELAND R
DELANO of
deceased. First and Final
presented for allowance by
b Delano. Administrator
LE HARRIET L. MILLIKEN of
I : Second and Final Account
’ DIOr. allowance by ABan L.
_Ro<kiand. Conservator.
ALTON E DRINKWATER
Petition praying that the
ranting Adoption of sold Alton
et
may be reversed
iui
, Presented by Hyman
is r Lunt of Rockland
O^BAMA H COOK, late
tiashlp. deceased: First and
count presented for allowance
1 l Cook. Administrator.
E JOHN TEFL, late of Port

- Flrst and FinaI Ar'

'rpd for allowance by
eel. Executor
s. harry E WILBUR. R-D Probate Court lor
unty. Rockland. Maine.

CHARLES L

VEAZIE
Register.
56-P-W

|‘‘RAIDERS of the RANGE"
Chapter II “DICK ‘TRACY"
Special!
See such great ring
I stars as Dempsey, Tunney. L«uls,
|Firpo, YYUlard. in

“Monarchs of the Ring”
SUNDAY-MONDAY

I

la

Rob Steele. Tom Tyler,

Rufe Davis
011VIA

/MIMllJfJftl/lP

f

TODAY-SATURDAY
THE 3 MESQUITEERS

There's

HENRY ALDRICH
IS ON THE SCREEN
AGAIN!

a ycrM'T'
m every

scene!

ID

_

rfcon *• pj«vl

Flux DONALD DUCK CARTOON

M M)AY, MONDAY. TUESDAY'

letNcea

TRACY
NIBT

1

ei

LAMARR1 JUT
» VICTOR

— FMMl mMM_ S_ JWt
__
ui* TAimerr • sheimn lemmm • —i MM»
m*ub *uk . comiE sttcmwT .
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MUSIC FILLED THE AIR
Story OF Annual Spring Concert As Told By
Gladys Heistad

“Count-Out,” and Received “Blaine
Nominated” Message

and Mrs. Kusti Nuppula cf
Owl s Head were given a reception
at the Grange hall in South Thom
aston Saturday night in honor of
If the "Doubting Thomases" of
The second part of thc program
their silver wedding. To the strains
music
in the s.’hocl could have was devoted to the Rcckland City
cf the Bridal March from Lohengrin,
played by Mrs Emma Johnson, the
William P Walsh, former mana- lights on the candidate which but
. been present at the annual Spring Band and their excellent work won
By K. S. F.
response from the au
QeXtS^°ft h°-n<,T, W3re escorted t0 ger
of
the
Western
Unicn
telegraph
I
served
to
increase
his
admiration
frr
er
concert at the High Schocl Mon enthusiastic
dience.
Mr.
Law has a group to
st<iu m fron, of the stage by Mr.
, ...
, .
,
Mr. Blaine,
day night, they wculd have come
offices
in this citv and Augusta,
Augusta..| .Wh
in,n.,p manft
„
..
and Mrs William Nuppula.
offices
„pr fcffr the
., ,
While
manager
Augusta
The famous mineral springs of away thoroughly convinced of the be proud of, each player reflecting
Charles Salo, as master of cere- |died
diPd Tuesday
Tuesday at his home on Sum- office. Mr Walsh frequently went
splendid direction being given
value of this particular art in the the
mor.ies. made a speech, telling cf ■mer st'eet- after several years cf to other parts of the State where Bath. England, produce some 500.- school
them by their leader. Here again
curriculum
the esteem with which Mr. and 8rad,,aHy failing health. The de- tig -events iwere n’owcf ng their , 009 gallons of medicated water
the special features—cornet duct
It was an inspiring occasion, n^t and
Mrs. Nuppula are regarded by their cea&ed was a native cf Lewiston anti telegraph wires with press mat‘°r dailv. It s good to realize that only
clarinet duet — were happily
to
listen
to
the
excellent
work
many friends. He spcke of the 82..
_>'pars
, of age
The Stain ard Cromwell murder some things in England are still done by the Glee Cubs, the band received, thc playing savoring of
He is survived by two brother-, trial ln n^ter is cne of the in- producing.
athletic achievements of Mr. Nup
the professional in its finish and.
and the orchestra but to see the style.
pula in years past. Then he intro Dr. Jcseph Walsh of New Britain, stances whi"h he bect recalled.
Thc march by the com
♦
♦
•
*
boys and girls entering into their bined bands
made a spirited cli
duced this program: Ann ________
and BuddyCcnn, and James Walsh of Lewis- . The most cherished becks in his
tasks
with
such
enjoyment,
zest
Who in this country can tell how
max
for
the program
Heino of Rockland who sang five | ^on’ Mrs. Walsh died three ypars (i brary’ <*rp the two volumes ef
and seriousness, bearing heme the
Feeling that it will be of interest
popular songs to guitar accompan-I a"°”
,
James G Blaine's “Twenty Years many bridges have been built in fact that much cf value is derived
iment by Ann; "Silver Threads
.^Y^en Mr. Walsh signed the fa-I in Congress," with Mr . Blaine’s i the past 25 years? The provincial
to
know thc personnel of the
other than the musical benefits, school
Among the Gold,” sung in both miliar letters o. k
g. n. at t.ie autog”aph on the fly-leaf,
groups, the same ls shown
Walsh became manager of the government of Quebec built 1490 say in the comradeship and the here:
English and Finnish by Mrs. Helen end of his days work in 1917, ne j
Merrill of Rockland; “Autumn ceased his connection with thc Rockland office in 1911 ani worked of these over the-water-ways in acquiring of poise in the experience
Girls’ Glee Club—Seniors: Doro
Time," piano solo by Mrs. Johnson; Western Union Telegraph Com- i untirint,lv in its interest.
that time and they are thankful of performing in public. A most thy Baum. Eileen Beach, Alice
songs andmusic by Buddyand Anil |PanV- and went onto the reti ed list.
Ehumg his 44 years in the West- today that it was done when it appreciative audience paid tribute Bohn. Jean Calderwood. Harriet
in their applause and attention to Clark. Miriam Dorman. Vivian
Heino.
j At that time he was the oldest acUnion
service the company
this program:
Mr. Salo thenpresented
to the i ^ve manager in the State, and had never lest a cent in bad bills was.
Falla, Evelyn Gray, Carol Hall.
•**♦
Girls’ Glee Club—
bride and groom gifts of money, a never surrendered the title which through t.he business cf his office,
Margaret Havener. Nancy Howard.
Dream cf Summer.
Lehar
silver service, dinner set and a tele he gained as messenger boy of being Jnor -paid a claim that was due to
Some writer has made this state
Baibara Lamb. Eloise Law. Made
(Merry W.dow Waltz)
phone table and chair. Tit? as one of the fastest telegraph opera- anvbcdy jn his employ.
In a Persian Markpt.
Kptelby lyn
ment: "The center of the rattle
Munro. Dorothy Peterson.
Czecho-Slovaklan Dance Song
| Mr Walsh was married at Augusta snake population of the United
sembled company then extend- 1 tors in the East.
Norma Philbrick. Mary Snow. Lu
Orchestra
His long connection with the Au-'in 19c0 to Lucie H LcProhon,
their congra*’i'a*ion.s and best
Army and Nivy Mar^b Emil Ascher cille Stanley, Dorothy Trask Molly
wishes after which the Finnish cof gusta office as operator and mana- daughter of the late D E P Le- States is not in the West, as many
Selections from Ascher's Album of Welker, Ruth Wotton.
Juniors:
Music
was vice consul for th > seem to think, but in the East."
fee service was given downstairs. ger brought him in touch with seme |Prr410n
Cynthia
Brown.
Josephine
Bu k
Chorus
Refreshments fpalured a beautiful of the prominent men in the ceun-lgtate ( f Maine und.?r appointment Now I do not like such loose state Bovs'
All Through the Night,
minster, Edith Clark, Bertha
try,
and
among
his
closest
friends
i
f
„
annIpn
,
TTT
three tier wedding cake.
Welsh folk rong Coombs. Alice Cross, Leona Flan
ments but wish to be told what
‘
1_______
Negro spiritual
Sealed with Mr. and Mrs Nuppula were numbered the late Hen. James I
ders. Beverly Havener, Dorothy
Band
i part of the East?
were their daughter Evelyn, sen and G Blaine and a score cf other naErpshm-n March.
Frrtf JpwpII Havener. Sylvia
Hooper, Vivian
•
♦
*
*
daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Wil tional political leaders of a genSophomore March
Fred Jewell Hussey. Margaret Johnson, T.eona
era
ticn
ago.
Love's Longing (serenade).
liam Nuppula, Mr. and Mrs. Solberg
Approximately 600.0C9 tons of
Seidel Fentlon •Lothrop. Margery Mills. Maxine
A year’s services as messenger boy
and Mr. and Mrs. Erland Juura.
artificial rubber will be achieved by Readings
Oliver, Mary Ramsdell, Ruth RobAnnual
Meeting
of
Federa

Before cutting the wedding cake, for the Western Unicn in Lewiston
The Picnic Partv
in'on, Gertrude Simpson. Lucille
the
middle
of
1943.
and
100,000
Ruth McMahon
Mr. and Mrs. Nuppula spoke in ap inspired him with a desire to learn
tion
In
Portland,
June
Sweeney
Leoha Wellman, Barbara
Tails,
tons will be ready lor use near the
preciation of the reception. About that vocation, and every spare mo
Byron Keene
Wood.
Mary
Wotton. Sophomores:
ment found him plugging at the
16-17—The Me
150 persons were present
end of the year.
R H.S Band Baton TwlrlersBeverly
Cogan.
Margaret Economy.
keys.
He
developed
a
special
aptiGypsy Festival Overture.
Al Hayes
Those who arranged the affair
• * * *
domak Region
Ruth Emery. Mary Farrand Shel
Rockland City Band
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Salo cfltude as telegrapher, particu’arly on,
Phi Kappa Emblem March.
by Glendenning, Claire Hallowell,
Appleton, Mr. and Mrs. Selim Ruo-I the sending end. Before he had;i “The Responsibility of the Gar j A letter intercepted from a GerW Skagges
i
man
soldier
bogged
down
in
the
homaa of Rcckland. Mr and Mrs. |graduated frcm the messenger serv den Club in Time of War" is the
Beautiful Rhine Waltz.
Koiabola Pauline Havener. Betty Holmes,
Bohemian Girl Selection
Dablev Joan Look, Ruth McMahon. Joyce
William Pekkanen of Union, Mr. and ice, the late W. S Libb?
Barnard Mitchell. Christine Newhall, Geor
’rCRram thcme for the 11th an I: Russian muck: “Dear Mom — C met Duet—Glorlana.
Mrs. William Nuppula and Mr. and Then manager cf the Lewiston inual
Frank
Young
snd
James
Hendrickson
I
Thanks
for
the
boots.
They
tasted
convention of the Garden I
gia Stevens, Louise Veazie, Gloria
Mrs. Sclberg of St. George, Mr. and | office, had detailed him to send
(City Band)
Federation of Maine to be delicious. Send some more.”
Clarinet Duet—Second Reverie
Witham. Virg’nia Witham Fresh
Mrs. Erland Juura, Mr and Mrs., messages to the Portlanr. operators. 1
• • • •
Albert Dunton and George Law
men:
Muriel
Adams,
Sylvia
Kaarlo Nurmi of Warren. Mrs. Toivo (whose proud boast was that nobody nr‘n Tuesday and Wednesday.
(Citv Band)
Th?
June
lfi
17
in
Portland.
Mrs.
E.
Adams,
Vina
Delmonico,
Vittrire
Equipment for protection from Combined Bands—Through the Line
Johnson and Mrs. Fred Anderson'could make them “break
Lewiston student did it. however, i Stewart Orbeton of West Rockport, bombing attacks, sabotage and
March.
Hayes, Margaret Huntley. Lorraine
of Georges River Road.
Congressman Nelson Dingley jr. i Federation president, will preside,
The Girl'? Glee Club, directed Iott. Norma Ranvdell. Evelyn
OLI) PHONOGRAPH RECORDS was among young Walsh's counsel- ; '^fie Federation executive board other war hazards are now to be by Mrs. Ee’her S. Regers, music Sweeney. Sandra Hallowell.
lors at that time, and his advice to meeting at 11 a. m. Tuesday, and sent to Rockland ar.d a number of supervisor, did notably fine work,
Boys' Chcrus: Horatio Cowan,
The demand is still very strong stick
to
the
telegraph
business
was
the
annual
banquet
Tuesday
night
again
demonstrating
the
high
other
cities
in
the
State.
They
may
Osmond
Palmer, Richard Stevens.
for
used phonograph
records heeded
i wdl de held at the Eastland Hotel. be needed but let's pray they may standard which has characterized Douglas Perry. Byon Keene, Rav
(disks) and Maine Music Co. 397
Supt. J. S. Bedlow summoned the The business sessions and program
all such similar groups under Mrs mond Chisholm, Ernest Dondis
Main St, is paying two cents j
cnerato’- to one cf the com-j Wednesday morning and afternoon not.
Rogers. The group were uniformly accompanist.
«♦*•
°n Porlbnl., wi.l be held a. ,he Portland V W
dressed
in white blouses and dark
Orch"stra: Barbara Wood. Mi
d'ition. This does not however in
Never have there been so many s’kirts. making an agreeable pic riam Dorman. Jean Calderwood.
after four years’ there, he wa- I C. A, 120 Free street in Portland,
elude the so called paper, or lami and
sent to Augusta where there had | Mrs. Orbeton has appointed Mrs.
nated recorls. There is two cents been a request for a "gilt-edged op- j Harri? B Coe oT Cape Cottage, a birds singing in trees so early, so ture to'the eve. Their deportment Joyce Mitchell Jois NichcLs. Har
merits special mention, each girl rison Dow. Herbert Eliingwood,
worth of shellac recoverable from trator” to help send thr large vol- 1 past president of the Federaticn. say those that are in the know. marching
into
place
quietly, Dougla1 Gerrish. Kenneth Mlg
Watch
your
cat!
each old solid record and this ume of press matter incidental to | as general chairman of the ccnstanding
at
ease
with
hands
fold nault. Robeit Chatto, Albert Hav
atte
shellac is badly needed. The de the memorable session cf the Legis- vention, to be assisted by Mrs.
ed.
and
singing
without
printed
ener, Erlon Beal, Irving Wooster,
mand for these used records will jlature
1
Isn't it almost time for this city music.
which is known in pc’itical Fred S. Woods of Portland, also
Ernest Munro,
continue until seme substitute for {history as the "count-out year." In one of the Federation's past presi j t think about a curfew? PortEach number presented was giv
School Band: Barbara Wood.
shellac is discovered. Therefore, i' the Augusta office he acted as as dents and a Past National Coun
you'd better pick up ycur old sistant to Manager Frank A. Mun cil Vice President for New Eng ' land has that protection for its en with finish, with tonal balance Miriam Dorman. Jean Caldf’rwocd.
youth as well as many other cities. and particularly fine diction. The Joyce Mitchell, Franklin Blaisdell.
records' and take them to Maine sey, who afterward became a mil land.
Czecho-Slovakian Folk Song was Avis Williamson. Irving Small.
Music Co. at oncp. Over a ton of lionaire publLsher. Newspaper cor
In keeping with thc National City fathers, with the help of par sung with a delight ul dash and Harold Axtel, Clifford Hunt, Ruth
these disks have already been respondents were flecking tc Au Council’s convention arrangements, ents. would give what is sadly many wished for its repetition.
Payson. Kenneth Mignault. Rcb
sent in.—adv.
gusta from all parts cf the country, the garden clubs of the federation needed.
Dorothy Havener was at the piano ert Chatto. Kenneth Chatto. Rich
and the Augusta telegraph office region where the convention is
*«••
as accompanist, her work done ard Simmons. Douglas Gerrish.
was handling about 50.0CO words of being held, will hold their Spring
Who gets quoted more often with excellent support and finish. Wayne Drinkwater. Harrison Dow.
press daily.
meeting cn the afternoon of the than the bird friend. Grindle?
The Orchestra under the direc Albert Havener, Ernest Munro.
Rockland Motor Corps
Many men went armed in those first day.
tion
of George Law played with Charles Philbrock, Donald Clark,
exciting “count-cut” days, and Mr.
The Saco Region Clubs. 14 in Listen to this:
style, their work showing to par Erlon Beal. Dennis Trask Ron
Walsh on his necessary visits to the number, will meet Tuesday after
"Speaking of the Bobolink Mrs. tieiilar advantage in the second
State House was often challenged, noon at the Portland YWCA G I. Marigold of Mars Hill, having selection. This group, too, is well aid lord. Irving Wooster Vance
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Norton, Margaret Dorman. Alvah
but never came tc personal harm. with Mrs. John L. Mitchell of
balanced, and approach (heir work Graves. Verona Murphv.
8.30 to 12.30
When it was all over, Mr Wal=h Eliot, Regional director, presiding. read some of the poems on birds with seriousness.
Baton Twirlers: Gloria Ristano
J went back to his Portland office and The Long'ellow Garden Club of sent in recently, wishes to make
The Band seated on the stage Colleen Frye. Carrine Smith. Nancy
ARMORY. ROCKLAND
' alsc worked one Summer in a New Portland. Mrs. Carroll Champlin, the following contributions:—
made a colorful picture when the
GENE HAMMON’S BAND
York City cffice. Preferring Maine president, will be hostess to the ‘Take a bird all white and dip him curtains parted. The new uni Calder, Charlotte Ccw’an.
—By Gladys Heistad
to the metropolis, he returned to,
Charles E. Gur
in ink.
forms. whose design and coloring
Portland and worked there until1 ney. immediate past president, as
selected by the young mem
1883. when he was offered the man- general chairman for the meeting. And there you have the Bobolink.' were
bers, are very striking, the blue and
"That’s an excellent bit of verse. red
agement of the Augusta office.
used in combination offering
Medomak Region Clubs
Mr. IWalsh was manager cf the
Mrs Marigold. Exactly the picture , a military suggestion quite in
CAMDEN • • * PHONE 2519
XX /X XX
Augusta office 28 years. He tcck
Mrs. A R. Benedict of Mont of the Bobolink. The place where ' keeping with the times. This
charge when the country was thrill clair. N J and Medomak. Garden
Mem IteiM from all of the Pa
NOW SHOWING
ing at the prospect of a National Club Federation of Maine's Life you grip the feathers when you group also played very well, the
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
JUDY CANOVA in
Convention which was to nominate Member in the National Council souse him in ink will remain white. Serenade. Love's Longing (Fenton
hero.
arr.
by
Riply)
being
extremely
well
Maine’s mcst distinguished son for of State Garden Clubs because of No doubt you had been reading in
‘•SLEEPY TIME GAL”
the Presidency. It was the day be her nation-wide recognized wcrk Roman history lately the story of done. Mr Law in directing both
Plus
Orchestra and Band displayed his
Five new names were pres»n»ed
fore telephones, and political lead in horticulture and flower arrang
how
Achilles
’
tendon
remained
“SUNDAY PUNCH”
understanding
of
such
work,
and
Monday
at Hope Grange and will
ers either transacted their business ing. and Miss Normena MacKin
with
with Mr. Blaine by telegraph or non of Topsham, who attended vulnerable. You remember. Hor the attention given bv the youth be ballotted upon June 15.
Wm. Ix»ndigan, Jean Rorers
came to Augusta in person as did the American Academy of Dra atio. how his mother kept hold of ful musicians was gratifying
SAT. CASH NIGHT, S175.W)
Much interest was evinced in
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copncr
Hon. Jclui A. togan. who became matic Arts and played in Broad his heel when she dipped him ln
the
flrst public appearance of the Kettle, pastel colored felts, variety
his running mate on the ticket. Mr. way productions, will be the after the Tiber. If she'd only held him
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Baton Twirlers. Their natty uni of styles, $3.00.—adv.
j Walsh came to have a very intimate noon speakers at the Spring meet
First Knox County Showing
by
the
big
toe,
now.
hew
the
his

forms and skillful work for be
.acquaintance with Gen. Logan.
GARY'S ALL A-TWITTER
All the while the convention was ing of the Medomak Region clubs tory of the world might have been ginners won a big hand.
The Boys' Chorus, even with its
lin progress, the Augusta telegraph of the Garden Club Federation of written differently. Its been just
j office was crowded with eager Maine Friday, at the United Bap such little accidents as that, small numbers, did some excellent
singing, and Erne.st Dondis as ac
j townsmen, and on the dav of the Baptist Church in Topsham.
SCHOOL FOR
Mrs. Sumner Sewall of Augusta. though that made history.”
companist comes in for no small
’nomination t.he street itself was so
•**«
share of the de-erved praise.
j thronged with people that passage First Lady cf Maine and honorary
chairman of the Federations con
It was a happy thought to in
Now comes a 42-wheei auto train
was well-nigh impossible.
! Mr. Walsh get the flash. ‘ Blaino servation activities, and Mrs. E. that runs either nn rails or high troduce some special features,
Nominated” and raised both hands Stewart Orberton, Fedeation presi way It was completed recently out not to dispel monotony by any
2—YEAR COURSES—2
in a manner cf unmistakable tri- dent, who recently returned from in the progressive little city cf means, but to afford a break so
lumirii. The exciting scenes whrh the Naticnal Council ccnvention Highland. Ill. All they have to do that the work of the various mu
Apply
followed have no parallel in Maine at Philadelphia, will speak at the when changing from rails Ls to lower sical groups could b° presented
morning session. Miss MacKin the steel-flanged wheels which in contrast. The selections chosen
Political annals.
Soon after came the official an non's contribution will be a pro serve as guides. These rubber Ures as readings by Miss McMahon and
nouncement ^which was handed to gram of garden poems by Amy run well on the tracks. The fulPea- Mr. Keene were in the nature of
BRUNSWICK. .MAINE
Mr. Blaine as he sat. beneath a Lowell. Among the presidents of pacity of tliis new train is 90.U09 monologues and were given with
i large apple tree on his lawn, sur the nine clubs in the Medomak pounds.
style
and
naturalness,
both
in
dic

57-58
• • • •
rounded by the members of his Region expected to be present at
tion and gesture.
Saturday n‘ght In Rockland.
this meeting will be Mrs. J. Albert
family and neighbors.
Hubby "What you get for sup
The Augusta office in that week Jameson, Rockland Garden Club;
handled 15.OC9 telegrams, mostly Mrs. George Wooster. Mt. Pattox per tonight?”
Wifey: "Oh. we have hundreds of
I messages of congratulations, frcm Nature Club; Mrs. H. J. Petta
(all parts of the country, besides piece. Camden Garden Club; Miss things to eat for sooner onight.”
many cablegrams from abroad. Thc Rita C. Smith. Thomaston Garden Hubby: "Oh. boy! What are they?"
Wifey: “Beans."
office had six wires.
Club.
• • • •
I The first reports on election night
And here is Bobby Jones ,the King
indicated victory fcr "The Plumed
SEARSMONT
of golf, seeking a flying eommhs’on
Knight,” Of the exciting days
A diphtheria and small pcx clinic And why net? He retired after
which followed, with the fortunes of
the rival Presidential candidates for pre-schocl children, free of that “grand slam" ln 1939. He is
continually alternating, older read charge, will bp held June 11. at the only 49 years old and hew he would
ers are still familiar. Manager church vestry. Dr. Caswell, the at skim the air!
• • • •
Wab=h was frequently consulted by tending physician, and Mrs. Young,
SUNDAY MATINEE
the
State
Health
Nur^e,
both
of
Mr.
Blaine
during
those
trving
davs.
They
say
that
morp than threeKIDDIES* HAPPY HOUR SHOW
fourths ef the American steel in
and gained some interesting si«e- Belfast, will be in charge.
Spring and
dustry’s limestone requirements are
supplied by Michigan. Ohio and
Summer
Pennsylvania. Isn't there a chance
Goods
to brine Maine llmerock into this
1942 Vintage
great industry and thus find for
Maine a lucrative output?
• • • •
THESE
Hint—What the English call a
NUMBERS
“meat pasty” is an excellent meal
for lengthening out the roast meet
WILL NOT
dishes. Made with a light but nct
BE HELD
too rich pastry and In the form of
a large turnover. Cut the meat into
OVER.
small bits, mix with a little g avy
THEY WILL
and any vegetable already cocked
LARGE CHICKENS
and handy. Place two good full
BE SOLD
spoons cf tads nutritious meal in
the middle of a round of the pastry
Make a small slit on cne side. Turn
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
and finger and thumb it together
like a regulation mince cr apple
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
ICE CREAM
turnover and bake a fine brcwn
FRESH ROAS TED PEANUTS
Serve hot and watch requests for
TOBACCO.
CIGARETTES
CIGARS
PIPES 5c To $5.00
Rockland,
“more some.”—Just as good ccld.
16 School St.,
• • • •

Maine Garden Clubs

DANCE

GRANGE CORNER

Attendant Nurses

Brunswick Hospital

OXTON’S
THREE FOR $1.00 -

riDJ'ss

bwb

"txw # KXl • Sewn Floy bv J®*» Ue *•**
■ne Bvniamin Glaz«r •
by Victor Ftaninf
bv Sam ZimbeHlt • An N-O-M FiWtm

FOUR FOR $1.00

<nnday Shows: 3.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.03
Monday, Tuesday: 2.00. 6.45,

This And That

ALIVE LOBSTERS

J9NN

au

Mr. and Mrs. Kusti Nuppula
Tendered Reception At
Was Augusta Telegraph Manager During the
Owl’s Head Grange Hall

Attention!

BoXTiUAI

GARFIELD

THE LATE WILLIAM P. WALSH

Pa^e Seven

8.13

SHORTS

NEWS

WAR STAMPS AND BONDS ON SALE
AT THESE THEATRES— BUY YOURS TODAY!

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Where Everybody Meets

Corner Park and Main Streets

Cork for bottle caps have become

scarce as well as metal caps Shruid

Telephone 541

Tuesday-Friday d
Rockland Courier-Gazette. Friday. June

Page Eight

5.

1942

made an appearance at the «ltr.
Bullard, Mildred Frye. Margaret
ing home Thursday last week a *,«Packard, Kathleen Paul, Joan
Robert Thayer Sterling wa A‘, '
Proctor, Madeline Rubenstein, Ma
remembered, receiving a
U)A 1
rilyn Spear. Gloria Studley, Verna
of cards, gilts and a birllut;, ,
Waldron and Evelyn Perry. Mem
Capt. Hilt’s Beacon To Be
Tlie day was spent quietly
bership stars in recognition of a
Discontinued Temporarily,
year’s active registered member- 1
AND THE
ship in Morning Glory Troop No. 3 '
Beginning Today
m
HIHHUTT AAA
were awarded to: Constance Bar- ■
ton, Elizabeth Brewster. Diane I
Historic and photogenic Portland
> munity Building 7.30 p. m. all Cameron, Marilyn Cates. Carolyn
Season Opens June 12. But|
Heed Light, which first cast its
SERMONETTE
churches uniting.
Chisholm,
Dorothy
Curtis,
Alice
beam to sea frcm the entrance to
• • • •
Opening of Lakewood
What our lightkeepers and
May Fuller.Barbara Fuller, Cynthia I
Prepare For Winter
The last Nutrition meeting was Portland harbor on an order
Agricultural
“The First Christian Draftee.” Knowlton, Margaret Packard. Ear- j eoastguardsmen are doing to
by President Washington,
Theatre In Doubt
The pecple in New England
will be the subject of the sermon lene Perry, Evelyn Perry. Joan |
The new shed type shelter for held in South Bristol on May 26, signed
protect coastwise shipping by
will
be
discontinued
temporarily
with
the
home
demonstration
are
facing
difficult
days
new
|
at
the
First
Baptist
Church
Sunpullets is becoming very popular
day and by night. The day’s
Lakewood will open the
and increasingly difficult will be ’ day at 10.30. The Lord's Supper Proctor. Grace Thompson. Carol
m the ccunty. In Appleton Rcland agent in charge. Twelve wcmen today the Coast Guard advised
news from many lonely out
Ann
Wolcott
and
Jean
Young.
mariners.
completed
the
course
and
will
be
on
Friday, June 12 with a
the
days
to
come.
They
are
first
;
will
be
observed
at
the
close
of
Gushee has built thiee and likes
posts along Maine’s waterfront.
Pine Cone Troop awards were;
of the oldest lighthouses on
at the Country" Club at 9 p ni .;p!
in the country" to feel the ra | this service. The Church School
them .ery much. In the same town given certificates awarded by the i theOneAtlantic
Membership stars, Benedicts Anas
coast, Portland head
Danny Danforth and his orch< ,-Ia
tioning cf sugar, of gasoline and
with classes for every member of tasia, Irene Anderson, June Bar
Daniel M Intosh has two new ones Maine Civilian Defense Council. was lighted on
PORTLAND HEAD
Jan.
10.
1791.
It
ts
and fiances will continue ,
Dinner
was
served
at
noon
by
Mrs.
tires.
1 the family will meet at noon. The ton, Louise Barton, Nonna Bridges,
that are being Used tin year.
Augustus Little and Mrs. Gertrude one of the most photographed
When asked why this is so.
The Hilts and Mrs. R. T. Sterl Friday thereafter through r
Bereans and Christian Endeavor- Betsy Cooper, Charlotte Cowan,
George Hausen of Whitefield i O ier.
lighthouses in the country.
the
usual
answer
is,
"The
mat

ing
witnessed the Memorial' Dav season. A new feature thi Sum
;
ers
will
hold
their
sessions
at
6
Florence Davis, Nadine Fuller,
say 4 that linie has marie a great I
Tlie Coast Guard said tlie fog
ter of transportation.” As well i o'clock. This church will unite in i! Celia
mer Will be the Lakewood (*.,ri,.,.
Aids
in
Clothes
Buying
was
the
i
Hrrrick. Joan Hunt, Leona parade in Portland.
improvement in his farm.
signal at the station, on a prom
might tiie toes complain that , the High School Baccalaureate ! Ingerson,
of
[Shop.
The former Slianiy ! •UXll
subject
of
the
meeting
in
WhiteMrs.
W.
C
Dow
was
guest
Helen Paul, Ruth Payson,
Arthur Paquett, North Edgecomb field, May 28. Mrs. Annie Hap- j ontory at tiie western side of the
tiiey lack blood because they i service to be held in the Com- Emma Lou
has been greatly enlarged n ku,
the
crowd
Saturday
afternoon
and
Ptaslee,
Jane
Perry.
has 3.000 chicle . This year he has ' good and Mrs. Dora Jackson were harbor mouth, would continue to
are so far from the heart. The
a new and attractive room j,/j'
munity Building at 7.30. The devil I Nathalie Past, Ida Reams, Corinne evening.
added barred rocks to his reds | in charge of the dinner arrange- . operate without change.
heart recognizes its duty to the
dining
and refreshments
The
has no reason to be ashamed of gmith, Janet Smith and Barbara
R. T. Sterling accompanied by Lakewood Store is open.
Next year he will be able to lurnish , ments.
The keeper of this light is Capt. body as a whole, to every part
the man who is mean to hLs wife. Koster.
Mrs. Dow. Mrs. Hilt. Mrs. Sterling
c;oss eggs for hatching. He also
remote or near. Months ago
Many former guests are planninJ
canning equipment clinic will . F. O. Hilt, well known in Knox
Second
Class
badges
went
to;
and Arthur Harlow motored to to spend their entire vacation ,:
lias put m a much larger vegetable j beA held
County where he was formerly in
the Congress and the Adminis
Wednesday.
June
10
at
Patricia Dodge, Norma Bridges. Evegreen cemetery Sunday al ter
garden, and says that he should the Baptist Church vestry in Dam charge of the Matinicus Rock light.
tration were urged to build a
Lakewood this Summer.
Betsy
Cooper. Florence Davis and noon.
have a pig and cow in order to be ariscotta. D E. Hall of the Bur
pipe line to the East and the
The opening cf the Lak ,>. ,C(j
I
Leona
Ingerson;
merit
badges,
sel . upporting. This plan is be pee Canning Company of Barring
Mr. and Mrs. W C. Dow or Port Theatre is still in dcubt due
North East Corner known as
iBenedicta
Anastasia;
interior
dec

ing followed by many farm fam ton. Ill., will be present to give a
land and Arthur Harlow of South gasoline rationing, but shon.; the
New England. A pipe line was
Irene Anderson, biblio- Portland
dies lor what can be produced at demonstration on the use of the
joined the Portland situation improve, the theatre will
Some Timely News Which oration;
built to Canada from Portland.
phi!.: Priscilla Clarke and B^bara
a,tern(x)„ and
home helps in the Lend-Lease pressure cooker anc tin can sealer
At that time there were tankers
open for a short season
Pertains To the Local
(
Kester,
interior
decoration;
program and saves transportation in cooking. Everyone is invited Good Alewive Season At and it was supposed that care
evening.
Lakewood will be host to a ij:
Paul,
glass;
Ruth
Payson,
drawing
Organizations
Tlie Sterlings attended funeral convention of tlie Maine
of these goods.
would be taken to protect the
who wild take either a pressure
Warren—Canned For
'and painting; Emma Lou Peaslee.
Maine coast, now the most
Notice received bv the county cooker cr sealer. Mr. Hall will ad
bookbinding; Corinne Smith, de- services Tuesday afternoon in Association June 14.
First Time
dangerous in the world.
War Board Horn Fred S. Wallace just and test all cookers ai.d seal
A Court of Award was held at the (sign and glass; Janet Smith, Portland for Mrs. Sterling's uncle
Within thus month are the
Special War board assistant to the ers brought in.
Tower Room, Community Building, scribal; Jane Perry, interior decor by marriaa"*. William W. Latham,
SOUTH THOMASTON
The alewife sea. on in Warren shortest days, and no matter
secretary regarding sugar prcducWednesday with a large delegation ation. colorcraft, weaving, basketry Cape Elizabeth, retired from Cape
Friends of Alden Hayden ; r.
1 ended Monday, after a month's w'hat the calendar says, after of relatives and friends present. The and first aid; Nadine Fuller, inte Elizabeth Coast Guard.
tion m the U. S Mr Wallace says
Lieut. Philip Newbert of Fort merly of this community and Ri ,
I hat more sugar is being produced SPIRITUALIST CA.MPMEETING fishing. Slightly over 1500 barrels June 22 people here are sliding program consisted of: Scout march; rior decoration, home nursing,
Tlie Maine State Spiritualist ! or nearly a half million fish were
toward eight months of cold.
in Hie United States than ever be
welcome to guests by Scout Leader 1 child care, home health and pub Williams, Mrs. Minnie Newbert cf land will be pleased to learn i,
fore and there is no government Association will hold its annual taken, tor canning at the Rams
Residents are told all the time Emma Harding; Flag Salute, group (lie safety; Charlotte Cowan, inte- Thomaston and Mrs. Mvrtle Sher May 31 he celebrated his 941 li out:.,
limit placed upon United States ! convention at Camp Etna over the ! den canning factory in Rockland, of the dire shortage of fuel: singing, “Star Spangled Banner;” trior
decoration, design,
wood, man of Camden called Sunday on day. Mr. Hayden s now lum
Keene, N. H„ with hLs son and
sugar production in 1942. Farmers ; week-end. Members and delegates which is putting the alewives up
"Lay in coal, you will get no oil presentation of corsages by Evelyn (handywoman and wild plant finder; the Hilts.
good health for hLs years.
Another
birthday
anniversary
alreadv indicate they are going to I will gather in business sessions ! to fill a government order. The
and wood is scarce and expen
Perry to MLss Annie Mae Rhodes, I Celia Herrick, interior decoration..
sive." Advertisements say it is leader of the Morning Glory Troop, design, home nursing, child care,
plant one fourth more sugar this Friday and Saturday and fcr i plant has put up 11,209 cases, 24
year than last Imports have been election of officers. Tonight will cans to the case, for the govern
‘‘lawful to hoard coal." Millions and by Mayer Veazie to Miss Emma w-raving,
basketry.
bibliophile,
cut however which means ration be held the formal reception anil ment order, and had the first fish
have no facilities to burn any Harding of Pine Cone Troop; Scout clothing, needlecraft, home health,
banquet which will be folowed by lor canning on May 5 this year, a
thing but oil and their equip Promise and Laws; Beaverette and home safety; first class, Jane
ing.
a
message
service
by
Maine
talent
1
very
early
date
lor
the
season
to
ment was extremely costly. Biownie awards by Leader Barbara i Perry, Celia Herrick, Nadine Fuller
Mis Annice Carver of Vinal
and for three services I open.
Does anyone believe it is more Perry; Little Brcwn Bear Brownie and Charlotte Ccwan.
haven was hostess Lo the Farm Saturday
William S. Hubbard of
Fishing gear is being stored in
The highest award attainable in
righteous to hoard coal while awards by Mrs. Evelyn Cameron;
Bu: ell Monday, May 25. when Sunday.
Wisconsin and C. Harrison Engel the* basement of the old engine
your neighbor is in peril from Morning Glory awards by Miss the Girl Scouts is the Curved Bar
Lu. inda Rich, home demonstration of
Forida andi Maine will be the hcuse. and work taking up the 1 cold than to hoard food while Riiodes; Pine Cone awards t»y Miss which takes the place of the Gol
agent, was present to give infor featured
speakers. All services are
Harding; presentation of a check den Eaglet and is only presented to
mation on Aids in Clothes Buying. open to the public. Edna L. Knowl | trap and trough completed under j others starve?
Irom
the Girl Scout troops to the First Class Scouts who have earned
'
the
direction
of
George
Starrett,
i
Lacking
constructive
leaders
in
France. Gillchrest, Josephine Clay ton, president, and Mary Drake
Building, Mayor Veazie 14 merit badges. Mayor Veazie
tei and Annice Carver served the Jenne, secretary, head reception ! first selectman and fish agent, i Congress, the people of this Community
acting as a representative of the presented three of these awards,
Eight
men
have
been
employed
by
cold
but
wonderful
section
of
supper.
committees.
Beard of Governors; Taps.
witii a fitting speech, to Celia Her
i the town during the season.
this country must rely upon
Mrs Katherine Proctor of Lake
The
awards
presented
to
Beaver

rick,
Nadine Fuller and Charlotte
This
was
the
first
time
that
Warthemselves,
and
then
share
and
av»-nue in Rockland, entertained
ette
Brownies
were:
One-year
Cowan.
i
rt n
alewives
have
been
canned
“never hoard." They must not
the Farm Bureau May 27. Aids in
TENANT’S HARBOR
membership pendants, Claire BrickThe Tower room decorations cf
, commercially.
be pessimistic nor over optimis ley,
Clothe'. Buying and how the war
Bertha Dondis, Carol Kent. white lilacs und rcses were ar
Pun!.in Rebekah I
will en___
_____
,
__
1 tic.
program i*. affecting the clothing tertain the President ol Hie Re
Perry and Joyce Tracey; ranged by Mrs. Marguerite Perry
The President lias warned Sandra
situation was the information bekah Assembly. Mabel Skofleld d/'.ninei ville. Ma-;., pa ;ed the week-j
two-year
membership pendants, and Mrs. Evelyn Cameron.
against either state* of mind. Cynthia Barbour.
v.t.ch the home demonstration East Corinth Satuiday night. Sup- ;1
v* -*1 Mr- Ant,. Murphy
Joanne Chisholm,
An exhibition ol work completed
Citizens
must
be
self-reliant
agent presented. Tlie next meet per will be served at 6 o’cl< ck, fo I
Mary Mi »« ol Rockport, and love and watch their neigh Baibara Clark, Rhea Gardner, during the year was held in the
ing w 11 be held at Mrs. Jalo Ran lowed by exemplification tf the de- Mass. is visiting her stepdaughter
I Janice Koster, Betty Libby, Mary
bors' well being as they do their | Libby and Jacqueline Grispi; East Room, and was very interestta’.s on the Old County road, and gree in tive evening.
Mrs- Alvah Harris for a few days.
ing.
Mrs. Irene Levenseller and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis spent
Mrs* Marv Simmcns Rose of j own.
i Brcwnie wings for members enterTrust
in
God.
"Behold,
I
Annie Starr will be in charge.
! ing Tenderfoot Trcop, Cynthia Bcrlast week-end with their daughter i ?.en0, Ne'- 13 Stiest of her sister.
ASKLD TO VOTE “NO”
have taken out of thine hand jbour, Claire Brickley. Joanne ChisA Friendship, Mrs. Agnes Win and sen-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Dana
To
Knox
Ccunty Veters, the re
the
cup
of
trembling,
even
the
chenpaw was hostess to the Farm Greenlaw of Redstone, N. H.. and
son Philip is now at Fort
(helm, Barbara Clark, Bertha Don
quest
is
made
that you co-operate
dregs of the cup of my fury;
Bureau. May 29 The subject was with their nephew Don Lucy of Devens.
dis, Rhea Gardner, Janice Koster.
thou shalt no more drink it Mary" Libby and Jacqueline Grispi. for future Dry Citizenship by vot
Aids in Clothes Buying. The home Chelmsford, Mass., who also was)
"No” on all four of ycur ques
demonstration
agent
expilained guest at the Greenlaw home for a | The Virgin islands, bought by the again.”
i Mary Libby and Betty Libby had ing
tions
on the local option ballet,
—
William
A.
Holman
briefly the food canning program few days.
j perfect attendance for the year.
077 bushels raised on 79.7754 acres.
which i- planned for this Summer.
The Little Brown Bear Brownie please to support the State W C.T.U.
Dr. and Mrs. Charies Leach and United States frcm Denmark in
and Christian Civil League, also all
Mrs Helen Simmons and Mrs. Mrs. Ethel Auld of tho Pcwnal State
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo troop was started March 19. by Mrs.
Susan Wotton assisted the hostess School spent the week-end at home. 1917, consist of 55 islands, of which rial Baptist Church, the pastor. Evelyn Cameron and Mrs. Margue Maine churches.
These are in effect; Shall we have
Mi* Fannie Cox and friend of five are inhabited
in serving dinner.
Rev. C. A. Marstaller, just back from rite Perry and was registered April a State liquor store in our town,
13.
Membership
pins
were
awarded
the convention, will soeak at 10.39
lounges in hotels and club
cn "A MinLstering Church in aito: Kutii Mahoney, Carolyn Haiti- cocktail
beer parlors, as well as beer sold to
man,
Ann
Marie
Whalen,
Carolyn
Stricken World.” The chcir will
take out in tliis town?” "Defense
sing. Sunday-School fellows at 11.45 Frye, Patricia Whitehill, Joan calls for Sober Soldiers.”
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Seek Two Youtb|
Who Are Alleged To
Burglarized Walter Y;|

taw’s Property

A statewide priice ;.l..nn
for two Rcckland \ou li> w
alleged to have .sli.leti a In,
dump truck I rein ihe : n; ,
yard of Waltei Yatt. w
junction cf Rankin stiet
County road Sunday ma
press time this merning. th
had not be<n appitheia!
though the truck w. s n
yesterday in Bar Harbor bv
George Abuott cf ihe Bat
police department
In addition to the theft
truck, Mr. Yattaw alleges th
burglarized a -strong box
garage building said to ha
tained' nearly $2 023 ca.rii a
eral watches Also he ran
gun und a considerable tun
ammunition were missing
The theft and break w
ci.vered at tei Mr Yattaw re|
from the movie-, and he l
ately reported the incident
police. The preliminary ind
lion was made by Patroln.j
land Sukeforth and centin
the morning by Officer Chr.
son and Chief Mansfield
Information as to the
cf the two youths was gn,

third boy who was in c
with the other two at the
the break and tin n refu e< |
through with it
Following tiie location
truck in Bar Harbor. M<
and Christofferson went
town In hopes that they e
cats the boys there Fro

FINNISH

BENEFIT PICNIC
For Thomaston Red

A picnic for benefit of Tli|
ton Red Cross al Maki's < J
Cushing,
SUNDAY. JUNE 1]
A collection taken to pay i|
lunch. Frocci'ds to go lo l|
aston Red Cross.
I
Welcome!
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3 out of every 5 bombs

ARRID

dropped on Axis targets are

made possible by Esso research

! partments.
Basic ingredient of the high explo
sive TNT is toluol. In the last war,
toluol came from coal tar. For this
war, the United Nations need
many times as much as the coal tar
industry can produce. Fortunately,
in 1935 Esso research workers, in
cooperation with the U. S. Army,
found a way to make toluol syn
thetically from petroleum. Con
struction of a large commercial
plant for the Army Ordnance De
partment was completed in Octo
ber, 1941. This plant more than
doubled America’s TNT output.
This process was also shared with
other refiners, so that 3 out of 5
bombs will be filled with war
TNT derived from ESSO-developed toluol.
COLONIAL

BEACON

O I L

The

church

DU PONT HOUSE PAINT
Keeps WHITE Houses WHITE!
Today, you want to be sure
your paint will last. Du Pont
has developed a new paint
that starts white, and stays
white. It forms a tough,
durable film that protects,
too, guarding the surface
against rot and decay.
Ask about its self-clean
ing feature that keeps white
houses white. Du Pont
House Paint comes in a full

COMPANY

HAVE BRAKES ADJUSTED FOR
STRAIGHT-LINE STOPS!

Esso
Cw IMZ, C

moIbo.

OIL IS AMMUNITION • USE IT WISELY!

A family laxative used success
fully by young and old as aa
aid in relieving constipation.

Agreeable to take. Caution:
Use only as directed. Ask for
it at your druggist.

"th^trueTamTl^axative

SATURDi

Brakes out of adjustment and
faulty brake drums cause
excessive tire wear in spots

And Every Satu

—or cause one tire to wear
more rapidly than the others.

HAI

Let our Oldsmobile-trained
experts test the condition of
your brakes today.

Thomaston, hi
Stops id
Due to dim out r< J

ROTATE TIRES
EVERY 5,000

MILES!

ATeeps Fon Proud
ot Your Hobsn!

let us show you the exact, scien
tific rotation plan Oldsmobile
has worked out for maximum
tire mileage on Oldsmobile cars.

HOUSE PAINT

FIRSl
ON

OLDSMOBILE SERVICE

J. A. JAMESON CO.
TELEPHONE 17,

I’RICI

Tires should be switched from
one wheel to another at least
every 5,000 miles. Come in and

range of colors.

Dr.Trues
El i xir

GLEN

special equipment to check both
the alignment and the balance
of your Oldsmobile’s wheels.

unites

with others in the Baccalaureate
sendee at Community building in
the evening.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episco
pal) Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector,
services for tomorrow will be appropiate for the firs't Sunday
after Trinity! Matins at 8.30; Par
ish Eucharist and sermon at 9
a. m.; Vespers at 7.39. Daily Mass )
at 7.30 except Monday and Sat
urday. The public is welcome.
• • • •
"Living Life At Its Best” will be
the subject of Dr. Lowe's sermon
at the Universalist Church Sunday
morning, iast session of the Church
School meeting with the adult con
gregation for the children’s story.
Soloist, Miss Lotte McLaughlin.*
Nursery' department for younger
chillren and Y.P.C.U. discontinued
for the season. High School Baccaulaureate service in the Corn-
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AND SERVICE FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS

SECI'RED bi

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

ROCKM

WINTER STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 889

Established 1888.

